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Abstract
Help Seeking

Patterns of Black Women in Selected Black Churches
Phylis J. Peterman

This study explores help seeking patterns of Black women in
Black churches. The intent of the study, is to examine use of
a historically vital component of the Black community and to
ascertain its role in the support system of a population. The
theory of shared functions is used to look at the util·ization
of different support systems, and to understand the role of
the

church

as

a

bureaucratic

institution

with

primary

characteristics and functions.
The data was collected over a six month period, at six
Black churches in the Essex County area of New Jersey. The
information is derived from a questionnaire administered to
196 women.

In the analysis of the data,

grouped

socioeconomic

by

status

and

size

participants are
of

church

they

attend. The hypotheses are:
(1) The lower the socioeconomic status of the church member,
the more likely the minister will be selected for help.

(2)

members of smaller chur.;:hes are more likely to select the
minister

as

churches.

(3) The minister is more likely to be selected for

help

a

vehiale

for

help,

than

those

with concerns classified as non-uniform.

i
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(4) The

larger

more

active a woman is in church life, the more likely she is to
choose the minister as a help source.
The findings confirm, women classified as low income and
those active in church life, utilize their pastor more than
other

women

in

the

study.

The

findings

do

not

confirm,

hypothesis 2 and 3, but show that women from large churches
utilize the minister more than women in smaller churches and
that the minister is selected as a help source in a range of
·concerns. The data highlights, that women see the minister as
the primary source for help and that for many, the pastor is
as important, as the relative or professional counselor in
seeking assistance •.
The implications of this study suggest the profession of
social

work,

seek

avenues

of

collaboration

with

local

ministers to offer support and information on the concerns
members bring. The findings also suggest the profession find
ways

to accurately access client I s

support from the religious community.

ii

church

involvement and
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Chapter 1
statement of Prob1em
The church as an institution has a lonq history of
involvement
services.

in the development and delivery of social

Records of Egyptian civilization, contain writinqs

from the Eqyptian Holy book, "Book of the Dead". It lists
seven acts of mercy, includinq, relief of hunqer, nakedness,
care for the sick and the prisoner (Morris, 1986). The roots
of Judeo-Christian helpinq are traced to writinqs in the Old
Testament of the Bible, where there is the assertion that
individuals have a positive obliqation to perform acts of
helpinq and to do qood works and care for those less
fortunate (Deuteronomy 15:7-10;

Matthew 25:

35-40,Holy

Bible, King James Version).
In the Middle Ages, the monasteries were frequently
places of refuge and care; priest were responsible for qivinq
out alms and judginq who was worthy of receipt. In 1727, the
first residential institutions for the children and the
elderly were established by the Catholic Church in America.
(Reid, 1987).
In more recent

the Charity orqanization

society, which represented the first American attempt at
coordination of charitable services, was started by Rev.
Stanly Gurteen in 1877. The earliest development of cos has
been credited to Thomas Chalmers, a minister of the Church of
Scotland. Chalmers was called to Glasgow in 1814, to minister
to one of the most important churches in the area. He was

- - - - - - -------

.. --.-.
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troubled by the extreme poverty and need among the families
in the parish. He assigned deacons to members of the parish
to individualize help giving from the church. Several
churches today, including one in the study at hand, have care
units presided over by deac9ns. Chalmers is credited with
conceiving the individualized approach and person-centered
philosophy that has become the core of social .work practice
(Popple and Leighniner,

1990).

In the 1850's the YM/YWCA programs,
Salvation Army Corp, were begun in the

as well as the

United states. Both

programs are built 'on religious foundations. These, as well
as efforts by the church in child welfare, housing, labor and
education,

point to the church's concern regarding the

welfare of individuals. Throughout the decades, the church as
an institution, has also been active in voicing·a collective
concern for human dignity,

ranging from the civil rights

movement to international crises.
Religious institutions have provided the philosophical
basis for most social work activites. As society became more
secular so did social welfare organizations,

especially

during the 1960's and early 1970's. This secularization can
be attributed to the growth of government in the field of
social welfare and possibly the development of the New Left
and student movements in the .1960's and early 1970's. As a
result,

the link between social work and the religious

community was not a particularly strong one during this time.
More recently their seems to be a shift towards an

3

interest in religion and the connection between social work
and the church (Johnstone, 1983; Princeton Religious center
1988).

Americans are returning to churches in greater

numbers and reporting that religion is having a greater
influence in their life. There is also the development and
growth in professional social work organizations and
literature that have a religious thrust. These aspects

are

discussed more fully in chapter 6.
In spite of the cyclical nature of secularization,
churches are still a presence in the

community. The store

front church as well as the cathedral, serve as centers for
Head start, day care, tutoring, recreation and nutrition
programs. The minister, in addition to being
leader,

is

counseling,

the spiritual

often a

key person in terms of pastoral

support,

advocacy and referral.

Within the

church, members seem to develop certain bonds with each other
and help each other inside and outside the church.

As a

result, the church ministers to a variety of needs of its
members,

neighbors, those with some tangential relationship

to the church, and also strangers.

This help is formal as

well as informal.
The church is a unique institution.

On one hand it is a

bureaucratic organization with rules, regulations, charters,
and in some instances hierarchical structure,

operating

budget and paid staff, but it also has many characteristics
of a primary group (Litwak, 1978; Craven, 1974; wireman,
1984; Pancoast, 1976). The church is an organization made up

------- -------- --.------..
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of essentially non-kin (although people may be kin) who often
relate to each other in.a primary group way. The minister
becomes a key figure because s/he is the chief administrator
as well as an important support person for individuals.
Focus and Rational of the Research
The study at hand focuses attention on the help seeking
patterns of Black women who belong to Black churches. There
is special emphasis on the role of the minister as a helping
agent for the members. The Black church is defined as those
churches established by and for Black folks,

where the

controlling power is vested entirely in the Black membership
(Johnson, 1982).
The Black church is focused upon because it has long
been referred to as an important historical as well as
present day force within the African-American community. This
church appears to offer its members much in the way of formal
and informal support. The Black Baptist church is used in the
stu"dy because it represents an institution that is an
independent one within the Black community.

Each Black

Baptist church is independent and not subject or accountable
to a hierarchial governing body. This is different than other
churches that may be found within the Black community, such
as the Methodist Church,
Catholic Church.

Church of God in Christ or the

The minister in addition to being the

administrator of the church,
meeting the

is also expected to be

responsible

for

many concerns of the

congregation.

The minister is hired by and is directly

5

accountable to the members of the conqreqation.
The Black minister is the key fiqure within the Black
church and often pointed to as a pivotal person within the
community.

Relatively little

formal

research has

been

conducted as to the role of the church in the helpinq
process,

ways in which members seek out assistance and

especially how the minister is viewed and utilized as part of
the helpinq suppor.t system.
Women are the focus of the data qatherinq, because in
most orqanized reliqions, women traditionally account for the
majority

of formal membership (Gallup, 1987; Jacquet, 1988).

If men had been included in the study it would have likely
been a small number. Includinq only women in the study made
the data

base

less confusinq

subject to less

misinterpretation. In addition to the above qiven reasons for
the focus of the study,

is the authorts own interest and

backqround as part of a Black Baptist church, and an interest
in support systems and linkaqes that help African American
women.
statement of Problem
Exploration has revealed most Black churches have a
formalized structure or quidelines for qivinq aid to its
members.

Aid is dispensed usually throuqh a benevolent fund

over which the

Deacons or appointed persons have

discretionary powers. But an aspect that has not received
much attention, is the churchts function of brinqinq toqether
a qroup of people who develop their own network and primary

-------_......•. -
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type group structure to meet a variety of needs. The study
attempts to see what help sources a selected group of Black
church members use, or might use, to meet needs that come up
in daily life and how these supports are related to the
church, especially as they relate to use of the minister.
The theory of shared functions is used to examir18 this
phenomenom. Basically, the theory states that both primary
and bureaucratic groups operate in most tasks of life and
bring different attributes to the achievement of a goal. The
theory encompasses the different roles of primary groups,
especially as they relate to non-uniform tasks. Non-uniform
tasks are life

that are unpredictable,

with many

aspects that cannot always be planned for, taken care of, or
best dealt with by the bureaucratic structure (Litwak, 1966).
Observations by the author among church members and
administrators,

revealed that

the

church,

through

its

membership ties, seems to provide much in the way of support
and services, especially in non-uniform situations.

This

role is not readily recognized or known by the outside
community or formal agencies.

Oftentimes, the churches

themselves do not recognize the needs fulfilled through the.
formal

and informal group structure it offers.

Johnson

(1982), in her look at contemporary relationships between

Black females and the church, has bemoaned the fact that
given

the

voluminous

literature

available

about

Black

families and the Black church, the meager empirical research
about

the

Black

families/Black

church

relationship

is

__.- _ _--

- .

...
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surprisinq.
The local church is comprised of a variety of qroups
includinq the.nuclear family, extended kin groups, voluntary
associations and the church staff.
descriptive

one which attempts to show some of· the

circumstances
minister,

This study is a

under which

church members,

support systems such as the
family,

professionals and self are used as

friends,

neighbors,

resources.

Implications of the study for Social Work
social work is a profession concerned with helpinq
people overcome indi.vidual as well as collective problems.
It is concerned with the systems and institutions people are
involved in. Theprofessionseekstohaveabetter understandinq of what problems affect

people and

where they qo

for help. There is a need to be familiar with the formal and
informal resources available to individuals,

qroups and

institutions. It is hoped this research will be valuable in
that it will:

(1) be a beqinninq step in describinq how a

certain population uses a community institution such as the
church as a help source (2) add to the knowledqe of the role
of the minister as a helpinq source within the church (3)
create more knowledqe of the Black church as a community
resource,

(4) lead to more effect.ive use of the services the

church renders by adding to the knowledqe base of the church
staff and social work professionals (5) aid in

defininq

further the place for social work in consultation, education

.. _-----_....-

-----------_._--_.

__._--.

. -- _ .._._----_. -
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and training of key people within

churches (6) lead to the

development of more effective referral systems to appropriate
local agencies.
Members of the religious community express an interest
in the study and its findings,

because of the lack of

definitive research on the Black church and the diverse role
of the minister and the church as

help agents.

Hypotheses
There are a great many possible variables affecting
need, help seeking patterns and the use of help, but income
of church members and church size are two important variables
as demonstrated by the work of Cummings and Harrington (1963)
and Biegel (1982). These variables are used and incorporated
into the following hypotheses.

For manageability in the

study, the hypotheses focus on the minister. Information on
the minister will yield details about

the other helping

systems.
1. The lower the socioeconomic status of the church member,
the more likely the minister will be selected for
2.

help.

The members of the smaller church are more likely to

select the minister as a vehicle for help, than those in the
larger churches.
3. The minister is more likely to be selected for help
concerns that can be classified as non - uniform

with

in nature.

---- ------_.. --.---.----
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4. The more active a. woman is in church life, the more likely
she is to choose the minister as a source for help.
Definition of Terms
Black church - those churches pastored

and attended by

persons of African-American descent.
Church members - women age 18 and up who come to church at
least twice a month.
Support System - persons and institutions to whom individuals
goto for assistance and services they cannot provide for
themselves.
Network - the range of individuals a person is linked with
through family, friends, acquaintances.
Theoretical Framework
The primary focus of the study is on the individual
within the Black church and the person's differential use of
primary groups and network members. Shared functions theory
will be used as the framework for the

research.

This theory

is most often used in examining organizational structure, but
it has been developed to also encompass the types, roles,
functions and differential use of primary group structure. In
view of this, it seems to provide an appropriate model from
which to conduct the research.

10

Shared Functions Tbeory
Shared functions,
called,

or balance theory as it· is also

states that both primary and bureaucratic groups

operate in most major tasks of life and they bring different
attributes to the achievement of a goal end.
While both groups are needed,

their functions and

methods of achieving stated goals are guite different and can
be in conflict with each other. An example of this can be
seen in traditional hospital rules that strictly limited
visits by children or the interaction of parents with their
premature infants. Hospitals in addition to patient care, are
concerned about structure,
conditions.

order,

In recent years,

interaction with premature

schedules and sterile

visiting by children,

babies,

has been encouraged,

and
in

an effort to link the bureaucracy and the primary group in a
complimentary way. The

goal then is to link bureaucratic and

primary groups at a

midpoint where they balance and

compliment each other to be most effective.

The theory also

discusses mechanisms for coordination of bureaucratic and
community primary groups (Litwak,

1966).

As a result of

researching and testing these stated aspects of shared
function theory, Litwak et al,· (Meyer, 1974; szelenyi, 1969;
Dono,

1978)

have explored and documented the charac-

teristics of primary group functioning and task as well as
the concept of the non-uniform task. This aspect of uniform
and non-uniform theory will play the more important part in
the focus of the study at hand.

11

Primary Group Aspects of the Church
In primary group aspectsof the church, personalized
relationships are greatly valued;face to face contact is
also important. Church members often refer to themselves as a
family;

relationships are diffuse and communication issues

cover a broad spectrum. There is some

of enduring

relations that create linkage and last over time, as well as
changes in status and role.

While there is division of labor

within the church, many of the tasks are non-uniform ones.
These tasks can_be done by a variety of

persons and are

often interchangeable.
Black churches, like other organizations and groups,
reflect

the style

of their his-tory,

as

well

personality and style of the current leadership.

as the
Some

churches are known in the community and among members as
warm,

outgoing, and relaxed.

"400",

prestigious,

Others are "silk stocking",

while others 'fall somewhere in between.

It is recognized there is a wide range of church types within
the Black community.

The large, well-to-do formal church

seems to be characterized more by loosely knit relationships
and less visible primary groups,

while the small storefront,

with its seemingly close knit membership, provides almost
family-like support for members.
Non-uniform Task
Shared function theory details that primary groups can
encompass kin and neighbors and that the primary group is
better equipped than the formal bureaucratic organization to

.....

_-_....... _._------------------_.- ---------- ....
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handle certain tasks,
as non-uniform.

especially those that are categorized

Non-uniform does not refer to less important

or less tangible tasks, but refers to the fact that training
for,

and implementation of these tasks cannot always be

structured, programmed or administered in a

precise way.

There is a continuum in non-uniform tasks in terms of
training and specialization.

Some occupations such as social

work, teaching, ministry, medicine, and'trucking are prone to
many

contingencies.

Each

education and training,

requires

various

degrees

of

but one cannot be specifically

trained for all circumstances that might occur within the
job.
Non-uniform tasks appear in every area of life and no
matter how advanced technology becomes, it seems that nonuniform tasks will always be with us to some degree. As an
example, a local rescue squad is trained to free people who
are trapped in a car, but a passerby without special training
who arrives before the rescue squad, may be able to extricate
the motor'ist and save a life.

sy the s'ame token, there are

agencies designated to aid and relocate families displaced by
fire, but a community church may be able to

immediately open

its doors for emergency shelter for fire victims, furnish
clothing and

household goods

from

appeals

to the

congregation, as well as find leads for housing through the
congregation.
organizatipns that have primary group characteristics
seem better able to respond to non-uniform tasks because of
their more flexible structure.

In the Slack church, the

13

minister

is often the most visible person who is responding

to

contingencies,

many

but

this

response

is

often

accomplished through assigning tasks to lay people or through
groups set up within the church to handle emergencies or
specific
As a result of being exposed to many help giving
situations within the church,

the author believes many

emergencies and day-to-day situations are handled by the
individual member network and may not even

come to the

attention of the church staff. For example, an elderly member
lost her glasses and had to schedule an emergency visit to
the opthamologist. Unable to arrange transportation with the
local Red Cross service,

the woman got out the church

directory and called the listed people until she contacted a
member able to provide her with round trip car service.
Several types of groupings can be found within the
church.
sources,

In order to determine differential use of help
it is

to understand and differentiate the

primary type groupings that are likely to be a part of the
structure

within the

1) Nuclear family household - husband,
dependent
2)

wife and

children.

Kinship system - relatives of members. These kin

may not be members of the church.
3)

Neighbors in the vicinity of church and neighbors
of those who are members. These neighbors mayor
may not be members of the church.

14 .

4)

Friends of church members who mayor may qot be

members of the·church.
5)

Weak-tie or large primary groupsaregenerally

always part of the church group. This means that church
members share some sense of identity and perhaps
socialization that sets them off from any other group.
6)

Voluntary associations: lay groups organized under

the auspices of the church and consisting basically of
non-paid members. Churches mayor may not have such
organizations but

nearly all churches do.

According to balance theory,

each type of group can

handle particular types of tasks more effectively than
others.

The primary group of nuclear family is effective in

tasks such as daily shopping, household tasks, budgeting,
companionship,

teaching basic information, providing simple

home care when people are ill,
socialization.

child care and basic

The primary family group does activities that

require ongoing face to face contact of the group.

The

activities are long term and require great outputs of time,
energy,

ongoing commitment,

and ongoing economic provisions

commonly associated with family upkeep. The

primary group is

also important for tasks that require immediacy.
Primary Groups outside of the Family
When one moves away from the nuclear family into the
larger primary group, it is found that this group can provide
information the

------ - ..

immediate family cannot.

The self help

_.... --_.._---------------_. . _... _ ..._-- .. _--,
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literature shows family members will seek help outside of the
family group often through their informal network (Katz,
19767 Granovetter, 1.9747 Taylor, 1986).

Those seeking help,

look to find others who have had a similar experience or know
of someone who nas sought similar services.

The larger

primary group can also help in conflict situations, such as
those between spouse or other family members.

Often, family

members must seek formal and informal outside help, to aid in
problem solving.

Again, help sought may include seeking

assistance in locating the resource needed to help allay this
situation.
Summary statement
In summary, studies related to shared functions have
shown that the primary group is more effective than the
bureaucratic organization in the following circumstances:
1.)

Where tasks are related to time emergencies and

actions which must be taken quickly (e.g., short-term
child care,
2)

borrowing small items, rescue tasks).

Where learning must take place through face to face,

day to day observations.
3) Where the knowledge of the ordinary citizen is as
great as that of the expert.
4) Where the knowledge base is not well developed and
there is no expert.
S) Where situations are unpredictable and have many

contingencies (Litwak,

1969).
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The bureaucracy is usually most effective in situations
where:
1)

coordinating resources for cost and geographic

efficiency

is to be of benefit.

2) information and operations are standardized and
must be

translated in an orderly and structured way

to many parties.
3)

anonimity and impartiality are needed.

Differential Support System Functioning
It is felt that the most valuable virtue of the kin,
neighborhood and friendship primary groups, are their ability
to provide supplemental resources to the nuclear family.
These groups, while all primary in nature, have specific
areas where they are utilized.

Neighbors have been shown to

be especially valuable and appreciated for short-term tasks
and

where immediacy is important, also in

situations where actions or needs are based on people living
in the same geographic area,
socialization activitier.;,

and

in learning and

where continuous observations and

face-to-face contact is necessary.

Friendship groups are

most important in areas of socialization that revolve around
common

fluctuating issues and values.

of, and continuation of friendships,

The forming

is the choice of

individuals and involves mutual affectivity and a persons'
willingness to adjust to one another.
Family or kin groups have permanence as a major factor

.....

_------_._-'-----_._._._--,
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and are used by members for long-term task that require
considerable investment of time and/or other types of ongoing
support. The high effectiveness of primary groups is
attributed

to

the short lines of communication,

ready

availability of members to one another and the willingness of
members

to

uncertainty.

take

risks

for

one

Litwak and Szelenyi

another
(1969),

in times

of

in a detailed

national study, highlighted the structure and function of
kin, neighbor and friend. The immediate family can handle
such

task s as

daily

upkeep

of

the

house,

chauffeuring family members to appointments,

shopping,

supervision of

children, provision of household money, home nursing when
husband, wife and children are ill and companionship.
activities are

These

the ones that require continuous face-to-face

contact. They also require long-term,

day in/day out

commitment.
The larger kin system can assist if necessary with all
of the above mentioned areas, but usually only on a shortterm basis. If the bread winner is

temporarily out of work

for a week, a relative or close friend may be able to help
the family ec.onomically for a short period, but if a longterm commitment of money is needed, other sources such as
insurance, loans, welf&re, social security, etc. must be
found. A relative or close friend may help with nursing care
or supervision of children for a few days while the primary
person is unavailable.
arrangements,

For anything long-term,

usually involving payment,

other

must be made.

-------_._------_. -------_ .. -- - ._- .. _.--.. _----------
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Neighbors, unless they are close friends or kin, are used for
very short-term situations or contingencies requiring close
proximity.
The larger systems of friend is used to gain information
on resources. Friends are also confidants when immediate
family is involved or cannot be confide.d in or approached for
help.

The Granovetter (1974) and Horowitz (1977) studies

point, out the usefulness of the wider network in gaining
information and contacts and obtaining the information more
rapidly.

People use the larger network to identify others

who may have had a similar problem or concern in order to
seek a solution.

Often the friend, neighbor, or extended kin

will refer to someone else they know about,. thus connecting
the person to the acquaintance or weak-tie group. As an
example of this, an older woman complained to her cousin
about arthritis in her knee. The

cousin gave her the number

of a co-worker who had excellent results from a certain
doctor.
A gentleman at the lunch table at work asked other men
at the table if they knew anything about the local "Y" and
what kind of program it offered for men and boys.
the table had participated in a

Someone at

"Y" program during the

previous year and shared information.
The Church as Seen Through the Shared Functions Framework
Within the past several years, the prototype of reaching
out to the larger network for information and help is seen in
the formalized self-help groups discussed in the literature.

_._. .--... - .. _--
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Self-help groups are likened to primary groups because they
are composed of people with similar concerns willing to
with and support each other on a long-term basis. Usually,
self-help groups focus primarily on one main issue and do not
extend into all areas of a person's life.

Voluntary

associations, including those in the church, are usually task
oriented, such as the Sunday School Association, Flower Club,
Pastor's Advisory council.

They may, as a secondary role,

provide socialization and resources for its. members.

Some

voluntary groups within the church are modeled on the self
help group:

Young Mother's Club, Golden Agers,

Widowers.

Their aim is to offer ongoing support and socialization for
the participants.
resource network,

They may also act as a part of the
but they do not usually offer nuclear

family type support.
Those who make up the human relations structure of the
church usually act in conjunction, or as an adjunctiv'e, to
the nuclear family.
be

approached

Often the minister or his/her staff will

with

a

problem

regarding economic help,

housing or help for a lonely person.In some instances, the
church will offer immediate short-term aid (food, money,
clothing) but it will usually act as an information source to
long-term care or try and marshall the family to provide the
necessary support.

The minister may also provide long-term

support in the way of counseling for those whom he is skilled
enough to help, or for those who only want the minister's
counsel.

_ ..

__ _ _ - ...
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Differential Use of the Hinister
It must be understood that the minister, because s/he is
one person and may have
easily accessible.

hundreds of members, may not be

Something which requires immediate action

but is not so important that it can be classified, as an
emergency would generally not lead to a request of help from
the minister.

ThUS, advice on whether one should permit

one's child to attend an exoursion sponsored by the ohurch,
may

require information that a

church member could

supplybetter than the minister; also the fellow church
member might be more readily accessible.

It may be the

case that the minister may offend people and a member might
not want his help wl.th personal problems.

There may also be

areas where fellow members are more knowledgeable than the
minister.

For instance, those looking for a job might seek

out fellow church members in similar lines of work who are
more likely to have the information one needs.
A person might go to the minister if he/she is new and
is seeking information on which fellow members have the nontechnical information one seeks. One might also go to the
pastor when the problem is personal and the member wants to
speak to someone in church who had a similar experience.
The minister is also a key provider of help where the
individual is so helpless they oannot ask for help. A person
who is ill,

may not be in a

however, s/he can reach the
help.

It is also the

problems which are

position to solicit help,

minister, who in turn can locate

case that the minister can handle

stigmatized by the larger primary group.

,,--"----------------------
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For instance, a wife who wants to deal with problems ·of an
abusive husband,

may not want friends to know about the

situation, so she goes to the minister for information.
Influences on Choice of the Church for Help
Along with tho discussion of differential use of people,
shared function theory also implies there are factors that
influence one's choice of help. From talking to those
involved in the church, it is known that there are factors
that influence whether

people bring concerns to the

and how the church handles the problem.

church,

These factors

include:
(1)

The nature of the task the church is asked to handle

(2)

The feeling of confidentiality relating to the minister

(3)

The

minister's personality and past role in working with

concerns
There are some concerns members will not bring to the
minister, staff, or each other either because the church has
made it clear the t.opic is off limits, or the member is
embarrassed or feels a stigma around the topic. Examples from
the author's interviews with ministers illustrating this are:
1)

One minister said, "I could probably go an entire

year around here and not hear the word sex.

People just

don't bring those things up with me. II
2)

Another minister - "I have told my congregation from

the pulpit that homosexuality is against God's teachings.
no one comes to me asking me to condone their gayness.

So
They
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only come if they are seeking ways to be whole 8gain in
returning to their natural state of man or woman."
3)

Pastor W - "I got divorced while a pastor here in

this church.

So there wouldn't be a lot of whispering and

confusion, I addressed the situation openly with my members.
Most people supported me and said it helped them relate to me
better.

As a

personal

result,

problems

my parishioners come to me with

especially those centering around

problematic marital relationships.
the younger women

I also know that a few of

the church who are divorced or

separated, seem to be friends and appear to serve as supports
for each other."
Summary
The Black Church has long been viewed as an important
resource within the African American community, but little
research has been done to demonstrate how this institution
and especially the minister, is utilized as a support system.
This study

is designed to look at how a selected population

of Black women utilize the resources of the church and
minister in seeking help. The theory of shared functions,
also known as balance theory,

is used to provide the

framework for the study. The theory states that both primary
and bureaucratic groups operate in most major tasks of life
and bring different attributes to the achievement of the goal
end. The primary groups of neighbor,

kin and friend are

turned to for different needs and in different ways by those
seeking help. The theory divides life tasks into uniform and

--.... - ..__ .. _ - - -
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non-uniform categories. Uniform tasks

are those that

usually have a defined, formal method for their performance.
Non-uniform tasks may be daily life tasks,
unanticipated' and

they may be

may not require special training. The

present research seeks to demonstrate if persons

in

situations defined as uniform and non-uniform seek help from
the expected systems.

The variables of church size and

respondent income, are utilized as a basis in the hypotheses
for determining differential use of the minister and other
support systems.
This study is an effort to add to the knowledge of how a
particular population uses the long standing community
resource of the church and its leaders. The study has
importance for the profession of social work, because it
attempts to identify ways in which people seek help. The
study should be helpful

in providing direction for how

social service agencies can outreach to congregations in
their community. Agency personnel can assist the minister in
identifying concerns of the members and in making expedient
and appropriate referrals when necessary. Agencies may be
able to specifically target resources and populations in need
of specific services and support. This can be accomplished
through the ministerial staff and the network of other clerqy
and professional associations most ministers are connected
with.
While the research focuses on a specific population,

it

has implications for the larger population. The study seeks

..
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to help the profession identify help seeking patterns of
those connected to

an institution that is an important and

longstanding part of the community.

---------_.._-_ .. -.-. -_._------
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CHAPl'ER I I :

Literature Review
The R01e of the Church in 90cia1 We1fare
The r01e of the church in social welfare and the
importance of the social worker in understandinq the role of
the church was put forth with qreat clarity and understandinq
by the philosopher,

Reinhold Niebuhr.

In 1930,

Niebuhr

delivered a series of lectures at the New York School of
Social Work (now the Columbia University School of Social
Work) on liThe contributions of Reliqion to

Social Work.11

These lectures were later published as a book under this same
title (Niebuhr,

1932).

In this work,

Niebuhr traces the

history of reliqion in social welfare, discusses the basis of
philanthropy and the common interests and qoals of social
work and reliqion.
pioneer in the

He felt the business of the church was to
field of social welfare and discover

obliqations which society had not recoqnized, but to then
yield to society as soon as there was a qeneral recoqnition
of societyls responsibility and an active response.
Niebuhr

is

viewed

by

many as

philosophical scholars and prophets,

one

of

the qreat

for much.of what he

expressed many years aqo still holds true and is beinq seen
as a valuable quide for individuals and institutions alike.
Niebuhr felt knowledqe of reliqion and the church important
for social workers, because reliqion could have a positive
effect on social health and extra-qroup relations.

Reliqion

was seen as a force that contributed to stabilizinq and

----_._--_._--
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ordering a person's life.

It· was also potent as a preventive

measure.
Religion is vital in communal and family life because it
attempts to

transcend and to transmute nature by extending

the attitudes which prevail in the kinship group so as to
include more than one's immediate relatives. Niebuhr felt
that while men were frequently enemies,
potential for brotherhood.
family.

there was the

The church created a type of

With these aforementioned characteristics, Niebuhr

has identified the church as having a primary group function.
It was his feeling that social workers, other social
scientists and religious idealist did not always agree· upon
the cause and approaches to problems, but stressed the two
fields had much in common and could work together for the
good of mankind.
Today,

there seems to be some recognition of this

commonality with some cooperation between those in the sacred
and secular arena of helping.

For many,

involvement in

religion and religious activity provides some way to assure
human acceptance and adjustments to frustration, deprivation,
discipline and situations beyond one's ability to change.
O'Dea (1970), states that the inherent element of contingency
in the human situation, brings men to a confrontation with
situations in which human knowledge and social forms are
insufficient for providing either solution or mechanisms for
adjustment and acceptance. The referral to inherent life
problems and unanticipated life occurrences, is important,
for· it is in these very areas that members seem to use the

...
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resources of the

church and the minister most. This

reference also has relevance to shared functions theory and
the concept of uniform and non-uniform tasks.
Institutional and Philosophical Aspects
In order to understand and view the functioning of the
Black church and help seeking patterns of the individual
within it, the literature review will follow a general to
specific approach by looking at the historical role of the
Black church and its role as a provider of mutual aid within
the Black community. The review also looks at

the role of

the minister as a source of assistance in a variety of
situations for the church member.

Relevant

material on

organizations, mutual aid and use of networks is presented.
organizations and primary groups serve as major
mechanisms for achieving our goals and forming the social
nature and ideas of the individuals. The church and other
organizations are important parts of our society and are part
of the mechanism that'most individuals participate in as part
of the socialization process.

The early detailed and

descriptive work of sociologist, Charles cooley (1929), forms
the basis of understanding the

function of the primary group

and provides much of the basis for current literature on the
subject.

Primary groups have the following characteristics:

they are more likely to emerge spontaneously,

emphasize

enjoyment, are usually unnamed, the roles are interchangeable
and they have a relatively simple structure. In addition,
love, positive affect and feeling are important and

face to
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face contact is valued.

To these aspects, Litwak and Wireman

have added the dimensions of enduring relationships, i.e.,
linkages lasting over time, distance and change in status.
Also, primary group persons are usually called upon to assume
non-expert or non-uniform task, i.e., assignments that do not
call for particular expertise or training and can be
performed by a variety of persons in a short span of time
(Litwak, 1974r Wireman, 1984).
The church is unique,' for it is a voluntary organization
that posesses characteristics of both the formal organization
and primary group.

By definition, the church is seen as a

body of devotees,

organized for religious purposes and

developing as an agency for this with a hierarchy of
officials and leaders. It also has a body of doctrine and
philosophy that ties the whole together into a systematic
unit.

Blau (1974), refers to the voluntary organization as a

formal group that is a mutual aid association. Members make
commitments to

service and activity in varying degrees.

Institutions are usually thought of as one of four basic
types:
adaptive,

(1)

productive economic,

(2)

maintenance,

(4) managerial or political (Katz, 1966).

(3)

Churches

and schools fall into the maintenance category as they are
devoted to the socialization of people in their roles in
other organizations and in the larger society.
the direct function of maintenance,

i.e.,

They perform
education,

indoctrination and training, as well as restorative functions
such as health , welfare and reform activities.

These types

of activities keep a society from disintegrating and are
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responsible for the normative integration of society.
Ethnic Influence on the Helping Network
The church as a body of devotees, is a community in many
respects.

warren,

communities,

known for his work on characteristics of

states that in a

community,

normative

integration is achieved through the commonality of sentiment
among the members through common values (Warren, 1978).

In

many instances one can see these functions occurring with
members of particular churches.

Within the

church,

people

usually share common values of belief and traditions as well
as the same ethnic background. Litwak and Dono (1979), state
that

ethnicity plays

a

maj or r'ole

in primary group

affiliations.
Persons have affinity for family members and will perform
certain duties or task or give information just because of
the familial relationship.
ethnic identity.

Many times the same is true for

People will share a relationship because

they share the same ethnicity, the same cultural background.
Glazer (1975), in his work on ethnicity, states that groups
organized around ethnicity have a better chance of gaining
and finding out about resources. He deduces this from the
fact that people often look out for their "own".

They feel a

sense of brother/sisterhood based on country of origin.
The Black church's primary foundation is religion
not ethnicity. But in most churches,
church,

including the Black

the majority of people are of the same ethnic

background.

Persons within such organizations form what is
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referredtoasacquaintances,orweak-tiegroups
(Granovetter, 1914).00es the combination of ethnicity,
common religion, common church membership, influence use of
the church network? It appears to be so. Those who share the
same ethnic background often share information about jobs,
political information and use power or influence based
primarily on common ethnic strand.

In sharing information or

referring people for different services, it has been observed
by the author, that people of the same ethnic group will
often give additional information or pick up on subtle
nuances that directly relate to the· ethnic factor.
example would be a conversation overheard

An

two Black

church members discussing an apartment for rent:
Member A: There is an apartment for rent in my
building. It's three rooms and very nice
Member

B: Who do I go see about it?

Member

A: Call the superintendent. His name is Jimmy.
He's white but he's a good guy. There are
both black and white families in the
building. Make sure you tell him I'm your
friend.
.

The writer discussed this interchange with A, a short
time later.

It was found that A approached B with the

information because sometime ago B had requested notification
of any vacancies in A's building. A stated that the tenants
were trying to keep their building in good condition and
wanted only "nice" people to move in.
hard working
past five years.

She knew B as a quiet,

who had been active in the church for the
A told B the super was White so she

wouldn't be surprised and. would know with whom she was

J
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"dealing with."

When A was asked by the writer if she would

have said the super was White or Black if the person she was
referring had been White, A said, " Of course not."

The

illustration shows how obtaining information about a need was
influenced by. friendship with one who was a member of the
church,

as well as the quality of the interchange being

influenced by the ethnic factor.

Networks that have

ethnicity as a common base tend to offer information that is
more explicit to one's need.

If one's purpose in seeking

someone out is to merely get information, then contacts do
not have to be as tailor made, but to create a better "fit"
between persons and resources,

other factors reflecting

commonality must come into play.
Ethnic

theorists,

Gordon

(1980,)

and Schermerhorn,

(1979) address the "we-ness" or sense of peoplehood among
members of an ethnic group.

It is likely that most contact

links are influenced by ethnicity factors that further. meld
people together
Hamilton (1972),

a primary group,

"we," relationship.

gathered interviews from over forty

ministers and concluded that pastor and pew seek their kind.
congregation and pastor will find a fit. He also stresses that
the Black minister's greatest value in part, is in the role as
cultural leader.
Pastoral Care
The role of the church in social welfare and its
importance as a refuge, a place for renewal, a place

for

socialization, as well as a place to receive help is known to
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many.

Traditionally, many people have gone to their pastor

or another minister, priest, or rabbi for counseling or help
in time of trouble. The minister is seen as a special person
who,

as a

representative of God,

has the power of

forgiveness, and the answer to questions and problems.
the

minister is the dominant figura in a church,

churches have a group of
stewards,

selected lay people,

Elders) who assist the minister.

While
most

(Deacons,

There are a

variety of clubs and groups designed to offer help and keep
the church operating. Many mental health professions believe
the role of regular religious observance is important in
preserving mental qealth; religion helps to impose order and
structure. Regular activity in the church .is also seen as
important in renewing community contact, for people need a
constant flow' of physical, social support, arid stimUlation to
maintain their well-being. Like OIDea (1970), Caplan (1972),
states that the church provides emotional inoculation in that
it helps prepare people for the different things that happen
in life.
There are several works that support and recognize the
role of the church and minister as a part of the helping.
network.

The writings of Caplan (1972) and Mitchell (1976),

are a description of clergy conSUltation projects that each
worked with over a period of time. As a result of his
research, Caplan found distinct reasons why the clergy is
approached for aid and why there needs to be recognition,
support and collaboration of the minister and church family

._--
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with the mental health professional.
1)

The minister knows the population. He/she sees the
members continuously.

2)

The person who approaches the minister does not see
himself as a "case" and usually approaches with
less fear.

3)

Clergy see people at earlier stages of disturbances
because people come to the minister earlier.
The minister is often present at crisis points.

4)

The minister is able to reach people sooner in crisis
and is able to spend concentrated amounts of time
with them. This helps the person return to healthier
levels of functioning, within shorter periods of time.

5)

The minister is able to assess the situation quickly
because of knowledge .of the population.

6)

The clergy is often involved ill prevention. The
minister is not paid for counseling the "ill,"
so it is more cost effective in terms of time,
to keep people well.

7)

The minister has a license to intervene in the
lives of the congregation. He is not seen as an
intruder and does not have to wait to be invited
into the situation. He is able to mobilize persons
involved and keep in touch with relatives and friends.

8)

9)

The minister is able to offer intermittent care
over long periods of time. He/she does not have
to deal with separation issues as much as other
professionals.
The minister is able to maintain many people
by prayer, short visits, mobilizing family, friends
and church groups.
Another study designed to look at the linking of clergy,

agency, professionals and community was sponsored by NIMH in
the late 1970's and was reported by Biegel and Nabarstek
(1982).

The purpose of the study, conducted in working class

neighborhoods in Baltimore, Maryland was threefold

(1)

mobilization of neighborhoods around mental health issues,

.._•.................... _--------_._----_.
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(2) development of model programs to overcome identified
obstacles to effective service delivery; and (3) development
of policy initiatives on the national, state and local level
in support of neighborhood community based mental health
services.
Clergy were a large part of a group of the three hundred
community leaders interviewed.

The findings were similar to

the earlier findings of Caplan and Mitchell.

Clergy were key

persons in providing community well being because, they were
well located and distributed. In addition, they
did not charge fees, had a personal relationship with the
members and

served as gate keepers to other resources. The

study also found there was tension between clergy and mental
health professionals.

The clergy was found to have conflict

over their role as referer rather than direct helper. An
issue for them
to

them,

was, how

to refer out

those who had come

withoutjeopardizingtheirroleas minister,

t?0unselor / problem

solver. The. research

covered that many clergy and

also

un-

helping professionals were

unaware of helping networks utilized by specific population
groups.

Clergy and agency professionals viewed their own

service as most beneficial and saw the services of others as
less helpful than their own.

The conclusion of the research

is, clergy and other helping professionals are not linked to
each other, and are unaware of the scope of available
services

that

infrequently.

the other

could

offer

and

interacted

,
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In order to address these

and concerns,

seminars were held with the identified population of clerqy
and other helpers to encouraqe interaction.

Speakers were

invited from both areas, and a series of case studies were
worked on jointly by the qroup in order to increase skills in
assessment, planninq, resource findinq and utilization.

The

results were positive and resulted in qreater understandinq
of clerqy and professional aqency persons as to the needs and
resources each qroup had.
The clerqy's role in controllinq deviance is looked at
by Cumminqs and Harrinqton (1963).
upon the

followinq hypothesis :

This research is based

Because clerqy differ from

other aqents of social control in beinq normatively involved
with his conqreqation, his behavior includinq interaction
with other aqents (aqencies) should be influenced by the
characteristics of that conqreqation.

The clerqy is unique

in that they are an inteqral member of the qroup they have
been called upon or appointed to
study,

serve. In this particular

fifty-nine (59), ministers in the Syracuse, N.Y. area,

representinq several different denominations, were contacted
and asked to describe their conqreqation and the types of
problems the conqreqation brouqht to them.

From the problems

presented, the researchers developed the followinq problem
typoloqy:
(1)

transition states - inherent life problems

(loneliness,

bereavement, adolescent concerns)
(2) Deviant behavior -infidelity, mental conflict, emotional
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disturbances, quasi-criminal behavior
(3) exigencies - environmental, unemployment, lack of money,
cultural conflicts, adjustment to physical illness.
A Guttman type scale was used to
participated

determine if clergy

with other professionals

collaboration and referrals.

by way of

Results show the clergy's role

in working with the deviant controlling system is not related
to denomination,
church.

There

but to size and socioeconomic status of the
was

socioeconomic status

a

correlation between

education,

of congregation and t.he instances of

clerqy collaborating with outside agencies. The Cummings and
Harrington study, in part helps form the rationale for using
size and income as two important variables for the study
presented here. Clergy with low incidents of going outside
their immediate system for help are associated with lower
socioeconomic,

fundamental congregations. Clergy also

reported some

tension between themselves and other

professional groups. These reports of tension and lack of
referrals, replicate the findings of Caplan, Mitchell and
Beigel and corroborate interviews the author had with several
ministers of different churches.
cummings and Harrington interpret their findings to show
there are strains between reference groups and membership as
it relates to the pastor and congregation.

The referral of

parishioners by clergy of middle class churches will be
facilitated by shared values and personal friendship on the
part of the clergy and members.

This mirrors the concept of

- - - - - -.. --.- -- . - - _.......--.- I
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"fit" as it applies to referring people with the best sense
of

their needs, based on personal, social, cultural likeness

(Litwak and

Dono,

1979).

The clergy

in the

lower

socioeconomic church are found to have less formal education
than those in higher socioeconomic churches.

These ministers

referred less to outside sources and had fewer ties to
outside resources. The researchers interpreted these findings
to mean that the less educated
with

minister had less contact

middle class professionals and thus did not have as

many outside referral targets. The. findings could also mean
that members of such congregations are less accepting of help·
from outside resources, and the minister knows this.
All clergy must make decisions whether to refer or not,
because they are often asked for advice and presented with
problems.

The study also found clergy may be reluctant to

label or diagnose persons

by referring them out. They must

make decisions about those who come, and refer those they
cannot help to others, often after a period of trial and
error in working with the parishioner. The authors found the
perception of other professionals is, pastoral counseling
requires less training than that of the social worker. But
clergy were seen as willing to deal with the total person and
their moral well being. The study also indicates a role strain
for the pastor.

The relationship of pastor and congregation

is a unique one, almost akin to a primary group. The authors
point out the very real possibility of strain and conflict
when pastors counsel their members.

They liken it to the

fact that physicians usually do not treat members of their
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own family.
This conflict of interest extends into other

areas of

pastoral counseling. Bentz (1968), concludes in a study of
ministers, that there is a difference between the actual
behavior of the minister and what they thought they should be
doing with regard to prevention, counseling and referrals.
It is important that the minister be able to maintain his/her
own identity as a pastor in order to be effective. As a
result, there is often a discomfort with labeling, diagnosing
and making judgments.

This article suggests clergy may

benefit from consultation and education regarding resolution
or dimunition of the role strain.
A study conducted by

Harris (1987),

looks at Black

ministers and the urban church and concludes that minister
and

laity

are

inextricably tied.

There

is

a

mutual

relationship such that each group needs the other in order to
function as an effective group. Harris writes that, although
there is a mutuality, there is also a chasm between the two
as implied by

the perceived dichotomy of classification.

Mutual Aid and Networks
People individually and in groups are constantly in the
process of being and becoming, therefore, caring involves
making sure people are adequately clothed, housed, fed and
have access to facilities that will keep them healthier for
purposes of spiritual, as well

other, fulfillment.

The

care of the souls in the Black church then, is the sustaining
and curative treatment consciously done and more often

----------
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unconsciously accomplished in the context of the extended
family style in the Black religious tradition (Felton, 1981,
p.22).
This statement captures in essence what this writer
feels many Black churches are. carrying out.

It also has

relevance in light ot" the interest in networks and linkages
among people for the provision of mutual aid.
always been an informal,

yet sometimes complex,

system within the Black community.
the word network,
anthropology.
and

social

There has
support

Until the past few years

was most widely used in the field of

The term was generally used to describe kin
relations

interdependence

and

ties

of

various

cultures.

of

family and

friends

The
has

in

anthropological and sociological literature been called by a
variety of names including, webs, sets, primary groups and
social networks.
According to McIntyre (1986), the heart of network is
the theme of connectedness •. A social network is defined as a
set of people all of whom are linked together but not all of
whom know each other.
group

because

configuration.

The network is different than the

indirect

links

In her research,

are

included

McIntyre,

in

the

views the social

network as a potent determinant of an individual's ability to
obtain information, assistance social support, opportunity to
gain competence and to influence decisions that affect ones
well being.

Networks are visualized as bridges.

There is an

ecological perspective in the aspects of linking and
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connectedness.

This

relates

well

to

Bartlett's

(1970),

person-in-situation configuration and Germain's life model
structure· (1980).
The term social network, refers to important figures in
the environment,
peers.

including relatives,

friends neighbors and

Such a network often meets the needs of human beings

for relatedness. It also provides recognition, affirmation
and protection from social isolation. This vehicle offers the
means for identification and
values,

for socialization to the norms,

knowledge and belief system of that particular

culture.

It serves as a mutual aid system essential for

adaptation and coping with stress (Germain, 1976).

This

definition signals an awakening and concern of the profession
to an important phenomenon that has long been recognized as
existing,

but neither studied nor utilized to its full

potential in the practical sense.
A network is the total relational field of a person.

It

is characterized as having a low degree of visibility, a high
degree of information-exchange properties and few formal
rules.

Some

members of the network are known to many

others, while some
linked by a
(1973),

form a

third (Attneave,

linkage between two persons
1973).

Craven and Wellman

describe the study of networks as an analytical

approach to a social phenomenon. They

network analysis as

focusing on the links betwe",n units, rather than the nature
of the units themselves.

Their studies indicate,

large

loosely knit networks appear to expedite access to tangible
resources, while dense networks with strong ties expedite
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access to intanqible, emotional resources.

But loosely knit

networks sometimes supply mo:a:'e intanqible resources in an
emerqency or crisis situation.
Horowitz (1977), utilized network exploration to examine
when mentally ill patients first qot into treatment.

His

study of outpatients in a psychiatric clinic compare the
power of cultural variables and structural variables in order
to predict their entry into psychiatric treatment.
demonstrate

Findinqs

persons with cohesive and extensive

interaction with kin and family have a later entry into
treatment. Kin and friends provided insulation from contact
with the professional mental health workers. On the other
hand, patients with loose ties to the informal social network
qot into treatment sooner,

because there was no one to

protect or hide the individual.
Several findinq of the study concerninq strenqths and
resources of networks are:
1) The kin network, because it has members who know one
another

intimately,

can provide extensive

mutual

aid,

maximizinq internal support and thereby lessen reliance on
help-qivinq aqencies.
2)

Networks are important for their ability to provide

connections to social institutions.

When persons are tied to

a number of other people who are not tied to each other,
there are more channels of information and influence
available. In contrast, when members of the social network

.....
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know one another, the information to each person overlaps and
the total

feedback available is less than in more open

networks. The role and operation of networks is researched in -. .Getting

(Granovetter,1974).The author examines

how persons became aware of employment opportunities.
Social work from its inception as a profession has been
most concerned with environmental aspects and the interaction
of people with each other and with institutions. The issues
of networking and connecting people with resources and
supports,

developing and utilizing links in order to aid

those we work with, is at the cornerstone of the profession.
At times,

this subject of connectedness was given less

attention and almost lost by some components of the
profession. But as the concept of network has been discovered
by other professionals, it has been rediscovered by

social

workers, with renewed, respect and attention.
An NASW Social !!ork editorial (1986); suggests
the renewed interest has come about because of drastic cuts
in funds for public programs and general public retrenchment
from -social responsibility.

The article calls for a renewed

and indepth look at the phenomenom of network and social
support.

Natural support networks have gotten much positive

attention,

but such things as withdrawal of resources,

demographic changes, urban

changes, plant closings

and divorce all contribute to changes in the natural
networks.
unavailable,

In

many

instances

the natural

networks

are

overburdened and just not up to the tremendous

task of support necessary for many. In some instances, the

--------_.- -- ----------------
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support of family and friends if available,

may not be

adequate and could have a negative effect on efforts.

The

article calls for the profession of social work to try and
ascertain, under what circumstances and for whom, levels of
support are effective and needed.
study and understanding of social networks is seen as
having great potential for social work practice.
different settings of networks i.e.
and

workplace,

The

neighborhood

voluntary organizations can be studied as part of the

key aspect of an individual's environment. McIntyre (1986),
raises the issue of studying the client's network in order to
understand the properties thereof, and plan change in the
network in order to help bring about desired goals.

The

importance

the

of

helping

the

client to understand

configuration of their network is stressed as valuable in the
change effort. An area that beckons to be addressed is an
understanding of network norms and constraints.

Most studies

to date look at the role of kin, neighbors and friends in the
functioning of the social network.
social networks is researched on a large and intense
scale by Wireman (1984), in a study of the planned community,
Columbia, Maryland and the community boal'd of its community
association.

In the findings, the author points out there are

psychological and social costs of being isolated. Those at
higher risk include those in ill health,
handicapped,

the physically

those without an auto or access to one,

children, the poor, and minority groups.

--- ---- --- - - - -
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There are also populations of households at risk.
'According to 1988 U.S.

Census Bureau statistics,

Black

households are most at risk to fall victims to social ills.
Approximately, 25% of all one person households are Blackl
28% of Black families are female headed with children under
181

35% of all Black households are below the poverty 1eye1.

Of persons over 65 years of age living alone in America, 33%
are Black.

28% of Black Americans

below the poverty

line as compared to 12% for the same population of White
elderly.

Available statistics continue to show minority

groups, especially the Black population, are more at risk of
a variety of physical and emotional ills.
Hodgson (1981),

in a study of support to parents in high

risk communities, found the adequacy of a person's network to
meet

coping

needs

depends

upon

the

availability of

specialized types of information and support.

The quality of

the relationships is more important than their quantity. Also
important is the type of assistance the contact could provide
and the individual's perception of need.
Wireman in her research, found that within neighborhoods,
institutions have an effect on the well being of residents.
The issue of long term

and willingness of

institutions to invest both financially and emotionally is
raised.

She gives examples of churches that stayed in

changing

neighborhoods

and devoted

space and staff to

operating programs for new residents, as opposed to many
local banks that either moved altogether or greatly curtailed
their lending practices, services and support of the newer
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residents. committed institutions such as the church are
likely to contribute money, time, advisory staff and advocacy
to the neighborhood.

contact with many churches for this

research, has shown several examples of wireman's finding
about

committed institutions remaining as part of the

community support system.
According to wireman,

there are two main types of

information flow important for the support of households and
community involvement. (1) The type that provides information
to

individual groups

about potential

resources

(2)

Information that provides knowledge about events that affect
the neighborhood.

Communities vary in their ability and

methods to keep the neighborhood informed, but often the
informal channels are important and effective.
informal vehicles are grocery stores,

Among these

barber shops,

laundromats, community bulletin boards and churches. The
latter functions as both formal and informal conduit for
information and support.
Warren (1981),

in looking at how people cope with

problems in an urban community, cites the church as one
institution in the
psychological

that is likely to have strong

identification,

autonomy,

coincidence of

boundaries and horizontal integration in the neighborhood.
The latter term refers to the extent to which an institution
has strong bonds to other institutions in the neighborhood or
community.

---------

---------- - - - - -
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Expressive and Instrumental Role of the Cburch In Careqiving
The role that the church plays in the life of its members
can be categorized as an expressive activity as
instrumental.

to

Expressive functions are designed to Plaintain

and enhance the socio-emotional relationship and feelings
among family members and individuals.

Expressive functions

seek to create psychic security and positive mental health by
providing the kind of atmosphere that creates a sense of
belonging,

self-worth,

self-awareness,

provision of companionship.

dignity

the

Instrumental task are largely

economic in nature and have to do with the provision of such
things

as

(Billingsly,

shelter,
1968).

health

care,

clothing' and

In discussing the

expressive function of the church,

food

instrumental and

it is important to be

aware that the caring mission of the church is interpreted
differently by individual churches and, therefore carried out
in various ways.

There are some churches where there are

'programs to provide concrete services to the members of the
congregation and/or the neighborhood.

Some churches

encourage and set up situations that facilitate member
interaction with each other and the community.
Historically,
believers,

has

the Black church,
played an

as a

family of

important expressive

instrumental function for the people it serves.

and

This point

has not been given much attention by those who study the
Black experience.

In an interesting observation, Billingsley

notes that studies of the White American family tradition,
usually focus on the expressive function iather than

- - - _..........._.
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instrumental.
family,

But when it comes to studying the Black

the focus is almost exclusively on the instrumental

function.

The literature usually dwells on the ability or

inability to provide members with basic necessities of life.
While instrumental functions are a precondition for the
proper execution of expressive ones, the literature on Blacks
usually takes an either/or focus. The terms "expressive" and
"instrumental" are probably rarely, if ever, used in most
congregations, but both the church's formal and informal
activities seem to carry out these functions quite clearly.
In talking with various church members over time,
severa.l illustrations have been shared with the writer that

.

point ·to a member's use of church networks to obtain
instrumental, as well as expressive needs.
1.5 Child Care
A mother of a new born was looking for a babysitter to
keep her infant when she returned to work.

The mother

inquired and spread the word among family, co-workers and
neighbors. After a month and no response, she put a small ad
in the church's Sunday bulletin.

within two days, three

people had called. Two were teenagers seeking part-time work.
Although the mother could not use them for the full-time care
she needed, these two girls became regular sitters for shortterm child care.

The third call was from a member who told

the mother of a friend who was retired on disability, but
still able to do child care work.
woman and subsequently hired her.

The mother contacted the
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R"t&t>loyment
V, a member of the choir w .... talking to Ms. 0, another
Ino=mber, at choir rehearsal.

Ms. V mentioned that her daughter

had recently graduated from college with a degree in
engineering and had been offered a job in Virginia. The
family and the d.."ughter wanted a job in New Jersey or New
York. Ms. 0

said her cousin was in management

with a large

company that made precision instruments,and perhaps he could
help

the daughter make contacts,

especially since the

daughter was a mechanical engineer. Ms. 0 followed through
and contacted her cousin who contacted the young «oman.
within a month, the daughter had a position with the company.
Kental Health
Ms. E was a long-standing friend of Ms.
in church.
daughter's

they had met

At one point Ms. B was concerned over her
emotional

status.

The daughter had been

depressed, broken up with her boyfriend and dropped out of
college all within a short period of time.

Ms. B

wanted a

referral for her daughter to a mental health specialist who
was Black and in the general area where they lived. Ms. E.
found the sought after information and shared it with Ms.B.
Two weeks later, B

confided to E, that her daughter was

resisting going to the

agency and requested E talk to the

daughter. E. and the daughter talked and E offered to
accompany the daughter on the first visit. The daughter at
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first declined, but then

contacted E and said she was afraid

and needed help to get started., Ms E. accompanied the
daughter on the first visit and was able to be an informal
support system to the daughter through several months of
therapy.

Economic Aid
The church deacons,

through a

home visit and outreach

program, found one member to be in need of a large sum of
money for home improvements.

The member was afraid the bank

would not loan him the necessary amount.

The member was

considering going to the local bank with which the church had
its business dealings.
The pastor and a member of the

Trustee Board went with the

member to help him make the loan application and to assure
the

bank

of

the

man's

"worthiness".

The

church

representatives also reminded the bank of the volume of
business the church had with it over the past decades.

The

member received the loan without difficulty.
These illustrations point out situations where members
were helped directly and indirectly through their involvement
with the church. One of the illustrations as did an earlier
one, points to the importance of the ethnic tie factor in
obtaining aid.

The illustrations also give a sense of

uniform and non-uniform tasks.

In the illustration about the

loan, the uniform task is going to the bank and securing the
loan.

The non-uniform aspects are: how the problem of the

need for money was discovered and how the man eventually got
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to the bank,

and the presence of the church officers and

their influence on the banker's decision.
In the child care illustration, the uniform task is
seeking a child care worker through an ad in the church
bulletin. The non-uniform task involves the linking of the
mother,

with·the baby sitter, through a mutual acquaintance

and the securing of short term sitters. The mental health
referral has the uniform aspect of the young woman being
referred to a mental health specialist.

The non-uniform

aspects have to do with the concept of "fit", the ethnic
influence and the daughter's resistance. In addition, the
church member used . her contacts at the mental health agency
to see if the young woman was keeping

her appointments and

getting as much support as possible from the agency.
The Black Church and Mutual Aid
Much of the past literature on the role of the Black
church as an institution within the Black community, focused
on what was felt to be the negative or nonprogressive role of
the church in the lives of Black people. The Black church was
looked at and compared
ideal of church.

to the white Anglo-Saxon Protestant

The school of thought that saw the Black

church as negative and having outgrown its usefulness, is
seen in the work of E. Franklin Frazier (1945). Known for his
s.ociological studies on the Negro in the United States,
Frazier saw the church as an agent of social control, one
which tried to build strong families through strict moral
codes

and

guidelines.

He

felt

the "

Negro

Church"
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historically had formed a basis of economic cooperation and
was the basis of beneficial and mutual aid groups.
the time

his later writings,

Frazier,

But by

felt the Black

church of his day had lost most of its social control, was no
longer a refuge and had ceased to be a means of economic
cooperation.

Frazier felt Blacks should be moving towards

assimilation in the larger society and that the Black church
as an institution, hindered this progress because it was
negative in many ways.
discuss

In his writings, Frazier did not

strengths or positive contributions regarding the

Black church of his day, or membership therein.
Frazier, as well as many others researching Black family
life

and

associations,

took a

"blaming the victim"

perspective and did not consider the many other factors
affecting the economic,
those studied.

emotional and institutional life of

A study by Babchuck and Thomas cites that

Negroes were more likely to be affiliated with formal
voluntary associations than Whites.
negative.

In their view, this was

They felt that voluntary associations functioned

in the same way

as the Black church,

to provide the

opportunity for self-expression, status recognition, power
and control,
1962).

applause and acclaim (Babchuck and Thomas,

This is almost verbatim to what Drake and cayton

(1962) wrote, describing their study of Black church life in
chicago several years before Babchuck. These writings give no
creedence to the need and positivism of such characteristics
as status, power and acclaim, socialization and contacts
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between members that voluntary associations provide • These
writers did not see the voluntary association as the mutual
aid association that Blau and Scott (1962) described.
Another view of the role of the church as a force in the
lives of its members is captured in the early work of two
scholars on the Black church, Mays and Nicholson.
1930's they published The

During the

church (1933), in which

they discussed the church as a place of strength, learning
and a potential force to greatly influence the life of the
country.

The church was seen as a cooperative for business

and community.
More recent writing have highlighted ways in which the
Black church draws on its African heritage. This heritage
includes tribal leadership, extended kin and mutual aid.
There is focus on how this background translates itself into
the day to day operation of the church as a vital, healthy
part of the African-American's environment.

This recent

focus has also discussed the characteristics of the Black
church that have enabled its people to adapt, cope and "be
propped up on every leaning side."

(common phrase used in

prayer and refers to being supported in all areas- where one
is weak and help is needed).
In some ways, the attitudes and feelings about the Black
church have gone full circle, from the Mays and Nicholson
model to the Frazier model and now back to shades of Mays and
Nicholson.

In recent years, a number of Black scholars have

written about the Black church as an institution that fills a
variety of needs for its members and the nation.

--
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Perspective of The Black Church
The Black Church's' role as a caring and supportive,
mutual aid institution for it's members, is rooted in many
generations of tradition. The main source from which Blacks
have drawn their tradition of care is
cultural and religious heritage.

based on African

In African culture, the

caring network, at least t.heoretically, is based on kinship
going back to the ninth generation.

Of course, the African

system was adapted to America and to this was added the
overlay of Euro-American Christianity, including its patterns
of care (Felton, 1980).
Henry Mitchell
preacher, describes

(1975),

Black church scholar and

Western religion as individualistic and

escapist, producing hermits, fierce, strict, ascetic holy men
and revival preachers.

The Black tradition of involvement

with the Holy spirit on the other hand,
collective and celebrative. It is built

is gregarious,

on group solidarity.

Mitchell goes on to say that Blacks will see the African
roots of their instinctive sense of the extended family of
"soul brothers," on both sides of the Atlantic. The tradition
of intimate community is so deeply embedded in the Black
psyche that it tends to structu!"e all relations.

This

applies not only to the serious use of titles like "Brother",
"Sister" and "Mother",
appears

in a Black ghetto church,

it also

in the street culture of large cities as well

(Mitchell,

1975).

Part of this early brotherhood is seen in the Free

.---- ..- - - -
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African Society of Philadelphia, started in 1787.
of the first established lilutual aid

It was one

societies started by and

for Blacks and was developed through the church by Richard
Allen, the Father of the

African Methodist Episcopal Church.

As a proponent of self-help,

he assisted members in

organizing to provide support for each other in sickness and
death (Payne,

1969).

The Black church,
church,

especially the early rural Black

was very much aware of the difficulties its members

faced in the community outside of the church. As a result,
the church performed tasks beyond those of preaching and
burying.

While not intentionally designed to be such, it

became a multipurpose center. Education was fostered and
supplemented through sunday Schools, founding of colleges and
seminaries.
conference

Travel opportunities were granted through
and program attendance.

Democratic process,

planning and leadership skills were acquired through business
meetings and committee participation. Music was learned, and
performance opportunities given,
special

programs.

through the choirs and

Culinary talents and etiquette

were

sharpened through preparation of meals for special occasions.
socialization,

recreation and friendships were fostered

through clubs, activities and church-wide outings. status and
self esteem were obtained through occupying positions within
the local church and on regional and national church boards.
Credit unions assisted in saving and borrowing.
church also developed its own literature,

...
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houses.

Members helped each other find jobs,

obtain recommendations and assisted in emerqency situations.
In addition, aid was qiven to members throuqh rummaqe sales,
dinners, and employment at the church.

Such assistance qave

help in a manner that allowed recipients to have a better
quality of life as well'as maintain and foster diqnity.
Clarke

(1967),

describes the

Black Church as an

instrument of escape, a protective fortress and a vehicle of
protest.

In addition it was the only vehicle throuqh which

Black people were allowed authority and freedom from
domination and had the opportunity to develop orqanization. A
look at most Black churches today will reveal many of these
same activities which provide the same overt and latent
functions.
The Black church has for qenerations been concerned
about the total person and attempted to fulfill concrete, as
well as emotional needs.

While the focus of this study is to

look at how members use the church and the minister as
support systems,

it is not possible to discuss the Black

church without includinq some reference to the important
emotional aspects of the reliqious experience and the worship
service. O'Dea (1970), states that reliqion provides some way
to assure human acceptance and adjustments to frustration
deprivation,

discipliue and situations beyond one's ability

to chanqe. In his discussion on the operation and role of the
Black church,

wimberly outlines four main functions of care

described as functions of the Black church:
1)

healinq - bindinq woundsi

repairinq damaqe,

- - - - , ---------_..

restorinq

,
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lost condition.
2)

reconciliation - reestablishinq broken.relationship

between person and God, person and person.
3)

quidinq - helpinq person in trouble make confident

choices between alternatives and courses of action.
4)

sustaininq

- helpinq

persons

couraqeously and

creatively transcend difficult situations while preventinq or
lesseninq the impact of the situation (Wimberly, 1979, p.18).
wimberly feels the two main roles in the Black church
are sustaininq and.

quidinq.

sustaininq as a

function

emerqed as a corporate task of the Black community, because
of the societal oppression faced by those in the Black
community.

Guidinq developed as a natural role for the

reliqious leader in carinq for the flock.
studies Focusinq on Mutual Aid and the Black Community
The strenqths and stresses of the African American
social service client,

and the importance of

understandinq

Black clients from a non-European framework in the social
work relationship, is stressed by Jones (1979), Devore and
schlesinqer (1987) and Loqan (1990).Viqnettes taken from
Jones'clinical work,supportand illustrate use of the reliqious foundations with Black clients.In oneinstance, the
author had established a trustinq professional relationship
with a depressed client, who was sufferinq from the loss of
a loved one. The author had the client listen to qospel music
records at home as part of helpinq the client work throuqh
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her grief.

In another instance, the clinician was seeing a

Muslim woman who recently lost a child to Sudden Infant Death
syndrome.

The worker contacted a local Black Muslim temple

to provide ongoing emotional support for the woman.
Another article by a social worker practitioner and
educator,

looks at Christianity and the Black family and

intervention techniques (Mc Donald,

1981).

In working with

clinically depressed Black clients, the worker often asks
them to relate their experiences in church when they were
young.

Generally, the client begins to talk about family and

friends, hard benches, long

and special days.

Such recall

often brings into focus a forgotten part of self and an
unrecognized need for

relationship and fellowship.

It

of times brings a solace that helps create a positive
emotional milieu during a despairing time.

The author

believes that social workers can communicate awareness of the
spiritual lives of Black clients and by utilizing this, can
help bring release from the apathy, disdain and rejection
clients are often facing.
The use of the church as the setting where the
interaction between client and worker takes place is put
forth by Logan (1990). She discusses the conceptual framework
and the physical and emotional setting for effective
assessment with Black families. In a case illustration she
states:
Moreover, they were more comfortable meeting in their
church including, individuals they identified as
relevant to family life (Logan, 1990. p. 70).
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In a detailed work looking at Black'families and the
church, Johnson (1983), has positive arid negative things to
say about the church.

She takes the premise that the

positive development of Blacks throughout their life span is
fostered when their families and churches are effectively
involved in the socializing process.
The demographics of the church have changed.

Today there are

more single parents, female headed households and elderly.
Some churches are responding to these changes, but the author
stresses more

needs to be'done to address the needs of these

growing, often needy, populations.

Issues of sexuality, pre

and extra marital sex, abortion, out of wedlock births, teen
pregnancy, sex roles and divorce are all serious life
situations that the' church needs to help its members address.
In the area of divorce,

Jackson makes the point that

historically, most Black churches have opposed
was thought of as sinful.

divorce.

It

While some Black couples would

seek counseling from the pastor, her conclusion is that most
Black couples do not seek counseling from the minister.

In

her worlt, Johnson questions the current role of the Black
church and calls for empirical research on two areas she
feels

may now be myths:

1)

the church represents

gravitational centers of Black communities and 2) the church
is in the avant garde for fighting for Black equality.
is a challenge for research that looks at the

advocacy and

support roles the Black church of today plays.
conclusion is,

'"

There

Johnson's

that greater access to other physical

........
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structures has lessened the need to rely on the Black church
for use of its facilities. Additionally, the growth in the
pool of educated Blacks has lessened the need to rely on the
minister as a source of help and support.
Johnson also states,

the church offers a variety of

support, but in many instances one must be a member, or
people think one must be a member, to receive some types of
help. Therefore, needy persons who are not members
church or who att'1lnd infrequently,

of the

are more likely to seek

assistance from outside of the church.
statistical data available on church attendance
(Jacquet, 1988) and observation of congregations, clearly
indicate women are the largest population of church
congregations.

This is one of the reasons this current

research focuses on women church members.

Aldons (1983),

makes the point that women are most caught up in domestic
roles and are most involved in organized religion.

women,

having less power and status than men are most affected by
events

over

which

they

have

little

or

no

control.

Psychologically, actively carrying out religious beliefs,
provides a source of power, control, protection and ability
to understand, if not overcome life situations.

Women in

their role as mothers have been the prime factor in
socializing their children into a religious belief system.
A historical look at Black self help is put forth by
William Pollard in,

study

Black Self Help (1978).

While

this work looks at self help efforts from 1890 to 1915 in
Georgia, Virginia and the carolinas, the work attempts to

_..
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look at what general social,

economic,

and political

conditions contribute to the devel'opment of Black welfare
The author concludes that the nature and
dynamics of social conflict brought Blacks together in a
common sense of purpose.

Self help and mutual aid became a

way to survive the hostility of the South.
Martin and Martin

Extended

The work of
(1980) ,is

an anthropologicalwork that studied thirtyextendedfamilies
comprising over a thousand persons.

The families are located

in two small town areas in central Missouri and northern
Florida and two urban areas in Cleveland and Kansas. The
interviews and observances were gathered over an eight-year
period.

In their work, the authors look at the composition

of the Black extended family, along with its major goal and
functions. Relations between young and old, male and female,
problems of urban life and the mutual aid system which
include economic, moral, and emotional support, are explored.
The work also deals with strains on the network through
overextension and overexpectation by its members. The strain
of everyday crises and demands is also analyzed.
shows there is a

viable

The study

among the families studied.

There is also a dominant figure that most families identify
with and who keeps things together.
Reference to mutual aid in the church is an important
aspect included in a book on the Pentecostal church.
case study,

In this

Williams (1981) noted that the members had

patterned their approach to living and church life as a

-
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primary group within which one could expose personal
inadequacies and problems; financial emergencies were freely
admitted and in response, a special offering was usually
lifted for the member during the church service. The studies
of both Williams and Felton find definite patterns of
communication and trust among members, as well as defined
patterns of hierarchial

organizational

structure among

members. Relationships and obligation are defined, recognized
and predicted.
These more recent works on the Black church echo
sentiments of some early church and
scholars. They called for a formal harnassing and recognition
of the natural networks and extended family strengths of the
congregation.

Practical suggestions culled from the various

writings include:
1) Enrichingfamilystructureofthecongregat ion with other fatherly/motherly caring figures.
2)

Letting members know the church is willing to assist
in providing for them when they take risks.
Emphasizing celebration days, i.e., weddings,
baptisms and communion services,to stress unity and
ties among family and church members.

3)

Developing congregational care units based on
neighborhood (geographical groupings).
This involves helping members who live in the
same general areas to know each other better.
Each care group would have a leader who has received
special training. One of the churches studied for
the research at hand, has such care groups.

4)

Building church networks and developing contacts
with other churches and alliances.

5)

Establishing small groups within the church in which
there is sharing of problems of mutual concern.
Such groups can be focused around life cycle events or

--------- ---------
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can be task-oriented.
Socioloqist, Robert Hill in his seminal work,

Strength

of Black Families (1971), identifies several strenqths of the
Black family, included amonq them: stronq kinship bonds, work
orientation,

adaptability of

family

orientation and reliqious orientation.
Royse and Turner (1980),

achievement

Several years later,

conducted a follow up research

survey on this study, to see if
community,

roles,

amonq a

selected Black

these strenqths were still evident. The study

confirmed that Blacks perceive their families as oriented
towards the strenqths first identified by Hill. A Likert type
instrument was used to question 128 families in Dayton, Ohio.
The income levels of the respondents ranqed from less than
$5,000 to those with incomes over $ 15,000. Approximately 79%
of the respondents aqree that Black families still emphasize
reliqion in their homes.
children are tauqht

A total of

75% believe Black

84% stated cooperation and

stronq kinship bonds are important.

- - - .. -_. -
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studies on the Church as Part of the Social Support System
A research project entitled,
Black Church in the Community",

"Exploring the Role of the
was conducted in Washington

D.C. This was an attempt to fill some of the void in the
literature on the secular role of the

Black church as a

provider of social services to the Black community. Twentyone representative churches were studied.
administered to pastors,
of the congregation.

Interviews were

neighborhood residents and members

A profile of pastor and church members

was obtained, as well as the social service activities of the
church (Brown,1978). The study goes into detail about its
findings on church activities, congregation and neighborhood
attitudes towards

the church in the community. Some of the

basic conclusions are:
1) Nearly all Black churches studied were involved to some
extent in secular or community related activities.
2)Churches played a spiritual and secular role for its
members. Church members were supportive of those
services related to providing care to the needy,the ill,
the elderly or recreational activities for the youth.
3) Neighborhood residents were generally supportive of the
church's involvement in social services and community
activities, but did not believe the church should be
involved in politics •.
The study recommended more follow up work on the role of the
church as a means for coping with crises and daily problems.
findings corroborate the findings of Hamilton
(1972), who in interviews with over forty ministers, found
the role of minister to be complex and vital. Key roles of
the minister are teacher and mobilizer of the masses. The
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area where ministers are likely to receive negative feedback
from the congregation is if they become involved with
controversial civic issues.
A study by Logan focuses on the coping and adaptive
strategies that the

Black

provides.

She employed

Maslow's hierarchy of need scale, to assess what benefits
members derive from active church participation. The
Personnel Orientation Inventory was used to determine if
active church members were more self-actualized than nonactive members.

Her findings indicate the church does seem

to play a role in growth and adaptation and that active
members seemed to evidence a greater degree of selfactualization then non-members (Logan, 1980).
As part of the massive study entitled, National Survey
of

americans, University of Michigan Institute for

Social Research (1982).

A

was done on patterns of

informal support among elderly blacks (Taylor, 1986).

A

national cross section of Black households was sampled,
resulting in 2,107 interviews being completed.

This

particular aspect of the study was based on 581 respondents
over fifty-five years of

age.

The study of the respondents

revolved around analysis of family friends and church members
as a source of support among elderly Blacks. The study looked
at the degree to which persons received assistance from these
groups.

A profile of the type of support received was

developed and an exploration of duplication of types of
support was done. The hypothesis of the study was: families
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provided material goods and

friends provided

companionship

and confidence.
The types of support indicated are advice/encouragement,
companionship, goods and services, financial assistance,
transportation,
support.

help during sickness,

By and large,

prayer,

total support,

and total

goods/services,

financial assistance is given by the family. This latter
finding supports the work of Litwak in his description of
differential use of networks (1969).

Encouragement, help

when sick, prayer, and companionship are services offered by
friends.

The study found some duplication of services

between family and church members but not much.
patterns of support emerged from· the study:

These

(1) elderly

persons who received levels of support from both groups

(2)

persons who received no assistance from either group (3)
persons who received help from church members or family, but
not both.
Persons who obtain support from family members and
church members, are not likely to receive the same type of
support from each group.

A total of

27 out of 168 who

received help from family and church, reported duplication in
types of support.

The areas most duplicated are

companionship and financial support.
from

Those who recsive aid

family members and friends do not report much

duplication of services.
from church,

Respondents who received support

friends and family are not likely to have

received the same type of support from each.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - ------------.
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Overall statistics indicate
80%
80%
56%
10%
and

of the group received support from church members
received support from a close friend
received help from extended family
indicated social isolation, no best or close friend
no support from family or church members.

Among the elderly,

a

majority responded they had more

frequent contact with friends than with their own children.
This last fact seems due most likely to selective aspects ,of
friendship as well as the issue of proximity, and the fact
that the friendship network decreases with age.

Resources

from kin are reported as less extensive in old age.

The

findings of the study are consistent with the findings of
Litwak (1960,1969). Instrumental needs are received more from
family and socioemotional needs from friends.

Friends and

family play different, yet complimentary roles in support of
the elderly.
The findings of the study support the important aspect
of religious institutions in the life of elderly Blacks.
These, findings uphold similar research conducted by Faulkner
and Heisel (1982), which looked at religiosity of elderly
Black urban residents. Church members proved to play an
important role in the life of the members surveyed for the
study.

For a small group of the respondents,

church is the primary supporter.

5.4%,

the

The authors felt the

results of the research clearly indicates both governmental
and nongovernmental agencies and institutions should be
encouraged to support the elderly.

specifically,

it is felt

the church could encourage and promote involvement by elderly
members in church related programs as well as facilitating
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access to such programs. Continued socioemotional assistance
as indicated by respondents, should be provided by church
members during illness and times of difficulty. In addition,
social workers who work in the· Black community should be
aware of the importance of religious institutions in the
lives of its members. The study also calls for the role of
the minister as a contact, liaison, provider of services and
advocate.to be more fully appreciated by social service
providers.
Further implications

of the

research sugg,ests the

\.}

Federal government develop new and support existing programs,
that provide companionship and develop relational links.
Also, continued support and expansion of homecare services to
reduce institutionalizationl development of more respite care
to help families of the elderly stay in the community as long
as possible, are suggested. The suggestions of this report go
beyond the focus of looking at the family, friendship and
church network. The findings make a positive case for the
role these supports play in the lives of elderly Black
Americans.

The research also provides information to support

its plea for private and public recognition of the importance
of church and other networks in the support, sustenance and
well being of the elderly.
Church Size as a Factor of Support
There have been several studies exploring the church as
part of the member support system. According to Hargrove
(1983),

the church's role in modernization is usually
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1
accompanied by a growing secularization of the consciousness.
Church,

settlement houses,

and home missions in particular,

have always been paired with emphasis on public education as
a way to improve life for the lower socioeconomic ranks.
larger cities,

In

political and social service activities

complimented the church and settlement houses and eventually
came to have public as well as church sponsorship (Antonio
and Aldons, 1983).
The

work of the church and clergy

in regard to

individual and group well being, has been explored by many.
For thousands of years priest,

shamans,

witch doctors,

ministers and

have been singled out to help people

with

Clinebel

life problems.

churches and temples as sleeping

(1970),

characterizes the

giants; a huge potential of

barely tapped resources for fostering positive mental health.
A study by Gurin (1960), found 42% o·f individuals who had
personal problems sought help from a clergyperson. Several
studies have been co.nducted showing the church as a vehicle
to help people adjust to geographical changes. Wicker and
Mehler (1971),

looked at a church with 338 members and a

larger church of 1600 members to measure assimilation of new
members.

A questionnaire was administered to ascertain

participation in church activities,

felt obligation to

participate and

The data indicated

church attendance.

greater support for church activities by members of the small
church.

New members assimilated more rapidly in smaller

churches where activities were relatively undermanned.

The

1

I
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study raised the issue of whether persons choose membership
in smaller churches, because of the demands the smaller
church will put on them. There is the issue of willingness
and need to participate in such activities,

thereby

contributing to more rapid assimilation. The study further
indicates that between large and small churches, members of
small churches were more friendly, spent more time in church
activities, had more regular attendance, worked harder on
church goals and had a closer relationship with the pastor.
In large churches, there tended to be better church schools
and more formality.

Interestingly, new members responded

that size of the church had little to do with their decision
to join.

Areas such as church goals, location, friendliness,

worship service, church school and youth program all ranked
high in importance.

The pastor was ranked as number one in

reason why persons joined the particular church.

Churches

also served as a way to help people adjust to the larger
culture of cities. Because of ideological and

cultural

similarities of the church congregation, the process of
inclusion was speeded up. This is another reference to ethnic
ties and "we-ness."
In another study relating to size, Gurintal (1960),
concluded people from small cities, used the clergy as a
resource for help with personal problems more often then
persons from larger or distinctly rural areas.

A study of

,four hundred Black couples married at least five years was
conducted in Indianapolis, Indiana (Scanzoni, 1971).

The

majority of couples felt strongly that the church helped them
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i
in their marital selection process and success. In addition,
these respondents felt-the church helped them to acJuire
dominant American values.

I
Most of the respondents reported

benefiting through the use of church resources.

They saw

this as helping them in performance of adult roles and
thereby enhanced their marital stability.
The Church as a Social Work setting
i

A study by Mercer (1980), draws from Niebuhri and
I

outlines

the biblical and historical view of the chutch's

social mission.

She suggests that the church has not

fulfilled its mission and recommends placement of a social
worker on the church staff.

This person would serv:e to

"develop the ministry of helps." This person would act as an
advocate for the poor and exhort a complacent, myopic church
which cannot or does not want to see beyond the- stained glass
windows to the hurts of those less fortunate (Mercer,
This exhortation is based upon biblical reference; J:ames
I

2:16,

"Depart in peace, be ye warmed and filled,; not

withstanding ye give them not those things which
to the body, what doth it profit, and James 1:22 " But
doers of the word and not hearers only,
ownselves (Holy Bible King James Version).

ye

deceiving jyour
j

I

In spite of the potential conflict of values, especially
I
in the area of self determination, between traditional social
work and religious institutions, it is felt that social 'work
in the church opens up avenues for people to deal :with
emotional as well- as the spiritual issues if they chos:e to.
_i

J
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In addition, social work professionals have the skills and
tools to carry out advocacy, and community organization roles
so needed in many communities. (Brackney and watkins, 1983).
Hamilton (1972) advocates, the minister needs more than
biblical training, but social work skills as well. He
historically traces the multi-role development of the clerqy,
especially within the Black community.
In the literature, the church is continuously called
upon to address the ills of the urban condition as it relates
to the urban family.
centered. Families,

The family of past generations was home
often worked together and shared

recreation. The education process was more of a partnership
between home and school.

Today, working parents, single

parent families, lack of extended family, negative literature
and media

can be

viewed as possible contributors to

conflict and weakening of the family unit. One perception and
'suggestion put forth by Dubos (1981), is that children become
less important than the parents' peers and that the public
self

family and the private-self family are often in great

conflict.

Dubos calls for the church to provide the

atmosphere and conditions of growth for

families. Small

group meetings and family nights with a focus on sharing,
caring,

nurturing and support are needed.

Dividing the

congregation into smaller groups under the specific care of.
the Deacons of the church is put forth as a way for needs to
be known and ministered to more effectively.

Dubos,

a

theologian, stresses that each congregation under Divine
guidance must discuss the specific needs of the urban family

..
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it serves and marshall its resources to meet these needs.

In

addition, members who are helped, must be encouraged to use
their strength, knowledge and stability to assist
others. The church is

and serve

viewed by many of the above studies as

a primary care unit.
Literature Review summary
The literature review follows a general to specific
approach in looking at information that addresses issues of
voluntary organization, support systems, the Black church and
the minister as part of the support system.
Role of the Church in Social Welfare
The classic work and philosophy of Rheinhold Niebuhr and
his interpretation of the role of the church as a pioneer in
the field of social work, is detailed in, The Contributions
of Religion to Social Hork (1932). He felt the business of
the. church w.as to discover and advocate obligations society
has towards its citizens. He also felt strongly that the
churcn created a type of family group.
Institutional and Philosophical Aspects:
This

section

reviews

organizations including

the

characteristics

of

bureaucratic and primary group. The

role of the church as a voluntary, maintenance institution of
society, is defined. Ethnic Influence on the Helping Network
The influences and importance of ethnic ties, the sense of
"we-ness" and the ecological concept of fit related to ethnic
ties is reviewed. The Black church is an example of a unique
voluntary organization, with characteristics of a primary

-..._-_._ .._---'------_._-----
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group.

It is made up of persons primarily from the same

ethnic group. Litwak, 1966, Hamilton, 1972, Granovetter,
1974; Glazer, 1975).
Pastoral care
The role of the pastor and several studies related to the
supportive,

counseling aspect of the ministry are reviewed.

Major studies discussed are: Caplan (1972), detailing the
need for collaborative efforts between clergy and social
service professionals,

factors

that

contribute

to

the

clergy's role as a mental health resource, cummings and
Harrington

(1963),

discuss the role of the minister in

controlling deviance,

the relationship of the minister's

education and the socioieconomic status of the church to the
help and referral role;
pastoral counseling;
church,

Bentz (1968), role strain and

The Black ministers and the urban

is presented by

Hamilton, 1972; Wimberly, 1979,

Felton, 1980 and Harris, 1987.
lIutual Aid Networks
This area explores the concepts of social networks,
support systems and mutual aid. studies relating to different
types of networks and systems are looked at:
(1977) ,support systems and the mentally ill;
Wellman

(1973),

the

analytical

Horowitz

Craven and

approach to

network

development; Granovetter (1974), the support systems involved
in finding employment. A discussion on articles presented in
a special issue of Social Hork (1986) on understanding the
concepts of mutual aid in social services is detailed by

...............
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McIntyre (19S6) and Taylor (19S6). studies by Wireman (19S4)
and Hodgson (19S1),

identify people at risk with limited

supports and the role of the church and other neighborhood
institutions as part of their care.
Expressive and Instrumental Role of the Church in Caregiving'
A framework for exploring the caregiving roles of the
church in terms of concrete and emotional needs is presented
using the classic work of Billingsly (196S). Illustrations of
how expressive and instrumental needs are routinely carried
out in the church are presented.
The Black Church and Mutual Aid:
Historical information on the African-American's roots
in mutual aid

and the role of the Black church and other

voluntary organizations are presented in works by Mays and
Nicholson (1933).

A discussion of the Black church as a

negative institution is presented in works by Frazier (1945),
Babchuck and Thomas

Drake and Cayton (1962). Mitchell

(1975), present discussion of the family heritage and the

evidences of African primary group culture in the current
African American church and community.

Wimberly (1979),

outlines the major functions of care and support of the Black
church and pastor.
studies Focusing on Mutual Aid and the Black community
Specific articles and studies are discussed as they
relate to formal and informal Black support systems. Works
looking specifically at Black women and mental health, Black
,extended families and mutual aid are presented. studies by
Martin (1980), Williams (1981), Hill (1971), Jones (1979),
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Logan (1990), highlight documentation of mutual aid, self
help,

networking and support systems by a variety of

community resources.
studies on the Church as Part of the socia1 Support System
There

have

been

!;Ieveral

studies

exploring

and

documenting the church as part of the support system and its
specific use by its members. Among them, a research project
in Washington, D.C., Explorinq the !.2!.!! of the

Church

in the community Brown (1978); coping and adaptive strategies
of church members, Logan (1980), National Survey of Black
Americans (1982). A look at the religiosity of older, Black,
urban dwellers was studied by Faulkner and Heisel (1982).
Other studies by Clinebell (1970),

Wicker and Mehler (1971),

look at the relationship between members and the pastor,
socioeconomic factors and church size as factors in the
support offered by the church.
The concepts of resources, mutual aid, the role of the
church and the minister in the helping process have evoked
interest, discussion, study and research over many years. The
literature review and summary, is an attempt to look at the
breadth of what has been written as it relates to the study
at hand.
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METHODOLOGY

The study was originally: ..to ... be ... made._up...of_several_Black- ---;--churches (those pastored,

populated and controlled by Black

members), representing upper and lower

income members from

the Essex County area. The study churches were to be obtained
randomly from the directory of the New Jersey Council of
Churches.

This cold canvassing approach proved to be

difficult. Many of the ministers contacted were unwilling to
involve themselves and their members in a study with someone
they did not know.

After several unsuccessful and time

consuming attempts· to enlist churches in this method, the
network approach was used.· Ministers whom the researcher
knows, were asked to give the researcher a personal referral
to churches they were familiar with, where the minister might
be willing to engage the congregation in a research study.
This approach proved successful and a total of six churches
were used.
After gaining preliminary information on factors of size
of the membership,

the physical aspects of the church

building and church budget, the author choose churches in two
categories.

(1)

churches with memberships of three hundred

or more, with physically large church structures, where the
membership was identified by the pastor as being a primarily
working congregation with incomes above $15,·000 per annum.
Middle and upper level income was defined for the study as

.............
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$15,000 or more a

year.

(2)

Secondly,

churches

with

memberships of 100 persons or less, with physically small
buildings,

where the pastt?r identified the majority of

members as working poor,

nonworking or living on fixed

incomes. Lower income was defined as less than $15,000 per
year.
An interview was held with each minister to obtain background information on the minister, data on the church, i.e.
size of membership, programs the church offered, types of
request for help the minister received,

educational

of the minister and the pastoral counseling role.
The churches selected for the

study were all of Baptist

denomination, primarily because the network o·f referring
pastors were Baptist. In the churches studied, the minister
had to have had some formal education for the ministry Le.
course work,

certificate or degree in theology,

from an

accredited institution. All of the churches involved in this
study were pastored by men.
overview of Churches
The larger churches in the study have commonalities, one
of them being the ministers all have earned doctorate degrees
in the ministry. Each church has a variety of organizations
and activities within the church, geared to different age
groups and interests. The churches are involved in at least
one ongoing activity that serves the neighborhood. Among the
activities is an after school program, hot meal program for
the neighborhood needy, a food pantry and a clothing room.
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Each church also offers a summer neighborhood program that
encompasses vacation Bible school. One church is in the heart
of a large city,

in a neighborhood that has been greatly

impacted by urban renewal. Until recently, vacant lots were a
major part of the landscape. Building of subsidized housing
has J;'ecently b'egun. The' population in the area went from
predominately Italian, to predominently Hispanic, with a few
Black families in the neighborhood. The majority of the
membership of the church come from outside of the community.
The church has been in existence for over a hundred years and
in its present location for forty five years. The church has
a membership of 500, with an average Sunday attendance of
250. The budget of the church is approximately $250,000. The
minister feels his average work week is sixty-four hours.
This pastor averages about 24 requests a month for personal
counseling having to do with marital concerns, depression and
family issues. The pa,storatte·nd·s to a·bout 9.0% of the
requests himself and refers 10% to family service and mental
health agencies.

The pastor also periodically teaches a

course at a Bible Institute or seminary.
Another of the large churches in the study has been in
existence for ninety years and in its present location for
twenty- seven. The church is located in a semi-residential
area in a suburban town. The population of the area has been
relatively stable and is described as Black lower middle
class. There is a membership of 800 with an average Sunday
attendance of 400. The yearly budget is approximately
$300,000. The minister averages sixty hours a week in his

"--'---
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work and usually teaches one course at a Seminary in.the
area. The pastor estfmates he receives thirty requests a
month for counselinq and help requests. Of these, he counsels
about 50% of those requestinq his services and refers the
other 50% out to such sources as leqal services, health care
and mental health facilities.
The third church is also located in a semi-residential
area in a middle to lower middle class neiqhborhood. It was
founded eiqhty-five years aqo and has been at its present
location seventy years. The immediate area of its location is
predominately Black in population.

The area has been a

relatively stable one in terms of qrowth and population
chanqes. The church has a membership of 500 with an averaqe
attendance of 350 per Sunday. Its budqet is $200,000 a year.
The pastor averaqes an eiqht hour work day and pointed out
ministers are on call twenty- four hours a day. He often
teaches at a local Divinity school.

This pastor reports

receivinq requests for help about four times a month. He
takes

care

of

the

majority

of

concerns

and

refers

approximately 5% to aqencies such as health care and mental
heal th aqencies.
Smaller Churches
The smaller churches presented a diverse picture in
terms of membership and aqe of church. Each church does offer
proqrams for different age qroups within the church. At this
time these churches do not have much in the way of unqoinq
community services. In one of the churches, this is due to

......................
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the area around the church being vacant or occupied by
abandoned buildings. One church does have a prison ministry,
but is also in an area of urban renewal. The congregation has
plans for outreach work and community programs once building
in the area occurs •. The third church does not have an ongoing
community program, but does offer occasional activites in
which they try to involve the locals.
One small church has been established for forty years
at its present location for eight. The membership is 105
persons, with an average attendance of 70 members. The budget
is $150,000 a year. The church recently built a new edifice
and is located in an urban area where building and
development is occuring.

The minister is a high school

graduate with a certificate from a Bible institute. He takes
course work from a local Bible college periodically. He holds
a fulltime job in the insurance industry, which allows him
flexibility in hours. The pastor averages thirty hours a week
at the church. He reports an average of one request a month
for counseling and he handles most of these himself.
The second small church has been in existence for
seventy-eight years and at its present location for seventysix years. It is located in a semi-residential area. The
membership is 100 members with an average attendance of 65
persons each Sunday. The yearly budget is $66,000.
The pastor of the second church has a degree from a
seminary. He works full time as an accountant and averages
about forty hours a week at the church. The minister reports
about ten requests a month around issues that require
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counselinq. He qenerally takes care of 80% of the requests
and refers 20% to outside aqencies.

He often refers to

Christian psychiatrists or psycholoqists.
The third church is forty-one years old and has been at
its present inner city location for 33 years. The area has
many vacant lots and substandard housinq. There are 97 people
on roll, with an averaqe Sunday presence of 50 members. The
yearly budqet is $55,000. The minister is a colleqe qraduate
with a certificate from a Bible institute. He puts in about
forty hours a week at the church and does not hold outside
employment. The clerqyman reports about five

requests a

month for counselinq. He takes care of 95% of the concerns
and refers 5% out. He often refers to other ministers who
have more expertise than he.
The author went to each church at least three times;
once to speak to the minister, qather information on the
church and obtain permission to do the survey.

The second

visit to the church was on a Sunday morninq to explain the
study to the conqreqation and ask for volunteers. The third
visit was to make one last appeal and administer the survey.
Information about the project was also put into the church
bulletin. Since the respondents were those who volunteered,
it is likely these persons are interested or involved with
the church. Those who volunteered, met with the researcher
after the church service in a desiqnated room to fill out the
questionnaire. It is recoqnized that the context in which the
interviews took place may have had some bearinq on the
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responses,

i.e. members being asked to answer questions that

in part had to do with their church, while sitting in a room
in the church after sunday'morning service.
Women for the survey had to be at least 18 years old, a
member of that particular church for at least a year and
attend service at least twice a
were to help insure

month. These stipulations

the volunteer had some ongoing

experience' with that church and its membership. participants
were seated in a group, given instructions and asked to fill
out the questionnaire in its entirety.
The questionnaire was le,ngthy a'nd covered a variety of
information.

After the data was collected and a preliminary

analysis was done,

it was decided to mainly focus on the

responses to the vignettes. This was done for managability
and focus. The questionnaire completion time ranged from
twenty minutes to forty-five minutes.

The researcher stayed

unobtrusively in the room to be available to cl'arify
questions 1 completed forms were put by respondents into a box
as they left.
vignettes
Respondents were asked to read a series of vignettes
that are part of the questionnaire and indicate their choice
of help sources from the choices listed. There was a
of other,

choice

but this was discarded in the analysis of data

because it was unclear what respondents meant.
Help choices for each vignette are:
Minister
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Deacon or other church official
Church member
Friends who are not church members
Relative
Neiqhbor
Family doctor
Professional counselor
Take care of it myself
The viqnettes are classified into cateqories of uniform
and non-uniform as discussed in Chapter One.

About half of

the viqnettes are desiqned to be uniformed and the other half
non-uniformed.

There will be further discussion of this, as

well as which choices are over and.under selected by the
respondents.
Viqnettes presented in the questionnaire
Divorce
Suppose you and your husband arqued more frequently and
your husband hit you durinq these

You are very

unhappy and feel your marriaqe is headinq for divorce. Who
would you seek advice from?
Marital Arqument
Suppose you and your husband arque frequently over
family matters and just don't seem to be qettinq alonq as
well as you use to; you are worried about the situation. Who
would you seek advice from?
Son and grade problem
Suppose your 16 year old son suddenly became very
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interested in girls and was spending more time socializing
than studying causing his grades to sl.ip. Who would you seek
advice from?

-------- ----

Son and dropout problem

'-.

Suppose your 16 year old son had dropped out of school,
was hanging out with a bad crowd and stealing things from the
house. You suspect he is on drugs. Who would you seek advice
from?
Unhappy on the job
Suppose you were new on the job,

feeling unsure of

yourself and unhappy because coworkers seem to be unfriendly.
Who would you seek advice from?

Job retraining
Suppose you had been on your job for ten years and had
to seek

in a different field because of lack of

future with your current field. Who would you seek advice
from?
Sick chi1d
Suppose your child awoke on a

school day with a

temperature, runny nose and an upset stomach. S/he is too
sick to go to school. You have a job to go to. Who would you
ask for help?
Broken Leg
You work and your child was in an accident. S/he has a
broken leg and has to have someone stay home with him/her for
two weeks. You work and cannot stay home. Who would you ask
for help?

... _.
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Description of Population
There are 101 respondents from the small churches and
96 respondents from the large churches for a total N of 197.
The

following

discussion and

tables

description of the group, using collected

seek to give

a

data.

The descriptive charts use the categories of low and
high income because much of the analysis in the document is
around income.

Low income is under $15,000 per year while

high income is $15,000 and above.
Children
The majority of the respondents are parents, with the mean
number of children being 2.3 per respondent. A quarter of the
women, n

=

49, reported having no children. Seventeen percent

have one child; 15% have two; 16% had 3; 1% have 8 and .5
reported having 11 children.
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TABLE f 3.1
TITLE : Group Age
HIGHER
INCOME

LOWER
INCOME
,

-

IN)

'It)

IN)-

--It)

TOTAL
IN)

PERCENT
OF
TOTAl; ---

---------------------------------------------------------40.00'1:
5
2.59%
3
60.00t
2
18-21
22-35

18

45.00t

22

55.00t

40

20.73'1:

36-50

21

31.34'1:

46

68.66%

67

34.72%

51-62

18

41.86%

25

58.14%

43

22.28'10

63-75

18

85.71'1;

3

14.29'1;

21

10.88'10

76 +

10

58.82'1;

7

41.1n

17

B.BU

B8

45.60%

105

54.40'11

193

Age
The age span of the women in the survey ranges from 18 to 79;
with the average age of respondents being 45. The ages at
both extremes of the

represent the smallest numbers. A

percentage of 2.5%, being represented in the 1B-21 year age
span and 8.B% for those over 76;
between 22-35 years old;

20.7% of the women are

34.72% between 36-50; 22.2% fall

between 51-62 years of age; 10.8 are age range, 63-75.
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TABLE /I 3.2
TITLE
MARITAL STATUS

LOWER
INCOME
(NI

HIGHER
INCOME
(%1

(NI

TOTAL

(%1

(NI

PERCENT
OF
TOTAL

-------------- ----------------------------------------------47.50%
52.50%
40
20.94%
19
21

NEVER MARRIED

MARRIED LIVING
WITH SPOUSE

18

23.0n

60

76.92%

78

40.8n

DIVORCED

11

44.00%

14

56.00%

25

13.09%

SEPARATED

15

68.18%

7

31.82%

22

11.52\

WIDOWED

23

88.46%

3

11.5n

26

!J.6H

86

45.03%

105

54.97%

191

100.00'1;

Harital status
The women in the study represent a range of marital statuses.
20.9% of them have never married, n=40, 40.8%, are married
and living with their spouses,
represents

the

n=78..

largest number

population, 13.1% are divorced,
from their spouse, n=22

in

This latter group
the

study.

Of

the

n=25; 11.5% are separated

and 13.6% are widowed, n=26.
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TABLE # 3.3
TITLE
Educational Level

LOWER
INCOME._. __

------- - - (NI

(tl

HIGHER
gl'COME

(NI

TOTAL

PERCENT. _
OF
TOTAL

(NI
-------------------- --------------------------------------------6
85.71t
1
14.29t
7
3.66%
(tl

SOME ELEMENTARY

ELEMENTARY COMPLETED

I

0

O.oot

2

100.00t

2

1.05t

SOME HIGH SCHOOL

25

71.43%

10

28.57%

35

-18.32t

HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE

24

45.28%

29

54.72t

53

27.75%

SOME COLLEGE

22

44.00t

28

56.00t

50

26.18t

COLLEGE GRADUATE

8

32.00%

17

68.00t

25

13.09%

SOME GRADUATE WORK

2

22.22%

7

77.78%

9

4.71t

GRAD SCHOOL GRADUATE

0

O.oot

10
100.00t 10
9.24%
-------------------- -------------------------------------------87
45.55'
104
54.45% 191
100.00t

Education
In the area of education completed, the largest number of
women are high school graduates,

27.8%,

n=53.

They are

followed closely by 26.1% of the women who have taken some
college courses, n=50. 18.3% of the women have completed some
high school, n=35; 13% of the group have completed college
n=25. A smaller number have some credits for graduate work,
4.7, n= 9. Those who have graduate degrees account for
of the group, n"'10.

5.2%
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TABLE # 3.4
TITLE
CURRENT WORK STATUS

LOWER
INCOME
(N)

HIGHER
INCOME
(t)

(N)

TOTAL
(t)

(N)

PERCENT
OF
TOTAL

-------------- ----------------------------------------------7
41.1U
10
58.82'
17
9.09'

HOUSEWIFE

PAID FULL-TIME

32

30.19t

74

69.8U

lOS

56.Sst

PAID PART-TIME

14

58.33t

10

41. 67'

24

l2.83t

RETIRED

17

77.27t

5

22.73'

22

1l.76t

UNEMPLOYED

7

70.00'1;

3

30.00t

10

5.35'1;

WELFARE

8

100.00'

0

O.oot

8

4.2U

187

100.00'

--------------------------------85
45.45'
102
54.55'1;

current Work status
The majority of the women questioned are paid full time
workers, 53.8%, n=106. Those who are paid parttime workers
and retired reflected the same percentaqe of 12.6%. Twentyfour (24) of the women are parttime employees and twenty-two
(22) are retirees. A small number,
a

smaller

are unemployed,· n=10;

number, 4.2%, n=8, list themselves as welfare

recipients.

.

--- ....
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TABLE # 3.5
TITLE: JOB TITLE OF THOSE WORKING OUTSIDE OF HOME

(11')

LOWER
INCOME

HIGHER
INCOME
(N)
(%)

(%)

TOTAL

PERCENT
OF
(N) TOTAL

--------------------------------------------------------------BUSINESS
7
30.43%
16
69.57%
23
13.94%
CLERICAL/SECRETARY

16

50.00'

16

50.00%

32

19.39'

EDUCATION

4

25.00%

12

75.00%

16

9.70%

HIGHER EDUCATION

0

0.00%

7

100.00%

7

4.24%

HEALTH CARE

7

35.00"

13

65.00%

20

12.12%

RETAJ;L

8

53.33%

7

46.67%

15

9.09%

SKILLED WORKER

8

57.14%

6

42.86%

14

8.4U

SERVICE WORKER

11

47.83'

12

52.17%

23

13.94%

------------------ -----------------------------61
44.24%
89 55.76t

--------------150
100.00%

Job Titl.e
The largest percentage of women are in clerical-secretarial
jobs; 19.4%, n=32. A total of 13.9t, n=23, describe their
positions as service workers,

with another 13.9t,

n=23,

stating the business area as their job description. Health
care services accoun·t· fo·r-12.1t, n=20, of the jobs. This was
followed by 9.7t, n=16,

who work in education. A smaller

.....

_-----
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number of women,

9.1%,

n=15 work in retail.

The skilled

worker category accounts for 8.5%, n=14 of the group. 5.5%,
n=10, describe themselves as housewives. At the time of thre
study a small number of women, 4.2%, n=7, worked in higher
education.
The number of job titles in Table 3.5, is higher than the
number of employees in Table 3.4, because some employees have
more than one job.
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TABLE it 3.6
TITLE

LEVEL

PERCENT
INCOME RANGE

OF
TOTAL

(')
-------------------- --------------------------------12
6.22t
(N)

UNDER 4,000

4,000 - 6,000

15

7.7"

6,001 - 10,000

22

11.40'

10,001 - 15,000

39

20.2U

15,001 - 25,000

53

27.46'

25,001 - 40,000

35

18.13t

40,000 - 60,000

14

7.25'

60,001 AND OVER

3
1.55'
-------------------- --------------------------------193
100. DOt

Income
Family income of the respondents is divided into eight
groups:

under $4,000,

$4,000-6000,

6001-10,000,

10,001-

15,000, 15,001-25,000, 25,001-40,000, 40,001-60,000, 60,001
and over. The bulk of the population, 73.1%, n=141, are at
25,000 or below. In a further breakdown, 6.2%, n"12, report
income of under $4,000 per year; 7.8%, n=15, report earning
between, 4000-6000. In the 6001- 10,000 range, 11.4%, n=22
responded.

20.2%,

n=39,

report income between,

10,001-15000.
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The larqest qroup is reflected in the income qroup of 1500125,000, 26.9%, n=53. As the income qoes up the· numbers become
smaller,

as evidenced in the 25,001-40,000 level,

n=35,40,001-60,000,

18.1%,

7.3%, n=14. The last qroupinq, 60,001

and over reflect the small numbers of 1.67%, n=3.
In

later analysis of this study, the population is divided

in income qroups of below $15,000 and above $15,000. Of those
who responded, 44.7%, n=88, are in the below $15,000 qroup.
53.3%,

n= 105,

are in the hiqher

income qroup of over

$15,000.

. ... _---_._-- _._ ... _..... _ .. _..

__.. -------
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Tables

#3.7- 3.10,

represent questions

to

ascertain if

respondents are in need of basic necessities for survival or
had to seek out help to fulfill such needs.

TABLE # 3.7:
TITLE : NEED OF FINANCIAL HELP IN LAST SIX MONTHS

INCOME

(N)

TOTAL

NO

liES
(%)

(N)

(%)

(N)

PERCENT
OF
TOTAL

UNDER 15000

17

60.71%

62

43.36%

79

46.20'

OVER 15000

11

39.29%

81

56.64%

92

53.80%

28

16.37%

143

171

100.00%

83.63%

The majority of women, B3.6%, who responded to the question,
n=143, did not have recent need of financial help. Of those
who did respond yes N=2B, the low income showed more of a
need n=17 (60.7%)
(39.3%) •

as compared to the high income n=ll
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TABLE # 3.8

TITLE

NEED OF FOOD

YES
INCOME .
UNDER 15000

(N)

NO
(t)

(N)

TOTAL,

PERCENT
OF
TOTAL

(t)

(N)

98.92t

93

56.02t

166

100.00t

-------------------------------------------------6
8.22t
91.78
67
43.9n
73

OVER 15000

1

1.0n

92

COLUMN TOTAL

7

16.37'1;

159

83.63'1;

The question seeks to find if respondents were ever in neeti
of food and unable to provide for themselves.

The vast

maj ori ty responded "no", to this question, 95.8%, n=159. Of
those who responded yes, 8.2%, n=6, are from the low income
group and 1.08%, n=l, are from the higher income group.

---_._-- ..--... _...----...-.--.. .. --.-
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TABLE # 3.9
TITLE
IN NEED OF CLOTHING

YES

NO

INCOME

TOTAL

(N)

(t)

(N)

PERCENT

OF

TOTAL

UNDER' 15000

6

8.22t

72

43.64

78

45.6U

OVER 15000

o

o.oot

93

56.36t

93

54.39t

COLUMN TOTAL

6

3.5U

165

171

100. DOt

96.49\

Respondents do not show a need for help in this area. Only
3.51%,

N=6 for the low income women responded "yes", None of

the higher income women report this concern.

,---_._.....-
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TABLE 1# 3.l.0
TITLE : HOUSING ARRANGEMENTS

LOWER
INCOME
(N)

('II)

HIGHER
INCOME
(N)

TOTAL
<'II)

(N)

PERCENT
OF
TOTAL

-------------------------------- -----------------------------------3.4U
0
3
00.00'
3
1.5U

RENT A ROOM

RENT APARTMENT
IN HOME

19

21.59!1;

17

16.5n

36

lB.9U

RENT APARTMENT
IN BUILDING

2B

31.B2'

24

23.53'

52

27.3n

OWN HOME

23

26.14

44

43.14'

57

35.2n

SHARE HOME

15

17.05'

17

16.67'

32

16.BU

------------------ -----------------------------------BB
102 55.7n
44.24'

COLUMN TOTAL

--------------190
100.00'11

Most of the respondents are either homeowners or rent
apartments; Three persons in the lower income

rent a

room. Over 40% of the higher income women are homeowners. A
total of 26% of lower income women are homeowners. Close to
40% of the high income women rent apartments, whereas over
50% of the lower income women do so.

----------.
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TABLE t 3.11
TITLE : Membership Length

LENGTH OF MEMBERSHIP

(NI

PERCENT
OF
TOTAL

('I

--------------------------------------------1 YEAR TO 5 YEARS
45
24.46'

6 YEARS TO 10 YEARS

25

13.Sn

11 YEARS TO 15 YEARS

25

13.5n

16 YEARS TO 20 YEARS

21

11.4a

21 YEARS TO 25 YEARS

17

9.2U

26 YEARS AND ABOVE

51

27.7n

184

100.00'

Hembership Lenqth
Respondents were asked to participate in the survey· only if
they have been a member of the church in which the study was
being conducted for at least one year. Membership length
ranged from 11 persons, 5.6%, belonging for one year, to one
person each belonging, 60 and 69 years. There are clusters of
persons around the three year mark, 7.1%, n=141

five years,

5.1%, n=101 eighteen years, 7.4%, n=14. 51.6% of the total
respondents had memberships of 15 years or less. The average
iength of membership is nineteen years •

..

---------
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TABLE II 3.12
TITLE
Levels of Attendance

PERCENT
OF

ATTENDANCE

(N)

TOTAL
(%)

LESS THEN ONCE A MONTH

11

2-3 TIMES A MONTH

36

18.46%

148

75.90%

195

100.00% .

ABOUT EVERY SUNDAY

Attendance Patterns
Church attendance by the respondents is quite high,

with

75.9% n= 148, indicating they attend almost every Sunday. The
next largest group,

18.5%, n=36,

to three times a month.

indicated attendance of two

100

TABLE # 3.13
TITLE
Level of participation

LEVEL OF
PARTICIPATION

PERCENT
OF
TOTAL
(%1

(NI

15

8.29%

113

62.43%

INFLUENCE POLICIES

19

10.50%

OPERATIONS-POLICIES

32

17.68%

SPECIAL OCCASIONS
OPERATION

1

0.55%

ALL OF THE ABOVE

1

0.55%

SPECIAL OCCASION
CONCERN OPERATION

lB1

100.00

of Participation
Respondents

were

asked

to

indicate

how

often

they

participated in different aspects of the church.
categories

are:

participate

in special occasions

The

onlYi

concerned about the qeneral operation of the church; felt
they influence church policYi participate in the operation
and policy making of the churchi concerned about special
occasions and church operation. A larqe number, 62.4%, n=113,
indicate they are concerned about the operation of the
church. A smaller number,

7.6%, n=15, indicate they only

participate in special occasions. A moderate

number of women

indicate they are concerned about the operation and policies
of their church,

17.7,

n=32.

One cateqory that may have

indication for further study is the one on influencing church
operation. While 62.4% of the women report concern about the
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operation of the church, only

10.5%, n=19, feel they

influence policies of the church. This seems to indicate that
while women make up the bulk of Black church membership,
their role as policy makers and influencers of the church is
not commensurate with their numbers or their indicated
concern and interest.
summary
The group as a whole presents the following profile:
The average woman is 45 years old, married and living with
her spouse. She is a high school graduate with some college
credits. This woman works full time and is likely to be
employed in the clerical/ secretarial field.

She has an

average church membership in her current church of nineteen
years and attends church just about every Sunday.
As a group the women have the basic needs of income,
food, shelter and clothing met.
Lower Income Women Profile:
This woman is most likely to be between the age of 51-75
She is a

widow, has some high school, and is retired. Those

who work are employed in the clerical/secretarial area. This
woman reports she attends just about every Sunday.
Higher Income Women Profile:
This woman is likely to be between the ages of 36-50.

She

is married and living with her spouse. She is a high school
graduate with

college credits. She is a paid full time

worker, either in the business or clerical/secretarial area.
In addition, she attends church almost every Sunday.
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Chapter IV
Data Analysis: vignettes

Shortly after the analysis began, it became apparent
that the concept of network as a framework would prove to be
a difficult one upon which to base the analysis. In part,
this was due to the way respondents answered the questions.
They

were asked to fill out the questionnaire indicating

persons they would choose as help sources in the vignettes.
They were instructed to prioritize their choices,
numbering 1, 2,

by

and 3. Often respondents simply checked

several spaces to indicate their choice of persons. This made
the concept of looking at the choices in terms' of indicated
preferred networks impossible to do.
In addition, the concept of network did not allow for
the preferential choice of the respondents to be reflected
accurately. Some people were overpicked in the responses and
some people were rarely chosen.

A different format for

presenting the choices in the questionnaire and then ranking
them during the initial collection of data,

would have

possibly enabled the network approach to be carried out.
A review of the literature, see for example the work of
Pancoast and Collins (1976), Royse and Turner (1980), Martin
and Martin (1986 ), Stack (1974), also makes it apparent that
when social workers
networking,

they

and other social scientists discuss
are

often

referring

to

the

l.oose

associations that connect individuals to different types of
support.

In order to actually examine, describe, and

--_._.... _....

_------_._--
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understand true network functioninq, it is often necessary to
apply mathematical concepts, and devel.op ways to ascertain
and track the ranqe of individuals to 'whom the person(s) are
connected, as in the work of Craven and Wellman (1973). Most
writinqs as it pertains to social work and networkinq, is not
on the trackinq, connectinq and mathematical analysis of
network systems. The focus is more on the description of
important people and sources of help that individuals or
qroups seek out, or are connected to in a variety of ways.
Linehardt (1983) refers to these sources as participants in
the network. .
Another way to focus on

avenues of support and aid

is

to examine individuals and the roles they play in help
seekinq patterns. With this in mind and the concerns raised
because the respondents did not always make numerically
ranked choices, the present study, while still interested in
the concept and related literature on networks,
refocused. The individuals

was

selected as part of the helpinq

process and the variables that seem to influence the choices
become the objects of importance and discussion.
The early analysis of data also revealed,

that in a

study focusinq on the role of the church, the prevalent role
of the minister was
subsumed

sometimes lost. When individuals were

under cateqories

of

church

related

networks,

relative network, friend and neiqhbor network, the importance
of the minister or other individuals was not revealed,
althouqh statistical analysis showed these persons were
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important and utilized as choices.
The current analysis will focus on developing profiles
and scores for persons in each of the vignettes. An overall
view and score of persons selected for help will be given. A
focus and primary point of discussion will be on the place
and role of

minister as the choice for help. Attention

will be placed on the situations in which the minister is
selected,

and whether selection has relevance to the income

and lor church size of the respondent. Each vignette is
labeled as uniform or non-uniform,

and categorized as a

serious or less serious situation.

------_._----_.. --.- .._----_.
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minister can be Talked With
About Anythinq
There is an item in the questionnaire that asks the
respondent to indicate if they see their minister as one with
whom they can discuss only thinqs involvinq reliqion or the
church, some thinqs other than church or reliqion, or as one
with whom they can discuss just about anythinq. (Table 4.1)
A crosstabulation analysis was run on this variable
aqainst each of the viqnettes,

to see if there is a

statistical relation between the ranqe of thinqs that can be
discussed with the minister and the selection of the minister
as a choice in the viqnettes. The findinqs show there is a
statistically siqnificant relationship between beinq able to
discuss just about anythinq with the minister and selectinq
the minister in six of the eiqht viqnettes.

There is a

statistically siqnificant relationship with the followinq
viqnettes: divorce, dropout, arqument, poor qrades, unhappy
on the job and the sick child.

--_._-_ .. _._-_ ..._---
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Table 4.1 Chi-square Relationship Between Ability to Discuss
Anything with Minister and Minister as a Choice

vignette

Minister
Significance

Divorce

0.0032

Argue

0.0000

Dropout

0.0000

Grades

0.0002

Unhappy on Job

0.0045

Sick child

0.0876

While the number of those who would actually go to the
minister when the child is sick is low, as would be expected
for this situation, the statistics indicate that the more
comfortable the women are with the minister, the more likely
they are to seek the minister out in a situation such as
this.
There

is no

statistical significance between the

describe the minister variable and the vignettes of child
with a

broken leg and in being in need of new career

training.
There is also a statistically significant relationship
between relying on self as a source and seeing the minister
as one with whom anything could be discussed. Perhaps this
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feeling of being able to talk to the minister about anything
also helped the women to be able to risk and attempt to work
the situation out themselves. They may feel they can go to the
minister if they are not successful in their attempts.
In looking at help seeking patterns of women in the
study, it becomes apparent that utilization of the church,
seems to mean contact with the minister. Thus, it becomes
important to look at situations in which the minister is
viewed as a viable contact in a variety of situations. If
just the general category of the church or church support
system is used, the key role of the minister might not be
successfully culled out.

--------_._---
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People Respondents TUrned To For Help in Particular Vignettes
The persons selected by the respondents as those from
whom they would seek help,

are ranked according to the

percentages of those respondents who indicate this choice.
The category of "other", is not included in this analysis
because it is unclear what respondents meant by this choice.
The percentages are the choice score for the person selected.
Each table includes a column that designates persons who
were statistically underpicked and overpicked by the
respondents. A mean choice score is calculated for each
vignette.

Those choice scores that are more" than one

standard deviation above the mean are deemed overchosen,
while those that are more than one standard deviation below
the mean are deemed underchosen. Overpicked is indicated by
(+),

and underpicked by (-).

Divorce Vignette: serious / uniform
Suppose you and your husband argued more frequently and
your husband hit you during these arguments. You are very
unhappy and feel your marriage is heading for divorce. Who
would you seek advice from?
Choice selections for the vignette:
Minister
Deacon
Church member
Friends
Relative
Neighbor
Doctor
Professional counselor
Self
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Table 4.2 People respondents TUrned to for Help in a Divorce
situation
N=192

t Score

Person
Minister
Relative
Self
Counselor
Friend
Doctor
Church Member
Deacon
Neighbor
x=29.7

Choice Status

+
+

65.1

57.3
45.0
43.2

28.1
10.4

8.8
5.2
4.1

s.d.= 23.71

This vignette is classified as serious and uniform in
nature. While there are options as to what one would do,
serious marital situations usually point to the need for
outside intervention in the way of counseling,
intervention or both.

There

is a

legal

recognized body of

professionals who work in the area of marriage counseling,
divorce mediation and family counseling. Thus, the

situation

is considered uniform in nature. As such, it could be thought
that the marriage counselor would be the most frequent source
of help.
The most often selected choice for help with this
problem is the minister. Fully 65% of those responding choose
him as a person to seek out in such a marital situation. The
least chosen is neighbor, with 4.1%. Relative and minister
rank relatively high among the choice of respondents,

while

deacon and neighbor rank low. If the minister is seen as one,
or has

represented him/herself as one with pastoral
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counseling skills, then it may not be surprising that many
respondents would turn ro this office as a source for help.
Arqument Vignette: Non-uniform / Less Serious
Suppose you and your husband arque more frequently over
family matters and just don't seem to be getting along as
well as you use to: you are worried about the situation. Who
would you seek advice from?
Choice selections for the vignette:
Minister
Deacon
Church member
Friends
Relative
Neighbor
Family doctor
Professional counselor
Self
Table 4.3 People Respondents Turned to for Help in a -Harital
Arqument
n ... 184

Person
Relative
Minister
Self
Counselor
Friend
Doctor
Church Member
Deacon
Neighbor
X=30.5

% Score
60.8

59.5
46.3

Choice Sta-tus
+

+

34.5
30.6

14.8

13.2
8.6
6.3

s.d.=21.32

This vignette is classified as

less serious and non-

uniform in nature. There are several ways in which one could
go about trying to work out the concern. These options range

---_ _-_ ..
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from doing nothing,

to discussing the situation with a

variety of people. The most frequent choice is relative, with
60.8% indicating this as a choice. The least often chosen
- source is the neighbor, with 6.3%, indicating this group as a
choice.
Relatives and minister,

rank relatively high among

choices of the respondents; while deacon and neighbor rank
relatively low. It is noteworthy that this is essentially the
same ranking as for the previous situation,_ an impending
divorce. The fact that relatives rank high among the choices,
indicate a trust and willingness of the respondents to go to
these people in time of relational difficulties. Also
relevant, is that many of the women say they would handle the
situation themselves.

This seems to indicate a felt ability

to work things ou": on their own. The professional counselor
is not overly chosen as might be expected of one seen as
having expertise in this area. It may be that respondents do
not see the problems as having reached the stage where
professional help

is needed.

A possible social work

intervention or pastoral intervention could be,

to help

people recognize a problematic situation and seek help before
it gets to a more serious stage.
The

arguement

issue

is

basically a

non-uniform

situation. It is a situation revolving around relationship
and socialization·issues.

It is also an issue revolving

around conflict. Those seeking help, look to find others who
have had a similar experience or know of someone who has. The
larger systems of friends is also used to gain information or

-------_.._.__._-
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resources, or as a confidant when the immediate family is

,..

involved or cannot be confided. in or approached for help.
(Katz, 1976, Granovetter 19741 Taylor, 1986.) The fact that
neighbors are listed last, may indicate an unwillingness to
share a conflict situation with a source that because of
proximity, may begin to

pay more attention to the situation

or share with others in close proximity what is going on. In
urban areas, perhaps neighborliness and sharing ones business
only goes so far.

.•.
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Son and Dropout Problem: Serious / uniform
Suppose your sixteen year old son dropped out of school.
He is hanging out with a bad crowd and stealing things from
the house. You suspect he is on drugs. Who would you seek
advice from?
Choice selections for the vignette:
Minister
Deacon
Church member
Friends
Relative
Neighbor
Family doctor
School Professional
Self
This vignette is more uniform in nature. While several
things could be done, it seems evident that some counseling
and legal intervention beyond the parent, is necessary. The
most often selected choice is the minister,

with 65.1%

indicating him/her as a choice. The least often selected
person is the deacon with .5 responding.
Table 4.4: People Respondents Turned to for Help
N=189

Person
Minister
School Professional
Self
Relative
Doctor
Friend
Neighbor
Church member
Deacon

i

=29.1

% Score

65.1

52.1

37.5

31.7
25.9
18.2

1.5

1.0

.5
s.d.= 22.62

Choice status
+

+
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The minister and school professional,

rank as high

choices by the respondents," while the neighbor and church
deacon are seldom chosen.
since a large part of the problem is school related, it
is not unusual that the school professional is seen as a
person from whom to seek help. This person is likely to have
knowledge and advice about the problems confronting the teen
and the behavior evidenced. The minister is also seen as one
who can be called upon to intervene and offer advice in a
difficult situation such as this.
Individuals also see themselves as a major resource,
indicating they feel some ability to work on the concern.
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Son and Grade problem: Less Seriousl Hon-uniform
Suppose your 16 year old son suddenly became very
interested in girls and was spending more time socializing
than studying, causing his grades to slip. Who would you seek
advice from?
Choice selections for the vignette:
Minister
Deacon
Church member
Friends
Relative
Neighbor
Family doctor
School Professional
Self
This illustration is classified as less serious in
nature and non-uniform. A problem such as grades may be deal t
with through many avenues. These include, doing nothing,
consulting with the son, talking with school personnel.
The most frequent choice is a professional in the
school, 66.3%. The least often chosen is Deacon with 5.7%.
Table 4.5: People Respondents Turned to for Help in Grade
Problem

n '" 190
Person
School Professional
Self
Relative
minister
friend
Church Member
Doctor
Neighbor
Deacon

X

"'28.00

% Score
66.3
52.3
45.2
37.3
20.0

12.6
6.8

5.8
5.7

Choice status

+

+
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In this vignette,

respondents see going to a

professional who has some expertise in this area, as the most
thing to do. In this case, the professional is
the someone in the school.

Over °half of the women feel

capable of working out the problem themselves. Over a third
of the women indicate the minister as a source for advice and
help.

Neighbors and the church deacon,

are not seen as

sources to seek out in such a category. It is important to
note that while two thirds of the group indicate they would
turn to a professional, over half say they would take care of
it themselves. These women may feel that intervention, in the
way of a parental discussion, a stern warning or conditions
set for improvement, is what is needed. The women may not see
this situation as serious enough to warrant seeking outside
assistance.

-
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In Need of New career Training vignette: seriousl Uniform
Suppose you had been on a job for ten years and had to
seek training in a different field because of a lack of
future in your current field. Who would you seek advice from?
Choice selections for the vignette:
Minister
Deacon
Church member
Friends
Relative
Neighbor
Family doctor
Training counselor
Co-worker
Self
Such a situation is uniform in nature. There are
specific sources associated with, and experts in the area of
career consultation and vocational training. The most often
chosen person is the training counselor the least chosen is
the doctor.
Table 4.6 People Respondents Turn to for Help :
N=194

Person
counselor
Self
Co-worker
Minister
Relative
Friend
Church member
Deacon
Neighbor
Doctor

x = 27.8

% Score
56.7
46.9
43.8
41.7
38.6
23.8

Choice status

Training

+

14.5
6.1
3.6
2.0

s.d.= 20.22

---_.
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In this situation, the person most likely to have some
expertise in areas such as
training,

career counseling and vocational

is selected by the majority of women as' their

source of help. Women see themselves as a major source of
working out new career options for themselves. Other sources
of support, such as the minister and relative are also chosen
by a fair number of women. One1s physician, deacon,

and

neighbor on the other hand, are not seen as viable selections
in this situation.
lacking

All three are probably perceived as

the expertise necessary to provide appropriate

guidance in this situation.

.....
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Unhappy on the Job Vignette: Less Serious INon-Uniform
suppose you were new on the job,

feeling unsure of

yourself and unhappy because coworkers seem to be unfriendly.
Who would you seek advice from?
Choice selections for the vignette:
Minister
Deacon
Church member
Friends
Relative
Co-worker
Neighbor
Family doctor
Professional counselor
Self
Table 4.7: People who Respondents Turn to for Help :
N=191

Person

% Score

Co-worker
Self
Relative
Friend
Minister
Church member
Counselor
Neighbor
Doctor
Deacon

63.8
54.9
45.5
30.3
25.6
20.9
18.2
6.8
1.0
1.0

i

=26.8

Choice Status

+
+

s.d.= 22.02

This example is non-uniform in nature. There are many
routes the individual employee might take in attempting to
get along better with people on the job. These might include,
waiting a while to see if the situation resolves itself;
talking to a supervisor; talking to persons directly involved
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in the uncomfortable situation. The person might also, share
this concern with family, friends or other acquaintances.
The most often chosen person is a co-worker and the
least often is the doctor. In this situation, the majority of
the women feel they would seek out someone on the job to
discuss the situation with, or feel they would consider the
situation and work it out themselves, at least as a first
step. Both of these choices seem to be appropriate steps to
take in such a non-uniform situation. There are no formal
guidelines as to what one should do in such a situation.
Relative, also ranks fairly high in the choice selection.
Neighbors and family physician are not seen as persons to go
to for help in an unhappy employment situation.
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Broken Leg Vignette: Serious/ Non-uniform
You work and your child was in an accident. S/he has a
broken leg and has to have someone stay home with him/her for
two weeks. You work and cannot stay home. Who would you ask
for help?
Choice selections for the vignette:
Minister
Deacon
Other
Friends
Relative
Neighbor
Family doctor
Nurse
Sitter
Self
Tab1e 4.8:Peop1e Respondents Turn to for Be1p fo:dlroken Leg
N

Person

= 190
% Score

Choice Status

Relative
Neighbor
Self
sitter
Church Member
Minister
Friend
Nurse
Doctor
Deacon

38.2
37.2
23.4
22.0·
19.3
11.7
10.7
1.0

x= 28.9

s.d.=22.32

+

78.0

47.4

This vignette is non-uniform in nature.A broken leg
initially requires expert medical attention, but as the child
mends and returns home, the .situation becomes a non-uniform
one. At this point, there are options and decisions as to who

------_._---
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stays with the child, if the primary caretaker must be away.
The most often overselected choice is relative and the least
chosen choice is deacon.
These

findings

corroborate research that indicates

relatives are ·used for tasks that require long term
commitments

large amounts of time. The selection of

neighbor as a distant second choice, probably indicates that
because of proximity, the neiqhbor may be able to help on a
somewhat regular basis. This may be for short periods of the
day,

or several neiqhbors may take turns watchinq the child.

Hirinq someone who is not a nurse seems feasible for many. If
the child does not need special care, then a responsible, non
professional could meet the need.

- - - - - - - ----..
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sick Child Vignette: Less Serious/Non-uniform
Suppose your child awoke·on a school day with a
temperature, runny nose and upset stomach. S/he is too sick
to go to school. You have a job to go to. Who would you ask
for help?
Choice selections for the vignette:
Minister
Deacon
Church member
Friends
Relative
Neighbor
Family doctor
Nurse
Sitter
Self
Table 4.9 people Respondents Turned to for Help with a sick
Child:
n=188

Person
Self
Relative
Doctor
Neighbor
Sitter
Friend
Church Member
Minister
Deacon

x =

30.8

% Score
79.3
67.1
46.0
34.3
29.1

Choice Status

+

+

8.4
6.9
4.3
1.0

s.d.= 28.68

This vignette is classified as non-uniform in nature.
There are several options available, most of which do not
require expert help. These options range from taking a day
off work, to sending the child to stay with someone for the
day. There is also the option of having someone come in and

-
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stay with the youngster.
The most often chosen person is self, indicated by 79.3%
opting to take the day off from work. The least chosen was
the deacon. A large number of respondents feel the most
expedient way to work out the problem is to take care of it
themselves, probably by staying home. Relatives

are seen as

the next best choice. The doctor is indicated, but it is not
clear if this means consulting with the doctor or taking the
child to the doctor; this would mean the mother, or someone
else, would have to take time to do this. Over a third of the
women indicate neighbor as a choice. This indicates proximity
and last minute arrangements that a person such as a neighbor
might be able to help with. The minister is not seen as a
resource in such a situation;

neither are other church

related possibilities, especially the deacon. These latter
indications are not surprising, since the minister and deacon
are not normally thought of as choices for the short term
assistance such a situation would require.
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Summary Discussion of OVer and Underse1ected Choices
The summary table of help choices illustrates the persons
over picked and underpicked for specific tasks and vignettes.
A brief discussion on all who were over and under selected
will be given. A more detailed explanation on the selection
of the minister is also presented.
The minister is over selected in three areas.

The

divorce, argue and dropout situations. The minister may be
seen as a part of ones family and as such one to share family
and child concerns with. In addition, the three areas
overselected,

focus on areas that are relational and family

oriented. It is also noted that the areas of marita1 concern,
a child dropping out of school and getting into trouble, have
moral and ethical implications. Although these areas have
professionals that are knowledgeable, the women feel the
minister is an appropriate source to turn to, most likely
because of societal, moral and value concerns these areas
present.
Relatives are over picked in the areas of divorce and
argument, as well as the two situations that have to do with
a sick child. These illustrations are in the categories of
uniform and non uniform. Marital problems are family
problems, so it does seem appropriate that women seek out
family if they are experiencing minor or major difficulty in
their married life. caring for a sick child is something a
relative could be called upon to do on short notice and is
part of the expectations in many families. Relatives that are

......
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selected, are most likely in fairly close proximity. Also, a
mother would not usually have to worry about formally paying
a family

to watch a sick child e.specially, an short

notice. This lang term care and the use of relative fits into
the selective utilization of relatives as put forth by Litwak
(1969).

Self is over selected in the area of grades,

being

unhappy on the job and taking care of a sick child. All of
these vignettes are nan-uniform. A woman may feel able to
deal with arguments and solve what she may consider "normal"
concerns within a relationship. In terms of the sick child,
the easiest route to take, may be to stay homer respondents
may feel taking care of it themselves also means making other
suitable arrangements.
Co-worker is overpicked in the area of being unhappy on
ones job. For this non-uniform situation, this is a likely
choice, considering that people usually have some friends or
colleagues on the job. If a women is having difficulty with
other people on the job, she would possibly seek out someone
she has a positive relationship with and obtain advice.
The counselor is over selected for help in the areas
that require some expertise. The vignettes indicated are
dropout, grades and job training situations. The dropout and
problems with grades, are areas that would avail themselves
to professional advice. The school counselor or perhaps the
teacher are persons the women could seek out formally or
informally. An appointment could be set up to discuss reasons
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for poor performance and possible solutions. In addition, the
school might outreach to parents to offer support and help in
these areas. The scenario of the dropout is also a serious
one that has

legal

and long term implications for the

individual student as well as the family. The parent may be
aware of special programs or interventions that are
for dropouts and seek these out through the counselor.
Role of the minister
In the vignettes highlighted earlier, the minister is
clearly seen as an important person. In many ways, he is part
of the extended primary group. The minister is in a unique
position to be seen as a professional but also as one with
whom to share the same kinds of concerns that would be shared
with the primary group. This relates to the uniqueness of the
church and its place as a human relations model within the
bureaucratic structure. The church by way of the minister is
seen as bridging the gap between formal and informal
institutions and formal and primary group roles.
Divorce and Argument
Concerns such as marital problems can be categorized as
a transition state, as put forth by Cummings and Harrington,
(1963). Transition states refer to inherent life problems,
among them marital issues. Their study found ministers much
involved in transition state concerns of their congregations.
While the divorce

situation is uniform and the argument seen

as non-uniform,

they are both

situations that

are

relational in nature and have implications of moral issues.
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Dropout and Grades situation
The minister is selected by respondents as the top
choice

in terms of percentage response. ' The minister is seen

as one who can be called upon to intervene

and offer advice

in difficult situations. While there are many factors likely
to be involved in a situation such as this, perhaps the
minister's key role is to help the parent sort out the issues
and help the parent embark upon the best course of action.
The minister could also talk to the son. In addition, the
minister could offer ongoing prayer and support. These latter
are important aspects of pastoral counseling and are
highlighted in the ,works of wimberly (1979) and Harris
(1987).
This vignette is classified as uniform in nature, in
view of the fact there are formal recognized sources to whom
people can turn to for assistance. Among these choices is the
school professsional. While the professional in table 4.4 is
picked more frequently than would be expected on a random
basis and ranks highly among the choices, the minister is
still the first choice.
The nature of this situation is that the youngster is
involved in self des'tructive behavior; a crime against the
family is being committed (stealing), and the youngster is
suspected of'engaging in other socially unacceptable
b.ehavior. There are moral issues of concern here. Much of
pastoral counseling has to do with moral issues, crisis and
discomfort and saving people from destructive behaviors. with
these factors in mind the minister would be a likely choice
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to seek help from. (Caplan 1972, Wimberly, 1979).
The minister is chosen by a little over a third of the
respondents for

the less serious grade situation.

This

problem is a common one, related to life cycle of the teen
and.a transition state between child and teenager. This is a
matter that would be of concern,

and could be discussed

generally with one's clergy for support and advice.
Career training
This vignette is uniform in nature. The minister, while
not the leading choice, is chosen significantly more than
some of the other choices. The responses appear to indicate
that in this situation, there is the tendency to turn to a
person who is considered a recognized expert in the field of
job training/career counseling.
This could be considered a uniform task situation, where
persons have a clear common notion of where to turn, and as
in this case, indicates a reliance upon the career counselor.
A substantial percentage of the women indicate they would
rely

on the minister and themselves

problem. Again,

in working on the

the issue is raised as to what does this

mean, and can the church be of some help in assisting such an
individual.
Unhappy on the job
The minister is selected by 25% of the respondents
(Table 4.7). This rate of choice is within the range of what
would be expected. But it is still important and somewhat
surprising that some members see the miniHter as a choice for

------_ .. __._-_._---
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advice and support regarding unhappiness on the job. While
. this is a relational problem and others choices rank higher
than the minister, it is unexpected that a quarter of the
women select the minister as someone to seek out.
sick Child and Broken Leg
In the situations dealing with the sick child and broken
leg, the minister as expected is not highly indicated. This
is due to the fact that other sources of help are more
suitable for this more long term, non-relational concern.
Sources that are primary in nature, relatives, neighbor and
self are relied upon more.
Conclusion
The chapter has shown that the minister along with
family and the professional helper, is an important source in
the help seeking process. caplan and Mitchell (1972), siegel
and Nabarstek (1982), indicate the ability of the minister to
move into people's problems easily, because of their position
and geogrphic accessibility. other categories such as friend,
neighbor, church member and

deacon are not utilized often in

the illustrations given. In light of the findings, it is
important for the minister to be aware of the part families
of church members play in difficult family situations, as
well as the role of the pastor. The church may be able to
have an increased role in helping families work with such
problem situations. In view of the study findings, the church
may be able to have a more effective problem solving role and
may be able to encourage families to see and

the
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minister as a source of help.
The fact that a qoodly number of persons indicate they
would handle the situation themselves raises many questions.
What course of action do the respondents see themselves as
takinq? Is the course of action feasible and expeditious?
The church can be used as an enabler and an educator in
helpinq people to know about resources, options and. warninq
siqns of relationships breakinq down.

_._._-----_.
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Chapter V
Data Analysis: Support for Hypotheses
This chapter will present and analyze the findings in
relation to the presented hypotheses.

The vignettes and

findings related to the hypotheses will be presented in
discussion and by use of tables. There will be particular
focus on the role of the minister, in order to follow up on
the findings presented in chapter four.
The following tables will be presented in the chapter.

5.1:

Friedman Analysis:

Selection of the Minister by

Income
5.2:

Friedman Analysis:Selection of the Minister by Church
Size

5.3:

Chi-square significance of Selection of Deacon and
Income

5.4:

Crosstabulation of Group Income and Church Membership by
Size

5.5:

Crosstabulation of Income and Size

5.6:

Selection of Minister Based on Uniforml Non-Uniform
Distinction

5.7:

Chi-Square Relationship Between Attendance and Choice
of the Minister.

5.8:

Chi-Square Relationship Between Participation and
Choice of the Minister

The hypotheses are presented here for reference.
Hypothesis 1:

The lower the socioeconomic status of the

church member, the more likely the minister will be selected
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for help.
Hypothesis 2: The members of·the smaller church are more
likely to select the minister as a vehicle for help, than
those in the larger churches.
Hypothesis 3: The minister is more likely to be selected for
help with concerns that can be classified as non uniform in
nature.
Hypothesis 4: The more active a woman is in church life, the
more likely she is to choose the minister as a source for
help.
Each hypothesis will be presented along with support
materials· from the vignettes and discussion.
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Hypothesis 1: The lower the socioeconomic status of the
church member, the more likely the minister will be selected
for help.

Table # 5.1

Two Way Analysis of Variances:
Select10n of Minister for Help by Income
(Numbers in Percentages)

vignette

Low Income

High Income

Divorce

77.1

57.3

Argue

64.5

57.4

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Dropout

72.8

60.9

Grades

47.5

28.6

Job Training

45.2

40.3

Unhappy on Job

36.6

17.0

Broken Leg

11.2

5.3

sick Child

4.1

3.1

Frieo:ima.n. Test Statistic = 8.00

Level of significance _ 0.0047

The statistics for all the vignettes indicate low
income women would rely on the minister for assistance in a
variety of life situations more than the higher income women,
hypothesis 1 is confirmed. The percentages based on all women
reporting, demonstrate for all eight vignettes, that low
income women select the minister more often than do higher
income women. The datil was tested using Friedman's Two Way
Analysis of variance. There is a statistically significant
relationship between income and selection of minister for
assistance relating to the vignettes.

---_._.. __

._-_._-_..-- -----------.--- . - - - -
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cummings and Harrington (1963), document that clergy in
the lower socioeconomic church are found to have less formal
education than those in the higher socioeconomic churches.
These ministers referred less to outside sources. The lower
economic status women, having less in the way of financial
resources, may go to the minister as a support. An important
part of connecting with the minister may be that s/he also
represents a source of no cost help.
In the area of job training, lower income women also
seek the minister out more often that higher income women.
This could be due to· the fact that their options or
informational network regarding job/career opportunities, are
more limited than higher income women. If the woman is
particularly upset about having to change jobs or seek out
new training, she may be seeking the minister for
counseling, encouragement

supportive

or general advice giving.

In the situation where lower income women seek the
minister as it relates to being unhappy on the job, this may
be due to the fact that lower income women may feel a real
need to work this problem through. The job may be extremely
important and an economic necessity to them. They may not
have many options in terms of changing jobs. The minister may
be seen as a source to discuss the issue and help them remedy
the situation or make the best of it.
In the vignettes where the child is confined at home
with a broken leg and the vignette where the child is ill,
the minister is seldom chosen. The minister is not one to
whom one who would ordinarily turn to in a situation where a
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child is temporarily sick with a common illness.
Income has been proven to be a factor in individuals
seeking help from

the minister.

Those with less money

indicate potential use of the minister more so than those
categorized as having a higher income. The minister is the
indicated choice of lower income women in the diverse
scenarios.

It is important that the minister be consciously

aware and prepared, to respond to low income members who may
utilize the clergy as a primary source of help.
There is statistical significance in selection of self
to take care of the problem relating to mild marital
problems, by women in the higher income levels. These women
as evidenced in the demographic data, have more education and
tend to work full time. They most likely feel they have the
ability to handle such a situation themselves,

at least

initially.

Hypothesis 2. The members of the smaller church are more
likely to select the minister as a vehicle for help, than
those in the larger churches.
A statistical analysis using Friedman's Two Way Analysis
of Variance,

indicates no statistical significance based on

the size of the church and selection of the minister in the
situations the hypotheses presented. Hypothesis 2 is not
confirmed.
Looking at the percentage numbers of responses in six
out of eight vignettes, members of the larger churches did
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Table /I 5.2

Friedman Two Way Analysis of Variances:
Church Size and Selection of Minister for Help
(Numbers in percentaqes)

Viqnette

Low Income

Hiqh Income

Divorce

59.8

71.0

Arque

54.3

65.4

Dropout

60.1

75.6

Grades

31.8

43.2

Job Traininq

42.4

41.1

Unhappy on Job

24.6

28.1

Broken Leq

8.2

-7.8

Sick Child

3.3

5.6

Friedman- Test statistic

-

= 2.00

Level of siqnificance

--------------------

0.1573
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pick the mfnister for help. The exceptions are job training
and broken leg; even with these two, the numbers are close,
indicating large and small churches

pick the minister

about the same. It was thought members of the small churches
would seek the minister out more often than those of larger
congregations. This did not turn out to be so and and will be
discussed.
Divorce
The area of a divorce problem is part of the transition
category as defined by Cummings and Harrington (1963). The
fact that ministers within the larger churches would be
utilized more by women than those in the smaller churches,.
may relate to the fact that ministers of larger churches tend
to be better educated than those of smaller churches. Data
obtained on the ministers in the study also bore this fact
out. Pastors of larger churches are more likely to have had
formal training in pastoral counseling and may make it known
to their members they. are available for help with personal
.
issues. Women of the larger churches knowing this, may avail
themselves of the pastor's advice in a marital situation.
In regard to size being an influence on contact with the
minister, members select membership in churches for a variety
of reasons. The concept of "fit" as put forth by Litwak and
Dono (1979) and "we-ness", Gordon ( 1980) and Schermerhorn
(1979), referring to a sense of peoplehood and belonging, may
certainly be a factor in the types of churches that people
belong to. In a study relating to size. Wicker and Mehler
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(1971), found that new members seemed to assimilate into the
smaller churches more rapidly than members of larger
churches. Members of small churches are found to be more
friendly

and have a closer relationship with the pastor.

Larger churches tend to have better Christian education
programs and mqre formality. Based on this, it would seem
that members of the smaller churches would more often seek
out the minister for help.
The aforementioned study also finds that members from
large and small churches felt size had little to do with
their decision to join. Areas such as church goals, location,
friendliness, worship service and youth programs, all rank
high as reasons to join. The number one reason why persons
join a church,

as reflected in the Wicker study is the

pastor. Hamilton also expresses that a key factor for members
is feeling comfortable with the pastor (H"amilton, 1972). If
this is indeed the case, then this would explain why there
was no significance found between church size and utilization
of the minister as a vehicle for help.
Dropout Concern
The area of school problems and dropping out is a
serious concern for most parents. In many areas, especially
urban,

these are

common concerns. The fact that the

ministers within the

larger churches are utilized more by

members than those in the smaller churches, may relate to the
fact that ministers of the larger churches tend to be better
educated than those in the smaller churches. (Jacquet, 1988).
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In addition, this situation has a crisis component, a social
unacceptability and legal

It may be members of the

larger church have a desire to try the minister/church as a
source of help before going to a more publio souroe in view
of the possible legal ramifications as well as embarrassment.
Unhappy on the Job
In the situation of being unhappy on the job, members of
the larger church seek out the minister more often than the
low income women. It was expeoted that the members of smaller
churches would seek the minister more because of close knit
ties, but this does not prove to be so. It is possible that
in the larger church, the ministerial staff is more readily
available.

This could be formal availability by way of

appointment or informally by way of telephone, dropping in to
see the minister or chatting with him/her at some ohurch
function.
Chi-Square Significance for Persons Other Than the Kinister
Table 1# 5.3

Chi-Square Significance :
Selection of Deacon for Help by Income
(Numbers in Percentages)

Vignette

Significance

Job Training

0.0307

Unhappy on the Job

0.0281

There is a statistically significant relationship
between church size and use of the deacon as a source of help
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in two of the vignettes. The vignettes are, in need of job
training and being unhappy on the job. Members of the large
church indicate the deacon as a significant choice for help
in these two employment related situations. This is one of
the few instances where the deacon is seen as significant for
member concerns. Women from large churches are more likely to
reach out to the deacon for help than those women in the
smaller churches.

The deacon often visits people when they

are ill or in need. A deacon may be assigned to a person as a
care partner, or as "their" Deacon. It is feasible that a
woman could have a special relation with her deacon and would
speak to him/her about this concern. In the larger churches,
there tend to be Deacon Boards of large number. It is
possible that individual members of the Board may be seen as
appropriate persons to talk with about being unhappy on the
job, because they are perceived as good listeners

or may be

known to have some counseling expertise. The deacon may also
be viewed as a strong spiritual person who may be helpful in
praying about concerns.
knowledgeable

It might also be, the deacon is

about employment possibilities or career

opportunities through their own contacts or particular work
specialty.

Relationship of Group Income and Church Size
Hypotheses 1, the lower the socioeconomic status of the
church member, the more likely the minister will be selected
for help has been confirmed. Hypothesis 2, the members of the
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smaller churches are more likely to select the minister as a
'vehicle for help, than those 'in the larger churches has not
been confirmed. There is however, a statistical relationship
between church size and income.
Table 15.4 Chi-Square Analysis :Group Income and Church Size
Size
Large

Small

Low

36

52

High

57

48

Group

Income

Significance 0.0877

chi-Square 2.91629

Consequently, it was decided to examine the joint impact of
income and church size on the selection of the minister.
Table #5.5

Vignette

.....................

Frieanan Two Analysis Variances:
Crosstabulatlons Bssed on Income and SIze
(N.......rs I n Percentages)
Lorge Church! Large Church!
Low Income
High Income

Sma II Church! Small Churchl
Low Income
High Income
.. ...... _.. _............. - ............. - ....

................ _............ _.. -_ ...................... -_ -_

--

DivDrce

83

65

n

48

Msrital Arg ....nt

75

56

50

54

Dropout

83

66

65

55

Grades

45

38

45

17

Job Tra Ining

39

43

49

35

Unhappy

36

21

35

13

6

7

14

2

3

4

4

2

Broken Leg
Sick Child

Frleanan Test Statistics = 12.71 Level of Significance. 0.0053

..- _.. -.... _----------

--_._.._----.._-----
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The findings indicate, women who are in the lower income
category and

to the larger churches, go to the

minister more often than their other church sisters. In four
out of the eight vignettes, these women are more likely to
use the minister than other groups of women. The vignettes
where this is so are: divorce, argument, dropout and unhappy
on the job. In a fifth vignette, grades, this group is tied
with small church/low income women.
Those persons least likely to use the minister are the
high income women in small churches. This low selection of
the minister occurs in seven out of the eight vignettes, with
the argue situation being the only exception to the pattern.
The fact that the larger churches seem to be utilized
more often, may be related to several factors. Cummings and
Harrington (1963) found the clergy in the lower socioeconomic
churches likely to have less education than those in the
higher socio- economic churches. These

ministers also had

less contact to outside sources. Lower income women,may also
have less contacts with outside sources,

but see their

minister as one who is more knowledgeable than they and who
might be able to help solve the problem. Higher income women
who belong to the larger church may also see their minister
as knowledgeable and having experience with issues in the
area of interpersonal concerns and may approach him/her with
a variety of personal issues.
The area of grades and unhappiness on the job, indicate
large church/low income women and small church/low income,
seek out the minister the same amount. Small church/high
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income, seek out the minister for this problem at

the lowest

rate. Ministers within the 1arqe churches may be available
more so than the other c1erqy.
In the concern of the broken 1eq, women from small
churches with low incomes would contact the minister the most
with this type of concern. This is most likely due to lack of
resources to cover the needs of an extended time. The women
in 1arqer churches with low incomes, uti1izinq the minister
the most in the dropout viqnette, could be related to the
likely possibility of the 1arqer church offerinq more in the
way of counse1inq. In addition, the lower income woman may
see the minister as the first line of resource for such a
concern. Funds may be more of a problem for this woman than
her hiqher income counterpart.
For the dropout viqnette, there is no difference between
1arqe church I hiqh income and small church I low income
women usinq the minister. Women from small churches with hiqh
incomes, are the qroup that utilizes the minister less in the
dropout situation. It can be surmised that such women may
because of the income differential, use other sources outside
of the church and have qreater know1edqe of resources.
The study by Wicker on small churches (1971), indicates
that new members in smaller churches are assimilated more
rapidly than those in the 1arqer conqreqations. This study
also indicates members of the smaller church are friendlier
to each other as compared to the 1arqer settinqs. The
responses also indicate, members of the smaller churches have
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a closer relationship with their pastor. This latter fact is
not born out by the findings reported in the several
vignettes under discussion. It is not clear what Wicker means
when reporting,
relationship

members of the smaller church have a closer

with

their pastor.

How

this

relationship

manifests itself is not delineated. For the small churches
under discussion here, a special bond to the minister is not
demonstrated when it comes to relating the concerns presented
in the vignettes.
Hypothesis 3: The minister is more likely to be selected for.
help with concerns that can be classified as non uniform in
nature.
Table' 5.6
Mann-Whitney U Test of siqnificance
for Selection of Minister fo"r
Uniform/Non-Uniform Tasks
(Numbers in Percentaqes)
viqnetto
Divorce

Uniform

Non-Uniform

--------------------------------------65.1

59.5

Marital Arqument
Dropout

65.1
37.3

Grades
Job Traininq

41.7

Unhappy

25.6

Broken Leq

22.0

Sick Child

4.3

Mann-Whitney : U= 1
P= .036

The focus of this hypothesis is to prove the minister
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will not be selected as a help source in situations that are
thought

to be uniform;

i.e.

situations that have

formal/professional help sources connected to them. These
situations include, the divorce vignette, child dropping out
of school and job training. As it turns out, the minister is
chosen significantly in these three vignettes, as wellas a
. help source of some significance in the marital argument and
the poor grades situation, therefore, hypothesis 3 is not
confirmed.
A Mann-whitney U Test, to look at the two groups and
their significance was employed. The finding demonstrates the
minister being selected for the uniform as well as nonuniform vignettes is significant at the .036 level.
In

the

vignettes

paragraph, the minister

highlighted

in

the

preceeding

is clearly seen as an important

person. The clergy is often thought to be part of the
extended primary group. The minister is in a unique position
to be seen as a professional, but also as one with whom to
share the same kinds of concerns that would be shared with
the primary group. This relates to the uniqueness of the
church and its place as a human relations model within the
bureaucratic structure. The church, and in these vignettes
the minister, is seen as bridging the gap between formal and
informal institutions and formal and primary group roles. The
pastor is highlighted in literature as the link between
people and services (Hamilton, 1972).
A concern such as a marital problem can be categorized
as a transition state. Transition states

..... -._ .. _...

_-_._--------_._---

refer to inherent

--_..
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life problems, which includes marital issues. Caplan and
Mitchell (1972,1976),
the role of counselor

indicate the minister as one for whom
in a crisis is one that fits easily.

In another view, Johnson (1983), indicates that historically,
most Black churches have been opposed to

and that

most couples would not seek counseling from the minister. The
indications of respondents to the study at hand refute
Johnson's projections. Respondents in this study indicate the
minister as one they would seek out in a possible divorce
situation.
In the dropout situation, the minister is selected by
respondents as the top choice to seek help from. While there
are many factors likely to be involved in a situation such as
this, perhaps the minister's key role is to help the parent
sort out the issues and embark upon the best course of
action. The minister can also talk to the son. In addition,
the minister can offer ongoing prayer and support. These
latter are important aspects of pastoral

and are

highlighted in the works of Wimberly (1979) and Harris
(1987).
The dropout vignette is classified as uniform in nature,
in view of the fact there are formal recognized sources to
whom people can turn to for assistance. Among these choices
is the counselor. While the counselor in table 4.4 is picked
more frequently than would be expected on a random basis and
ranks highly among the choices, the minister is still the
first choice •

.-._------_. -

------------- ---------..

--.----
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The nature of this situation is that the youngster is
involved in self destructive behavior, a crime against the
family is being committed (stealing), and the youngster is
suspected of engaging in other socially unacceptable
behavior. There are moral issues of concern. Much of pastoral
counseling has to do with moral issues, crisis and discomfort
and sometimes saving people from destructive behaviors. In
light of these roles, the minister is a likely person to call
upon in a dropout scenario. (Caplan, 1972, wimberly, 1979).
In the vignettes representing problems with grades and
job training, the minister is chosen by a little over a third
of the respondents.

The grade problem is a common one,

related to life cycle of the teen and a transition state
between child and teenager. This is a matter that would be
concern, and could be discussed generally with one's clergy
for support and advice. In another non-uniform situation,
being unhappy on the job, the minister is selected by 25% of
the respondents. Some members see the minister as a choice
for advice and support regarding unhappiness on the job.
While this is a relational problem and other
higher than the minister,

choices rank

it is important to note that a

quarter of the women select the minister as someone to seek
out for this concern.
In the area of new career trainin:),
uniform,

the minister,

classified as

while not the leading choice,

is

chosen significantly more than some of the other choices. The
response appears to indicate that in this situation, there is

.....

--------_._-----_.. -._... _--_ ..
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the tendency to turn to a person who is considered a
recognized

expert

in the

field

of

job training/care.er

counseling. There is a clear common notion of where to turn,
and as in this case, the response indicates a reliance upon·
the career counselor.

A substantial percentage Qf the women

indicat.e t,hey would rely on the minister and themselves in
working on the problem. Again, the issue is raised as to what
does this.mean,

and can the church be of some help in

assisting such an individual.
In situations dealing with a sick child and broken leg,
the minister as expected is not highly indicated. This is due
to the fact that other sources of help are more suitable for
this more long term, non relational concern. Sources that are
primary in nature,

relatives, neighbor and self are most

likely relied upon more.

.

._-_._-------_.
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Hypothesis 4. The more active a woman is in church life, the
more likely she is to choose the minister as a source for
help.
Attendance as a Factor in selecting the Minister as a Help
Source
Table II 5.7

Vignette
.. - .....

_---_ .. --_ ......

Divorce

Chi-Square Significance for:
Church Attendance and Selection of Mlnlater for Halp
About
Every
Significance
Sunday
Chi Square
................... .............................. _... ............... ...........................................
... ...........
...........
Significant
0.0168
102
17
5
(N=19O)

Las. Than 2·3 Times
A
One Time
Month
A Honth

-_

-

-

--_ -

-----

--

Marital Arg....nt

5

16

90

0.0168
(N=I86)

Significant

Dropout

3

19

102

0.0019
(N=I86)

Significant

Grades

4

8

58

0.1815
(N=I88)

Not Significant

Job Training

0

17

63

0.0142
(N=192)

Not Significant

Unhappy on Job

0

6

42

0.0452
(N=189)

Significant

12

0.5407
(N=I88)

Not significant

5

0.6473
(N=I86)

Not Significant

Broken Leg

Sick Child

0

Attendance is part of being active in the church and
plays an important role in a woman's decision to seek the
minister as a help source. The majority of women in the study
indicate they attend church about every Sunday. Hypothesis 4
is confirmed.

Half of the vignettes show statistical
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significance for the correlation between attendance and
seeking help from the minister. The vignettes where this is
significant are: divorce, argument, dropout and unhappy on
the job. The first three of the vignettes,

to do with

issues that have relational and moral implications. The one
on unhappiness, has to do with relationships. Members seem to
indicate their active presence on.an every Sunday basis, is
enough to give them the right to seek out the minister. Just
as likely, is that members who attend almost every Sunday,
have a positive regard for the minister, and see the pastor
as someone they would

reach out to in a

variety of

situations. They may feel that as long as they support the
church by their presence,

they are entitled to,

comfortable in reaching out to their minister.

or feel
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Another way to look at member involvement is by lookinq
at involvement in church life.

Table /1·5.8
Chi-Square Significance for:
Church Participation and Selection of Minister for Help

Vignette

Concerned
Special
with
Occaaion Operations

Influences
Policies

Chi Square

Significance

Divorce

6

T7

32

0.2648

Not S I gnlf I cant

Maritel Argument

6

66

31

0.8383
(N-I73)

Not Significant

Dropout

6

T7

34

0.2387

Not Significant

(Na ll7)

Graefes

5

43

18

0.7412
(N=1I5)

Not Significant

Job Training

3

46

25

0.2567
(N"178)

Not Significant

29

18

0.0999
(N=I23)

significant

9

5

0.0079
(N=176)

Significant

0.8034
(N=174)

Not Significant

Unhappy on Job

Broken Leg

o

Sick Child

o

Each respondent's participation in church life is cateqorized
as to participatinq only on special occasions,

beinq

concerned with operations, and beinq active in influencinq
church policy. In three of the viqnettes, divorce, marital
arqument and dropout, the minister is selected by over 60% of
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issues

pertaining to relational concerns.

The findings

indicate that women with low incomes, see the church as a
source of help and support for a variety of situations more
so than women with higher incomes. The church, as represented
by the minister, becomes an available and no cost source of
help.

The size of the church does have bearing on help

seeking patterns. It was thought that the smaller church
setting would make it easier or more likely that a women from
such a setting would seek out the minister more.

It was

thought because of the size, there would be less layers of
bureaucracy (although minimal in the Black Baptist church)
for the woman to go through. It was also thought that the
smaller church would offer a

more intimate,

close knit

environment in which to seek help from the pastor. The study
indicates the opposite.

Women from the larger churches

indicate more of a willingness to solicit the p"astor's help
on most of the vignettes. This may be attributed to several
reasons. The larger churches usually employ their clergy full
time. He/she is available. Smaller churches because of small
budgets and fewer persons, often have ministers who hold full
time jobs outside of the church. These ministers are not
readily ava"i1ab1e for conferences or calls during the day or
at night if they work full or parttime in the evening.
Smaller churches are more likely to employ pastors who have
less formal educa"tion. If this is the case, they are less
1ikeiy to have well developed pastoral counseling skills. In
addition,

studies cited earlier, indicate pastors of smaller
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issues pertaining to relational

concerns.

The findings

indicate that women with low incomes, see the church as a
source of help and support for a variety of situations more
so than women with higher incomes. The church, as represented
by the minister, becomes an available and. no cost source of
help.

The size of the church does have bearing on help

seeking patterns.

It was thought that the smaller church

setting would make it easier or more likely that a women from
such a setting would seek out the minister more.

It was

thought because of the size, there would be less layers of
bureaucracy (although minimal in the Black Baptist church)
for the. woman to go through. It was also thought that the
smaller church would offer a

more intimate,

close knit

environment in which to seek help from the pastor. The study
indicates the opposite.

Women from the larger churches

indicate more of a willingness to solicit the pastor's help
on most of the vignettes. This may be attributed to several
reasons. The larger churches usually employ their clergy full
time. He/she is available. Smaller churches because of small
budgets and fewer persons, often have ministers who hold full
time jobs outside of the church. These ministers are not
readily available for conferences or calls during the day or
at night if they work full or parttime in the evening.
Smaller churches are more likely to employ pastors who have
less formal education. If this is the case, they are less
likely to have well developed pastoral counseling skills. In
addition, studies cited earlier, indicate pastors of smaller

-------------------. ------
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churches tend to refer less to outside sources because they
have a smaller network of resources and contacts. All of
these factors can mitigate against help seeking.
Pastors of larger churches because of having more skill
in pastoral counseling, being more available for conferences
with members and having more knowledge and contacts as it
relates to available resources, are more likely to reach out
and be reached to by members for help in many different
instances.
The study brought to light that, the situations pastors
likely be sought out for are uniform as well as non-uniform
in nature. It was thought that the minister would not be
readily selected for situations where there are identified
professionals in the field.

Such is not the case.

The

minister is selected for likely and unlikely situations. In
several instances, the minister is selected for situations
that are relational in nature or ones that have moral
overtones or implications.

Among these are the marital

problems and the problems with the son dropping out of
school.
The ministers is also selected by members for not so
serious academic problems a child is having, as well as help
with needing advice on training for a different career. While
not overly selected, some members indicated the minister as a
choice for when the· child is laid up with a broken leg and
even sidelined with a minor illness. The minister is seen as
one who can be approached with concerns that fall into many
different categories •
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Member

is a significant factor in members

seeking out the minister. The major influencer as to members
reaching out seems to be attendance. Most women in the study
indicate they are in church just about every Sunday.

A

question is asked about participation and influence in the
church. A goodly number indicate they are concerned about
operations of the church. A smaller number report feeling
they influence church policy. From the response of the women,
it is evident they feel their active presence on an every
Sunday basis, is enough to give them the right to ·seek out
the minister. Just as likely, is that members who attend
almost every Sunday, have a positive regard for the minister
and see the pastor as someone they would reach out to in a
variety of situations.

Members may feel as long as they

support the church by their presence, they are entitled to
and / or feel comfortable in seeking the minister for help
and support.
Shared Functions·Theory and the Findings
Shared functions theory has often been used in studies
looking at

the differential

use of primary groups and

institutions. It has also been employed when exploring the
relationship and configurations of networks. The theory was
chosen for the research at hand,

because of the unique

characteristics of the Black church. The church is a formal
institution, but one that has primary group and informal
group characteristics. The literature supports the fact that
the minister, while a professional in the church, is often a

.....-
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key primary figure Bent (1968),Hamilton (1972) and Harris
(1987). The minister has permission to enter ·into members
lives when there are problems or suspicion of problems.
The study at hand does not fit completely into the
shared functions framework,

but there are areas where there

is compatability and where it proves useful for looking at
the primary function role of the minister within the
bureaucratic structure of the church.
The theory speaks of linking bureaucratic and primary
groups at a mid point where they balance and compliment each
other to be most effective. It seems the role of the minister
within' the church as s/he outreaches and serves members in
need, responds to this linking at midpoint concept.
The theory examines differential use of networks. The
study at hand seeks information as to the support systems
members would turn to. Evidence is found to support Litwak1s
findings that there is differential use of helping networks.
Relatives are used for long term needs and relationship
issues. other participants within' a persons field of contacts
ara not used in the same manner.

The minister is often

selected as a help choice for the same situations that the
relative is selected for. Thus, the minister plays a role not
duplicated by many other professionals.
The concepts of uniform and non-uniform tasks put forth
by the theoretical framework,

holds the most revealing

information. There is little current research in the area

of

what types of problems are brought to the clergy and what
category they fall into,

......
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tasks. It was hypothesized that the problems brought to the
clergy would be non-uniform.

It was thought the uniform

concerns would be brought to persons who are professionals in
the particular area of concern. This did not prove to be
correct when the women responded to the hypothetical
situations. Clergy is chosen for uniform as well as nonuniform situations. This is likely because of the diverse
needs of those who responded and because of the clergy's role
as a professional in an organized institution that has ties
to people in a primary way. The clergy is seen as a caring,
trusted person, within an historically caring institution •

...
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Chapter

V,[

Overview, Implications and Conclusions
The primary focus of this study istoreveal help
seeking patterns of Black church women and the role.the
church plays as part of their support system. The Black
church has long been referred to as an important factor and
resource of the African American community. This study is an
effort, in part, to see how it serves as a resource, how this
role is carried out, and its relevance to the social work
community.

As discussed· in Chapter One, the role of the

church, the minister, the deacon and the profession of social
work were in early history, deeply intertwined. As society
became more secularized, so did many aspects of social work.
The early 1980's seem to signal a beginning reversal of this
trend and a renewed interest in the interrelatedness of
religion and social work. surveys conducted by Johnstone
(1983) and the Gallup Reports (1987), indicate Americans felt
religion increasing its influence on them and becoming a more
important part of their lives.

In recent years, there has

been the founding and growth of professional organizations
devoted to specific religious groups and professional social
work.

Among them are the North American Association of

Christian Social Workers. This group publishes a journal,
is the Catholic
through the publication, Social Thought;
also among these journals is one focused on the interests of
the Jewish population, Journal of Jewish £emmunal Services.
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There have been recent articles in nonsectarian journals that
focus on issues of morality, research and religion and the
relationship of secular and sectarian services. Another
indication of a renewed interest in the church and social
welfare,. is cooperative educational programs between
seminaries and schools of social work. The University of
Texas

and Southwestern Baptist Seminary are two schools that

offer programs with students earning a joint masters degree
in religion and

social work.

The study at hand, seems timely with its look at the
church and the particular role of the minister for a selected
population of women. If the church as an institution and
religion in general are thought to be increasing in societal
importance, then the role of the church and particularly the
role of the minister, will have implications for social work
practice. The role of the minister as an agent for help, and
suggestions for utilization of the minister, will again need
to be put

before the professional social work community.

overview of study Findings
Part of the research revolves around the women responding to the hypothetical vignette situations presented. The
analysis and discussion focus on responses to these possible
life scenarios. The types of vignettes selected for use,
limit what can be said about the help seeking behavior of
Black women church members. The research findings indicate
the church has an important role in the help selecting process

of the respondents. This help is primarily by way of

-------
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the minister. Respondents in this study did not.see other
aspects of the church, deacons or church members, as choices
they would select in the situations presented.
Of the four hypotheses presented, the study confirms two
of them. It is found that income does have an influence on
help seekinq patterns. Women from the lower socioeconomic
qroup

seek help

more so than those

socioeconomic qroup.

from

the higher

Participation in the church,

in part by attendance,

reflected

also influences members seekinq help

from the minister. Those who reflect hiqh participation
levels are more likely to seek help from the minister than
those who are not as active. The findinqs also show the
pastor's role is not limited by the classification of uniform
and non-uniform events. It was thouqht the pastor would be
selected for viqnettes that are non-uniform. Respondents
indicate the pasto"r will be chosen for assistance in situations

that, are

uniform

as

well

as

non-uniform.

In

illustrations lookinq at marital concerns as well as problems
relatinq to a child droppinq out of "school and beinq on
druqs, the minister is selected as a first line of help, even
thouqh there are professional counselors who work in these
areas.

The study hypothesized that,

members of smaller

churches will seek the minister more often than women in the
larqer conqregations. In fact, the findinqs prove opposite.
Women in the larqer churches seek out the minister more so
than members belonging to smaller congreqations. This can be
attributed to several possibilities, amonq them accessibility
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of the minister and pastoral counseling skills.
The response to the vignettes indicates a statistically
significant reliance on relatives, self and counselor for
some of the vignettes. Relatives are over selected in the
areas of divo'rce, argue, broken leg and sick child. Self is
over selected in the vignettes representing grades,

unhappy

on the job and sick child. The professional person is over
selected for dropout,

grades and job training (Table 4.10).

The study also demonstrates that within a given church,
there are a wide variety of member profiles. There are low
income women in large churches and small churches with high
income persons. These women are in a variety of job titles
and have a range of education, from less than high school to
graduate degrees. Most of the respondents were not in need of
concrete services such as food, clothing shelter or funds. As
evidenced by the descriptive tables in Chapter 3. The needs
of this particular group seem to be more relational in
nature.
Xmplications of the Study for Hinisters
Pastors need to be continually aware that many in their
their congregations rely on them

for help in a wide variety

of situations. Some of the strengths of the pastor/member
relationship is the pastor's availability; in addition, the
pastor is always on call and this office is also a no cost
source of help.
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The Rinister as· a Key Referral Source
The study reveals that women approach the minister for a
wide variety of concerns. When people approach the minister
they are looking for help. This help may be in the way of
listening, prayer, advice, referral, guidance, sustaining
(Wimberly, 1978), or a combination of the aforementioned. As
stated by Caplan (1972) and Mitchell (1976), when people come
to the minister they are usually ready for help. Social
service agencies need to make sure that churches within the
purview of their agencies, know about the services that are·
offered. Agencies can be helpful to local churches in several
ways:
(1) '!'raining and Information
An agency person can meet with the minister to offer
education and consultation on the issues ·their agency works
with.

Periodic training

on intervention could also be

offered to the minister.
The minister needs to keep current with counseling and
support techniques and be knowledgeable in a variety of areas
and concerns. For example, counseling and giving support to
persons who have or suspect they have Aids. Ministers can be
given factual information, as well as specific skills and
techniques for at least initially speaking to persons or
family members with this concern.
Many persons will not go to an agency, but will go to
the minister. The minister needs to be equipped to deal with
specific problems. For another example,

a local alcohol
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rehabilitation agency can of'fer education to ministers in
working with individuals or families who have a problem with
alcohol or substance abuse. Information as to the nature and
symptoms of the condition, basic guidelines of working with
such a person and resources available for the problem can be
offered. This same type of information can be given in such
. areas as teen pregnancy, Alzheimer's disease, nursing home
placement for the elderly, battered women and the emotionally
disturbed homeless population. Most ministers, even with
expertise in pastoral counseling, are not experts in specific
areas of concern.
The social worker can

an invaluable role by

educating the minister and giving information regarding
referrals.

Many people need to be referred to specific

services and often will not go.
minister and

If someone comes to the

the minister determines a referral is needed,

the person seeking help may be more willing to follow through
with the referral,

especially if the minister gives the

agency an endorsement. The person who comes to the agency
this way, may be more

accepting of help and willing to

participate in the therapeutic process. This often assures a
better match and a more productive helping relationship.
The study reveals that in several instances, a woman sees
herself as the first line of defense for handling the
situation. Making information available to the members in
order to better equip the member to handle it
would be an additional benefit of making information
available to the minister and the church.

----- -----_.. -- ------_......-.-
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Two examples of agencies developing a relationship with
a church, were related by church and agency personnel during
the course of research for this study.
A social worker in the youth division of a local Planned
Parenthood, met .the youth minister of a

at a community

meeting. She gave him her card and shared with him that the
agency had outreach programs,. and a

socio-drama group that

would be glad to present at a youth meeting. The worker
carefully explained that the presentation could be tailored
to the needs of the group and the guidelines of the church.
After a few months, the minister contacted the woman. Members
of her staff came to the church and presented a
explored

the

development

of healthy,

program that

growth producing

relationships for. adolescents. After the· presentation and
discussion, information on the variety of services the agency
provided was given. It is known that some of the young people
and their parents have gone to the agency to seek out other
services and supports.
In another example, a local youth center was beginning a
special education program aimed at youngsters in grades K-3,
from a certain geographic area.
agency,

A representative of the

with the permission of the minister, made an

announcement during a morning service and left literature and
ap·plications. Several members of the church took materials
for themselves and others they knetol.· In addition, members
found out about other services the agency offered, such as
sports

programs,

summer camps and youth employment

r
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opportunities.
(2) Group Presentations
Agency personnel can share information with individual
ministers, but can maximize contacts and impact by finding
out about local organizations of ministers and presenting at
one of their meetings. Information sessions can be developed
for the ministers at the agency or at an off site location
convenient to the group. This connecting to local ministers
groups can be done through referral and entree gained by
positive contacts with one or two ministers.
(3) Resource Knowledge
Based on the findings of this
resources for concerns
problems,

study,

knowledge of

such as marital issues, school

teen drug use and career counseling, would be

helpful for the minister in terms of appropriate referrals.
Local Churches and Agency Collaboration
Local churches can help agencies in several ways:
(1) Ministers and members of the local church can be asked to
serve on the agency board or special committees. This creates
the opportunity for ongoing contact, dialogue and input,
between the church and the agency. It helps both groups to be
aware of the needs of the population they serve.
(2) The minister can also come to the agency to share ways in
which the church is serving the congregation and local
community. An agency might invite a minister or a group of
local

ministers, to

present

what

their

churches

or

denominations are doing, that might be of interest to the

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 0 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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agency.
(3) Ministers can be put on agency mailing lists and invited
to agency open houses and special programs. The minister
might come him/herself, or ask other members to come in order
to be

of what is going on in the agency and to

represent their church.
(4) literature can be left periodically at the church or
targeted to specific organizations and individuals within the
church.
This is helpful

in terms of making best use of scarce

advertising resources. Leaving a packet of flyers or mailing
in bulk to a iocal church, is more economical than individual
mailing.

The

agency can also target information about

specific programs to special

populations.

For example,

information about a conference on the elderly can be sent
specifically to the chairperson of the church seniors group;
information about a career conference can be sent to the
youth director or young adult group.
The Church and Support Groups
It would be helpful for the social service community to
fully understand that churches still offer many informal
groupings within the church that serve as support groups,
although they are not labeled as such. For instance, youth
fellowship groups usually offer a time for socialization,
conversation, fun and games. There may be topics of interest
such as peer pressure,

staying away from drugs,

planning and responsible parenthood.

There

career

noontime
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luncheons and service projects for senior citizens." There may
be a men's breakfast group. There are also" prayer and
religious study units. These groups while not labeled as
therapy groups,

do provide socialization,

information,

support and contacts for people within the group. Such groups
help in the process of belonging and offering recognition.
They provide emotional support, fellowship and sustenance for
its members.

Such belonging and support can curtail or

prevent the need for ever having to become involved in the
formal social service system. As such,

knowledge of the

particular groups that operate in a local church would be
beneficial to social service agencies. Having a listing of
the leaders of these groups can also prove helpful.
Information about special events and agency services as
detailed earlier, can

be made available to these groups.

Importance of Fit in the outreach Effort
Agency personnel who contact the minister should be
carefully selected.

Some thought should be given to the

concept of "fit". If possible, someone from the same ethnic
group,

with some church affiliation or at least church

background, should be chosen as the agency liason with the
church. This person should have respect and some positive
regard for the beliefs and work of the. church as an
institution. A pastor is less likely to trust

and refer to

the agency, if the representative has never been affiliated
with a church.

It will make for a better relationship

builder, if the agency person can speak with some knowledge
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about the denomination or of some history of that particular
church. It is also positive if the agency person can say that
s/he belongs to a church. It does not necessarily have to be
the same denomination. The agency would not want to send an
agnostic, atheist or someone whose religious b.eliefs were
totally different than the outreach target.
Possible Conflicts:
While the broad rubric of the church is sometimes used
in discussion, this research looks at women in churches with
specific emphasis on the minister as a helping link for the
members studied. Since part of the discussion relates to
collaborative efforts with social service agencies and the
church,

it is necessary to raise the issue about possible

conflicts related to values and beliefs.
Popple (1990),Siporin (1979), and Imre (1982),are among
those who have brought forth and highlighted the concerns
about

real

and

potential

conflict that

collaboration

between social work and religion can bring.

Most of the

writing in this area refers to agencies that are under.church
and more specifically, Christian auspices,

and the possible

conflict between church and state. The writings also focus on
the conflict that workers with specific religious values and
beliefs may encounter when presented with a practice
situation that goes against their beliefs.
While these issues cannot be ignored,

i t seems the

concerns as related to the focus and recommendations of this
study, have to do with the minister feeling comfortable with

--_._.._-.
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a particular agency's functioning and focus.

In addition,

there is the issue of the agency and worker feeling
comfortable and knowledgeable about the belief system,
doctrines and practices of the church a client is related
to. Again, this has to do with the concept of "fit" and the
values of self determination and being non judgemental. For
the purpose of positive collaboration, it is important for
the agency to be aware of diversity issues rel'ated to
religion that might hinder or enhance intervention.
There are agencies a minister might be able to refer
members to, but the

m'inister may feel uncomfortable doing so

if the agency is under

religious auspices different than

his/her own. For example, catholic Community services or
Jewish Vocational services or a Lutheran hospice.
agency

is

reaching

out

or

relationship with a church,

seeking

a

If an

collaborative

it. should certainly find out

about the belief system and practices of the church. Devore
and Schlesinger

(1987), observe that each ethnic group has a

unique history with respect to oppression and discrimination,
and different emphases and values attached to academic
pursuits, to family, to respective roles of men and women,
and to the ways in which religious teachings are translated
into dictums for daily living.
An agency can also share with the minister, what the
philosophy of the agency is.
auspices do not proselytize,

Most agencies under church

and usually have employees and

clients from diverse religious and ethnic backgrounds. The

- ......._---_.. -
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services of the agency tend to be based on social work tenets
and not upon a particular religious doctrine. The minister
and members of the congregation need to know this.
Asking About Religious Affiliation
Social

work

seeks

to

be

environment and social system,

aware

of

the

person's

in order to carry out its

mandate of removing obstacles that prevent the unit of
attention from reaching its potential. Germain (1980), reminds
us that the client's social environment is complex and
composed of many kinds of systems and networks, bureaucratic
institutions,

dyadic relations,

community and neighborhood.

This study points out the church related aspect,

in the

person of the minister, as a part of the complex environment.
The Assessment Process
In social work, finding out about the person .in need of
intervention is done through assessments,
formal

and

informal

interviewing.

social histories,

Finding out about a

person's religious beliefs and affiliations can be an
important part of this assessment and later the intervention
plan. In a chapter entitled, "The Way People .Live", Meyer
(1976), speaks of the need for individ·ualization as part of

social intervention. Getting information about reliqion or
the connection a person or family has to a church can be
important in the individuation process. Earlier references
uphold this in terms of supporting the client through a
variety of community services,

including the church. ( Jones,

1979, McDonald, 1981).

-----....-.- ...- ..- .. _---_._...
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On most social history forms there is some place on the
document where information about religion is requested.
Usually this is filled in with a word relating a specific
denomination the client has given the worker. While some
practitioners do, it may be important to rQutinely go beyond
just asking about affiliation with an organized religious
group.

Questions need to be asked that will get to the

client's connection or potential source of support from the
church or minister. At times, it is difficult to decide what
to ask in an interview. Brill (1990), suggests the "principle
of parsimony", where the worker collects information which
has relevance to the situation at hand. She also makes the
point that even in the provision of specialized services, the
totality of the individual must be considered.
Some thought should be given to making questions about
religious life a routine part of the information obtained.
This raises the issue of how to ask such a question. An
informal survey was done with twenty-five undergraduate
seniors and junior " student that the author teaches.

In

routine class situations where the students were practicing
taking social histories,

the students were told by the

instructor to make sure they asked a question about religious
affiliation and activities. It was explained to the students
that sometimes a client will have resources or strengths
connected to religion or a church affiliation and the worker
should know about these. The majority of the students had
difficulty asking the question about religious affiliation in
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a way that elicited meaningful information. A representative
sample of how the question was asked is shown:
"Are you religious?"
"What are you.in terms of religion?"
"Are you religious or anything?"
"Do you go to church?"
"What religion is your family?"
"Do you believe in God?"
While these responses were from students, an informal
survey

of

professional

uncomfortableness,

social

workers

revealed

an

reluctance and unclarity in asking

questions relating to religious affiliation and activity. One
implication of the study at hand is that workers might focus
on situations where it would be helpful to ascertain if
clients had ties in the church or had a positive relation
with a minister.
Some suggested ways to ask the question about church /
minister connections are:
Are you currently active in any church?
Would you describe yourself as a religious person? If so in
what way?
Have you ever received help from

a church or minister?

If a person indicates they do have religious or church
affiliations the worker can ask:
Have you discussed this with your minister or someone from
your church?
Do you think your minister or church could be helpful in a

..._-_ ... _..
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situation like this?
Of course asking questions about church involvement or
religiosity,

must be done with the same care and

nonjudgemental attitude that is present when asking any other
question of a client. Such questions should be asked by the
worker in an effort to seek information, probe, clarify and
investigate supports the client has within their social
system.

The reason for asking questions about religious

beliefs and activities should be explained to the client. The
same attention to confidentiality should be taken with and
assured to the client with this set of questions,as when
exploring any other options and support systems. The client
may not want th'e minister to know about the help seeking or
the problem. If the client was referred by the church, they
mayor may not want the minister to know if they came to the
agency or what transpired between client and worker. As with
all

good

social

work

pract ice,

the

assurance

of

and adhering to the client's request
regarding feedback to others should be guarenteed.
strengths and Limitations of the study
A major strength of this study is that its subjects are
one of an understudied group. There has not been a systematic
study to look at how a group of African-American women
utilize

the church as a resource. In addition, information

has been collected on an important resource within the Black
community. The church is often referred to as a strength in
the African -American community, but little quantitative
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research has been done on the key roles it plays in terms of
meetinq specific member needs. Another strenqth is, the
sample represents

women with diversity in terms of

socioeconomic characteristics.
Limitations in·clude those imposed by the choice of
viqnettes the women had to respond to. Findinqs were based on
the responses to the eiqht situations presented, therefore
the question of qeneralizability to other situations is
raised. In addition, since the research was exploratory in
nature and souqht to qain information about help seekinq
patterns of a specific qroup, there was no control qroup;
another limitation could be that respondents volunteered for
the study and were not part of a random selection. Lastly,
the responses have the possibility of beinq influenced by
such factors as the personality of the minister and the
experience of the particular member with a particular pastor.
While the study elicits the responses of almost two hundred
women, when respondinq to questions about the pastor, the
women are essentially respondinq to their experience or
perception as related to one of the six pastoro.
Future Research
Additional research with women reportinq situations in
which they have actually qone to the minister or other church
related sources for help, will qive a clearer picture as to
types of problems brouqht to the minister.

In addition,

further research relatinq to how problems brouqht to the
minister are dealt with as well as types of follow up, has

.....
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potential for being valuable to the social work and pastoral
community.

As part of further understanding the helping

process and activities of other helpers in the problem
solving process, there is a need to determine how problems
are resolved when brought to the minister or other persons
indicated as help sources. An additional area for future
study

can

be

developing

a

model

for

a

cooperative

relationship between local agencies and churches to see if
members will use the

and if ministers can be helped

to use existing social service agencies in an appropriate
manner for their congregations. Another area for research is
in response to Table 3.13.

This refers to the level of

participation and the finding that a majority of the women
are concerned about the operation of the church, but do not
see themselves as influencing

policy within the church.

Since women make up the majority of church membership, it
would be worthwhile to explore what their influence in terms
of decision making and church operation is.
Conclusion
The role of the church and especially the pastor, has
emerged as an important one within the Black church community
for

a

selected population.

Theologians,

social

service

professionals and philosophers have advocated strong ties and
support between social work and the church over many years.
Faced

with

the

problems

and

issues

of

today,

this

professional and caring relationship between the church and
the social service community is still needed and as we have
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seen, can be a

and dynamic force in empowering and

bettering the lives of those that both seek.to serve•

.........
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Dear Reverend
I am currently a doctoral student at Columbia University
School of Social Work, working on my dissertation thesis to
complete
degree requirements.
The area in which I plan to do my research is the role of the
Black Church as a resource network for its members. The major
hypothesis of the study is that the Black Church provides many
formal and informal services that help its members survive and
that members establish networks or connections with each other
that aid them in meeting their needs. Very little research
has been done in this area or in documenting ways that illustrate
how the church has helped its people survive. This study would
be an attempt to fill some of the void.
In order to conduct this study, it will be necessary to
interview members of different churches in order to ascertain
in what ways they go about seeking help in different life
situations. It is towards this end that I wish to solicit your
help.
After talking with a number of pastors and persons involved
in ministry in Essex County, your church was suggested as one that
should be considered for the study. I would like to discuss this
possibility with you. I wish to stress that the study would not
involve any expense or large amounts of time to your church.
Members of the congregation would be randomly selected and asked
to volunteer for a one-time confidential interview.
An interview with the minister and certain lay leaders in
order to gather factual information about the church, and data on
the types of problems people bring to the church would also be
conducted.
Attached is a brief summary of the purpose of the study and
the implications for the field of social work and the church. I
will call your office within a week to see if you would be willing
to discuss the project further, after which you might better
determine your willingness to be involved •. I look fort.lard to
speaking with you.
In His Service,
Phylis J. Peterman, ACStl

/vm
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Dear
Some time ago you volunteered to fill out a questionnaire
for a research project I am doing on the Black church. I will
be at your church on
to have you and the
other volunteers fill out the questionnaire in a group after
morning service. It will take approximately one half hour.
If you cannot meet with me at this time. please contact me so
we may arrange a time for you to receive your questionnaire.
I must get 200 questionnaires filled out so yours is very
important to me.
The questionnaire has to do with your involvement in your
church and in what way you interact with your family. friends
and neighbors. You will not put your name on the questionnaire
so all answers are-confIdential.
Thank you so much.

Phylis Peterman

Appendix C
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t!.INISTEP. ItlFOP.I'.ATIOIi SHEET

To be administered by interviewer for ministers of churches involved in the study
Name ot
Add,en _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Minister;

Haw long has this church bee., iI" ,Ollistt!nco?
How lon9 at pre-lienl loeCilian'!

_ _ _.• _ _ _ _ _ __

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _

How long hoye you. been in 11M' rniniSlry?

How long at this present church?

-----------_.. -.--- .

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

NumlJer on roll
Average number in attendunce each SundQ),

Yearly budget
Minister's education:

Yean compleled in school
Type of training for minislr>,:

Oegree from seminary _ _ __

College degree

Diploma or certificale from Bible InSlilute

Some course .work in religion from Bible Insli.u',

Do you hove employment outside of the church?

II

Ves

what typo 01 job?

How many hours per week are y ou employed in this job?
Approximately how many hours 0 week do you work in lhe ch",rch?

....

_-_....._-_ ..----_.__ ._--

_ _ _ __
No

lBB

Yinal

the bu"ic ,eligio", cJoc:triM

or

yo", "hutch'!

On a Icale alone to len. with Itn ,.eint)
mO,1
and one being 'hI: 111011
"0_ wo.,hJ yOu c:horoch':rlll' vo',nell lUI " mini.,I ..,:'

Q""i.:t 111..1' inlerc,led _ _ _ _ __
'","-relned wif" a 10' 01 v,,',bul f)"tric.,Jul.on unci inlCIIlI;liol'l lIt:lwlo't:n nlin'IoI.' lind
Io.ongre'JOlian (Ion 01 Amt''''', Clapp.",). ,nOWlinlJ)
,nlernled wit" u "'od,talc I.lmoul'II 01 ",crOol porllClpOliDft o"d in'tlnction
Ihl"o.Ig"O",I

Appro •• mOlel., whol pe,Ccnlcge 01 members hOvel

ce;'.t.
high SChOOl

diplomas

Clre emplo:'ed in p,aleuior-ot occupatiDnI
em"loycd :n bh"e collol jObS

ICbor."/domcstlc _ark
on wellor.
iOciol sec""il)'

Whot I,pt 01 ""GI,oml/OCli ...iH_. do ,"OU !-,av. '09",,1011), Ion

Children Z • 10 .,.ors

teenagttl 10 .. 18 ,tall
adulll 18 .. ]0 ,ear,
middlt agt: 30 .. 60 yean

189

"rv tlM.:re on), M'rf-help urDU,,:. ur cluh:.. in III..' f:hurc:h'!

I h.

V,· ...

Whot ore Iheir activities?

Are Ihere any groups

purpose j5 10 aid m.mbers in need?

Whol are 'he)'?

Uot·,. your

l'hlllCh havC" ,.·"IIuII)" :tch.:duh.'d ucliviri.'=" Ihul he'll' 1I!1'1II111:n klillW' Dn,'
Qllulher (In" prolllo.e CIU,.Io.:III.::':', :aueh uM

ne:ow

rltcc:plion

women's relreOI
men's r.lreal
youth reUeu'

cnulch .. wide relr,CI'
coffee hour

ofter church rec.pl ions
church picnics
bU5

ridea

c hUleh suppers
family nigh.
olher

Is your church active in Ihe communi.y?
If )'es, how so

Yes

No

190

How does the church find our

mamLJcr!lo ureo in ncccJ?

How cJo personal probl("ms und nceds 01 mt",nueU h"c:nm .. known In II,.: millilolr.-r:'

lI'I.'!lIlI!.!r lei!:!.

••••••.••••••••

,nembor h:!15 deClc.:on

............... .

fumil), memlJer brinqs concern
uiJout another 'omi!y membIJr
10

deucon

............................... .

'emily member brin'ls concern
oDOur unother family
10

mir.ister

............................. .

cnurch member brings cOr'\cern
r.boul anotner memb., (nor.... relutive)
to deCicon ............ , .................. .

chlJrch member brin!). concern
about another member (non-reluliveJ

10 minisler

............................ .

Each month about how muny requests come 10 .he church ror help wilh "uncrele- :.to ..·nllo

(money, food, shell.rll

In nil of 1051 year, about how many requests did your church receive?_ _ _ _ __
How ore Ihe requests handled?
EOCh month oboul how many reQuests come 10 Ihe minister for help thet requiru
penone.1 counseling (non-conc::rete needs'?
About how many requests were there 1051 ),eor?

._------

..-.. _...... _-_. __
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Whol WL'rc: Ihe nluin arCU5 pe0I.J'" nl'cd..:,,1 \,;&IUI»ocliIlU in?

Do

)'0\1

usuully counsel mtmben yourself?

Yes _ _ _ __

No _ _ _ _ __

Do

yOu

usually refer Ihem 10 someone clse?

Yes

NO _ _ _ __

Ou you both counsel

lIlId

rder oul?

I'ln _____ ._..

Whut pcrcltnloge do you r.ounlocl?

What percentoge cJo you refer Qui?
Whot community agencies.do you reler 10 or hoye frequent contact wilh":'

_ _ _ _ _.

All! yOu aware of situDlions where members help eoch olher with concrete needs?

Ci·.. e examples.

Are you aware of silualians where memben hove counseled and been supportive of each

other?

Cive eKomples.

........_-

...•. _-----_.----_ ..
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Would ),ou characterize your church as:
eloseknit where mast all of the members know loch other

closekni. where members socialize wilh eoch other outside
of church
scaffered with cerloin groups being clos.knit and shoring
scattered with members only interucting around church

muliers and not outside Ihe church
In your opinion;

Frf:'qu("nllr

Harely

Oon'l Know

do you think members
use the church and Ihe

rr.inisler/deDcons of the
churches as a reso""ce
when the)' need help":,

do you

merr.bers

use other members 01
the church as a

resource when they
need help":,

---------

Do ),ou feel 1he church members can use each other us resources more than they
Ve. _________________ No _______________

c""renlly dO?

..-

_.._._... -._-------_._---
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INSTRUCTIONS
DEAR PARTICIPANT I
Pleaae
eaoh quastion
aound allka but they
askod about you and
and

baoauae
of

Soma of the queatlona
qua.tlona
faml1y,

If you have any queationa
Gom.thing ia not
juat
hand a.d lomeonD will help you. Pleese
eeoh
queation. While Dome quastions may be e little
time
oonsuming than
"Ple.ae be Patient with me, God la
Kot through wlth me Yet',"
Thenk.

helping me with

eduoation.

Phylia

19 ..

Nome of

____________________________________________

1.

Row long hava you been a ..
________

2.

On the
how oft.n do you .tt.nd Sundey
thie
Ipl •••• ch.ck)
1. L••• then once. month
2. TWO
timea a IIIOnth
3. Abollt
SlInday

3.

Would you .ar YOIl
all that app Xl

of

•

at
_ _ _...J'.

whol I'lea.e ch.ck

1. CO". only on .paci.l occaaione

2. Ia conc.rned with the op.ration
of the chllrch and att.nd.
Chllrch .... tin;.
3. Influence. polici•• , attitud.s
and d.ci.ion. in
4.

Pl.a •• li.t the
belong tal

club. and organizationo YOIl

5.

How do YOIl feel about being a member of
1.
DaUaf1ed
2. Somewhat 8ati.fi.4

('loaoo check)

chllZ'ch

3. Somewhat 4i.o.tiafi.4
4.
di ••ati.fi.4

G.

Bow many of

7.

I.
any memb.r(nl of
sooialize with outside of
1. ye.,_______

childr.n att.n4 YOIIZ' .....

______

ChllZ'ch you talk to
activitie.7
2.

HO,_________

-

.,_... - .. ----.
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,

7a.

Baw many af
in this general

7b.

Of the •• rel.Uvea haw ....ny attend yaur alUllll

I .... 1.1 ' "

10
I.

....IIIe. a.
" ...........

I.

...., C.n

t • •,' ...........
• • • Iel_ I.,.,..

t . • ' . . . . . . .-..

- - ......11'

_.Iell . . . . . ...
••
...... lal .. ..
I • • • " .... , ...

I.

II.

_.-

. . . . .l q d .......

Cen ....... ' ..... r•

...... ,.... . . . .r

"...........
......
-......
........
. -'''''.
...........
,.....
...........
-.....
..........
_"_,r_'_

_

II •
II • • • , . . . . . . . . . &..

'-U __

II.

oo •
II •
II.

_ _ __

.,.1,.

.............
.
_........,.....,.. ......
.........
,.I_'·....... .........
........... ......... .,..,.....
, .
.....
"".","".'

•• , . . . . . . . . . U I " " . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

"'r

..

nat cauntin9 yaur children live
area (within 20 milea af yaul?

'"

U _ ••

I!LI!!!I!-

I'''',

tl!..a!..a! •
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aa.

In question 18.
If you were referred by the mini.ter or other church officlal
but did not follow
on the referral, pleaae check why
not.
1- I did not like where I waa

referrad

2. I 801ved the problem another

way
I decided I did not need the help
4. Other (plaaae apecify)

3.

9.

If you did not nead help in the laDt 81x month., have YOU at

any time in the paat a.kad a Church mamsar to help you

obtain aomething you needed or give you aavice on aomething
that did not have anything to do with church mattera?
1.

yaa'_ _ __

2. Ko _ _ __

(If yell, to queation number 9 plaa.a check all catagoria. in
which help waa needed)

I

1.

Finding a job

2.

Finding houeing

3.

Child Cara

4.

aelp for aomeona in your family
who wea aick

5.

aelp at home whan you ware ill
or injurad

&.

Finandal halp

7.

Obtaining food

8.

Obtaining clothing

t.

Getting work/rapaira dono
at your hema or apartmllnt

lD.

'l'ranaportotion

11.

Heating naw people

12.

aalp with a paraonal problem

13.

Othar (plaa •• apacify)

....

_._._---_.. _------_.

-------
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10.

Aa a
member, heve you
helped another Church
member In any of the areaa ilatad below?
1.

FindLng a job

2.

Pindini hou.:l.ng

3.

CbLldCen

4.

Belp
someone Ln theLr famLly
who wea .Lck

5.

Belp at home whan thay
or :l.njured

Ii.

help

7.

ObtainLni food

8.

ObtaLnini clothing

I.

GettLn9
your home

:1.11

done at

10.
11.

Heet:l.ni new people

12.

Belp with a prcoblem

U.

11.

(ple.aa .pecLfy)

Do you feel

membarD than :l.t
Yea

1.

If ye.,

could offer
doea? .
2. Ha,_ _ _ __

to

A , • bolow.

lla.

%f yea, do you foel
of qua.t:l.onD of
1. Yoa\-.._ __

lib.

Should th:l.a h.lp be :l.n the
of ...t:l.ni everyday
n••da' lauch a. food, cloth:l.n9, financial
1. Y••,_ _ _ __

holp ahould be :I.D tho araa
2. HO'--_ _ __

2. "",_ _ _ _ __

-- .... _-- ---_. ----_.__._-_.._----_._._------

.. - ......

,

19ft

12.

Do

you th.l.nIc youz chvch ..lIIben h.ve knowlodg. .nd ak.l.U.
that could be u.ed to help ••oh othoz!
1. Yee,_ _ _ __
3. Ho,_ _ _ __

13.

8_ would • IIIDmb.Z t.t.nd out .bout the knowledge .nd skUl. of

otbez Chuzch mombDZI!

(Ch.ck tho on. you would ua. moat oft.n)

1. 'l'hzougb • cbvcb zo.ovce dboctozy
2. Au anothoz lIISIIhoz tn the Chul'cb

3. Ask the m.l.n.l..t.1'
4. Ask • Chvcb of Udal

5. would not f.l.nd out
6. Oth.1' (pl •••••p.c.l.fy)

14.

Would you ••y th.t mambel'. of the lame Chul'Ch .hould b.lp
•• cb othel'! (Check one .n.vel')
I.'Y••__
:I. Ho .tl'ong fool in,. _ _ __
2. Ho

TRese NEXT QueSTIONS
, "15.

1&.

ARB ABOUT YOUR 'BlINDS.

I. th.l'•• ny gl'Oup of pe.ple you g.t tog.thel' w.l.th fl'Gm
time to t.t.me juat to t.lk, go ehopping, go out to e.t, go
to the tho.t.Jj 01' _v.l.ea!
2. HO,_ _ _ _ __
1. Y......_ _ _ __

.

If yea, how often do you g.t tog.th.z!

1. A few t.t.me •• Y••z
:I. One to thzo. t.t.mee • month
l. Once • vaek
4. Moz. then onc. II. ....k
17.

th.ae people that you g.t tog.th.z w.l.th.
cbeck all thet apply)

AI'.

(Pl ••••

1. Roilltha.
3. 'danda f&'Om yov job
:I. I'deada fzCIII yov cbvob
4. otboz fl'.l.an41

18.

:En "nel'.l, do the people you go out w.l.th .odally 1.t.v••
1. In yov n.ighbol'bood
2. SIUIIII city
3. H••l'by city (pl •••• name city)
t. D.I..tant city (pl •••• name city,
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,. 1!1.

'1'h1nlc of your four cloaeat fdeneSa.

WIIere eSieS you ..et aacll ona?

.il!k R.iBhborhood !sl!!!!!

I know.

(bllrcb

gy otb.'liU!!x)

II boat frieneS from •

------------------- --- -- ----

• 2 beat frieneS from.

.3 beat friand from.

.4
20.

beat friend from.

WIler. do the.e four fdend. Uve? IPle... checkl

s....

HaiBhborhood

Friend

s....
S!tt

.oarb,
cin/H....

Diu...,

Ci.,/"_

n

Priend 12
Friend 13
Friend 14
21.

Do any of tlle.a fow: frienda precently attend
1. Ye.

22.

2. KO_

l/OIU: D_

If yea. how many?

Cllurcll?

---

IN THE LAST SIX MONTHS RAVE YOU DORE A PAVOR POR OR BELPED TRESB

rRIms

rR

ANY WAY?

2. NO,_ _ __
IIf no - 90 on to queation 22a I

1. YeD_ _

If yea. how did you lIelp? IPloaae chock ell thet epplyl
1 •. Financially Iloenod moneyl
2. Belped them find a job
3. Bolpad them find houaing
4. TrenDportetion Igevo them II ridol
5. Loened them a01llOtll1D; they neeeSeeS
Ibeaidaa money . .
Ii. Balpad vIIall thay wera ai.ck or inj·urad

7. Belped vith CIIUd cera
8. Belpe4 taka care of aomeono in tlleir
flllllUy Who. vaa Ul
9. Lletanad and gave adviCe on II probllllll
tlley lIad
10. aelped with householeS clloreo
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11. H.lp.d with ahoppin9
12. H.lp.d tho. . . . t n.w peopl.
13. Oth.r (pl ••• o apeQifyl

t

22..

If you hav. not don • • f.vor or h.lp.d th••• fri.nd. in
the 1.at aix montA., h.v. you helped them at .nytimo in
the paat?
2. NO_ _ _ __
1. Y••,_ _ _ _ __

22b.

If ye., pl •••• Qh.Qk .11 the .re•• whiQb you bolp.d
your fd.nd(.I.
1.
2.
3.
4.
S.

Pin.nQi.lly (lo.ned mon.yl
H.lp.d th.m find. job
H.lp.d the. find houain9
Tr.n.port.tion (V.v. the. a rid.1
Loan.d them aomethinv th.y n•• d.d
,
money
,

6. Helped when they vera sick or

injured

7. Helped taka car.'of .omeon. in thei&'

femily who wa. ill

8. H.lped with Child Car.
9. Lietened .nd vave .dviQ. on a

p&'oblem th.y had

10. Helped with hou ••hold cho&'e.

U. Helped with .hoppinv
12. Helped the. ..et new people

13. Oth.&, (pl.... Dpacifyl
23.

In su.ation n:it:r 22. ware any of the friend. you helped
al.o church me
&'.?
1.

24.

_ _ __

2.

_______

monthe heve you Eec.ived holp O&' a favo&'
1. Y••,_ _ _ _ __

2.

_______
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24a.

1f
in what way were you halped? (Pleaae check "all
I!Pr,nancial (borrowed money)
2. aelp in findin, a job
3. aelp in finding houaing
t.
(received a ride)
5. Borrowed 80methin, I needed
othor than money
Rolp with my childron
7. aalp whan I waa aick
8. aolp in t.king c.re of .olllllono
el.o 1n
family
t. A friend liatonad to a problem
I had .nd ,.ve .dvice
10. Holped 11\8 with houaohold chorea
U. Helped 11\8 with .hopping
12. Help.d m. lIIIIet p.oplo
U. ather (pl.... .p.cify)
24b. If you did not noed eny help in the laat 81... montha, have
you at any time in the paat received halp from a friend'
2. NO._ _ _ __
1. yoa,_____

••

(If no to qu•• tion 124b go on to qu•• tion 25)
24c.

If y.a, plel •• indicata all areaa you raceiv.d h.lp
from your fri.nd.
1. Financillly (lolned monay)
2. Helped ma find a job
3. aelp.d II1II find houaing
4. Tranaportation (gave me a ride)
5; Loaned m. aomething I n.ed.d
beD1doa money
6. aelped whan I vaa aick orinjured
7. Balpad with Child Cua
8. aalpod taka cara of Domoona in
lIlY family who vaa 8f.ck
t. Liatenad and gave advic. on a
probl. I luad
10. Balped with houDehold chorea
11. Belped with ehopp1ng
12. Belped II1II meet new p.opl.
13. Othar (pleaae apacify)

._-------" .._--
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25.

Wh.t would you ••y you depend on
I,le •• e check the 3
you feel eEe moat

moet

to youl

1. Laane of money
2. Lo.ne of houeehold item.
th1n9.
3. Child Cue

•• a.lp109
family
5. a.lping when I am .ick
5. Companionship/h.vin9 fun
7.

•• aelpin9 with haus.hald
9. Lietsning to you/helping salvs

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

YolIr
a.lp in finding houaing
aelpin9 you ms.t
p.ople
aelp1ng with ahoppin9
aelping in findin9 • job
Ipl •••• apeoify)

TRESE

25.

ARE MOn YOUR NEIGHBORS.

Are you
I am

with .ny of YolIr
with, IP1 ••• e cheok on• •naver)

Han. of my n.i9hbare
A few of my neighbor a
Moet of my
27.

Are any of yallr
1. Yee'_ _ _ _ _ __

_mbere of your chllrch7
2. HO,_____________

----.-- ...-
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28.

In the last slx months. have you done a
n any vay?
1. yea'_ _ _ _ _ __
2.

holped a
_ _ _ __

28a. If you dld not help a
in the laat aix montha. have
you at any time ln tha paat helped a
1. yes'_ _ _ _ _ __
2. No,_ _ _ __
CIf no. 90 to question '29)
28b. If yea. please indicate ·the

in vhlch you halped

1. Financially Cloaned ..onayj

2. Helped tham find a job
3. Helped tham flnd
4.
Cvave thBID a ride)
5. Loaned thBID .omethinv they
needed Cbesidea IDOney)
Ii. Helped with
children
7. Helped take
of Domeone
else in
home
8. Llstened and vava advlca on a
problBID they had
9. Helped take
of the.. when they
sick or injured
10. Helped with houaohold chores
11. Helpsd with ahoppinv
12, Helped them ..eet new people
13. Othe:c Cpleaae specify)

29.

In the laat alx montha, have you recelved help o:c e
a
1. ye.,______

from

2.110,_ _ _ __

- - - - - -----_._..._---_.----
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".(.j

29a.

If yee. what kind of help did you receive?
check all that apply I
1.
2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.

B.
9.
10.
11.
12.
ll.

IPleaae

Financially lborrowed moneyl
Belp in finding a job
Bolp in finding housing
Transportation
Loan of sOlllathin", othor thin IIlOnay
Belp with my children
Balp whan I waB .ick or
Balp in taking
of aomeone
elaa in my falllily
.
A
liatened to a
% had and gave advice
Belped with houaehold
Belped with shopping
Belped me lIIeet new people
Iple.se apecifyl

21b.

If you did not
any help
a
in the
laat six monthe. have you at any t1llle in the paat
holp or a
a
2. No,_ _ __
1. yea,_ _ _ _ __

29c.

If ye •• pleaae indicate the
help
a neighbor.

in which you

IIOneyl
1. Financially
2. Belp in Finding a job
3. Belp in finding housing
4.
S. Loan of somethin, othor than monay
Belp with my
7. Bolp when % vas Dick
of Domeone
B. Balp in taking
ol.e in my family
listenad to a
t.
I had and ",ave advico
10. Belpod with houDDhold
11. Belped vith Dhopping
12. Belped 1118 . . .t new people
Iplea.. specifyl
ll.

A
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·. 30.

lIbet would you uy
CPleaae check I:he

%Ql!.

depend on your neighbore moal: '0=7
thaI: are moat imporl:ant.,

SIIIIIII loaDa 0' monal"
Smoll loana
houaahold 11:eaa
0= otha= goo"a
3. c:t\1ld Cue
4. Balp with ca=a for anol:he= pe=aon
in 1"01OZ" fuJ.ly
5. Helping whan I am aick 0= injlOZ"ad
6. Kaaping an aya on 1"0U&' p=opa=ty
wbila you'=a away
7. Running er=ande fo= you
8. Sbopping
I. COIIIPanionah1p
10. Going out aocially
11. Halping with houeahold cho=aat
=apai=e/yardwork
12. Maating naw paop1e
13. other Cpla.8e apacify,
I.

2.

0'

mSE QOZSTIONS ARE ABOUT YOUR RELATIIIZS.

31.

Do anl" of yoU&' relativ.8 live in you= same naighborhood?
I. yae,_ _ _ _ _ _ __

2. NO,_ _ _ _ __

32.

About bow IIIIIny live in yoU&' aame naighbo=bood?

33.

Do

moet of yoU&' rolative8 I1vo witbin two C2, hou=s
traval d1atanca from yOU?
1. yoe,_ _ _ _ __
2. No,_ _ _ _ __

._----_ .. _---

. .-

..

-- ....----
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34.

During the laat month, have vou received any belp from a
relative in any of thecategor!es in queation 34a7
2. 110,_ _ _ __
1. Yea_-,_ __
If 'no, go OD,tO '35.
34a. If yea, pleaae indicate area. in wbich you received help
and which relative helped you.
RElATIVE vao IlELl'ID YOU
(II. wac1 •. lute.. , mochel', loa. etc.)

1. Financial

(borrowed IIIOney

2. Help in finding a 'ob
3. Transportation

4. Loan ot something other
chan money
S. Help with my Children

,.

Help in taking cere of
eomeone eleo in
family
7. Help when I wo. sick
8. Lis'toned co a problem I
had .nd g8ve advice
9. Help with household choree ____
10. Help with shopping
11. Help maet now poople

12. Othor (pldose opocifyl

35.

During the lost six manth.,
recoivod any help or a
favor trom a roiative In any o t e categorle. in quo.cion
2.
_________
1.

'0. _____

-"

---,---------
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3541.

If yeo,

kind of help did you

and

whom7

_
TIll BlLATM IIBO IllU'ID tOU
(£S. uDela •• 1aCo.. , _char, Ip. ItC.)

1. rinanciAl
IbonoVDd moneyl
2. Help in finding a job
3.
4. Loan of something
than monoy
5. Help with Child
6. Help in taking
of
Domeono 01.0 in my
family
7. Help when I waD aick
8. Listenad to a

I

had and gave .dvico

9. Holp with household

10. Help with shopping
11. Holp moet new p60ple
12.
(plo.ae specifyl

3Sb.

If you heve

any help

.ix montha, have you at any time

1. yea,_ _ __

35c.

If yea, pleaae indicate
you.

a

tho paDt

in the l.st

balp7

2. 80'--_ _ _ _ __

•• in which your Eelatiye. helped
_
TIll! IELATM IIBO II!I.PID YOD
(Ia. UDcla, .iato.. , _tbl" DaD lice.)

1. rinancial
(bonCllftld monoyl
2. Holp in finding job
3. 'h'AftapoEUtion
,. Loan of a_thing
thaD DOnoy
5. Help
Child
6. Help in taking
of
.o_ona olao in my
family
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MAIlE
(b.

(135 conUnuedl
7. Help when I waa slck
In:luud

••

,.

LlstanDd to a
had and qava advlce
Help wlth houaehold

or

IIELlTtft I/IID IlELPID tOU

_eta.

Itltll', _thl."

'0.. ICC.)'

I

10. Help wlth ahopplnq
11. Halp .at new paople

12.

35d.

(pleasa speclfy)

In the la.t alx montha, have you
1. yes'_ _ _ _ __

350.

If yea, ln what

did you halp and who dld you halp.

1. Financlal

!loaned lOonay)

2. aalp in flndinq a :lob
3.

4. Loan of aomathlnq

than monay

5. Help with Child
5. Balp in takinq

of

Domaone olao 1n
family whan thay
eick

.

7. aolp when thoy
aick _
•• Liatanad to a
they had and qavo advice _
,. aalp vith hOUD.hold
10 •.aolp wlth ahoppinq
11. aalp ..et nov pooplo

12.

(ploa.e specify)

_...

any help to your

2. HO,_ _ _ _ _ __

_._ .. __

._-_._--
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35f.

If you h.v. not h.lp.4 a
in tho la.e .iz montho.
hay, YAH .t .ny time in tho p.De h.lp.4 • c.l.eiva'
2. HO,_______

35g.

If 11'••• pl•••• oh.ok whiab ac.a. you h.lp.4 youc c.lativa.
UUTIVI fOil IlEUI!D

(b. ucla. alaeel', _lb.!', an. etc.)

1. Finanoial
: Iloan.4 IlOnaII'I
2. H.lp in fin4ing • 'ob
3.
•• Loan of .omething oth.c
than IIOn.y
5. S.lp with Chi14 Cae.
I. Selp in taking aac. of
Domeona .loe in th.ic
family who woo oiak
7. S.lp whan thay
• •ick

••

Li.tana4 to 0
.. eh.y
h.4 an4 gov. a4vic.

9. Selp with hOllo.ho14

••

10. S.lp with .hopping
11. Help meat n.w p.opl.
U. Dehac Cpla,.. op.oifyl

31.

Ch.ak 3 ac••• in whiob

aca mooe impactane

1. Loaning/giving you man.y
2. Loaning/giving you hou •• ho14
ieGmD oc OthDC thing.
3. Salping you with youc chil4can
•• aalping you aae. foe IlftOthoc _lIIIIoc
of youc family
5. Itooping All .11'. on yollC pcopocty
wIIile you an away
I. Running .ccan4.
7. Salping out with hOUDOho14 ahoc•• /
capain/yac4vock
•• Sooializing on holi4ay.
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IU' c:ontinued)
Soc1el'.1n, 1n
10. MeetLn, new people
11.
Ipleaee epecLfy'

Follow'n9
80ma
8Ltuet10ne thet people may fece Ln lLf ••
They may not b. on •• you have b•• n faced with. but
and put
Lnto the
the 3 people you would ,0 to
h.lp. Put
1 by
ch01c., 2 by second choice and 3 by
choic.)
37a.

Suppose you and
husbend
family
..
and ,uat don't .... to be ,ettin, alon9 a. w.ll a. you
uaed to. and you
about the eituatioD. Who would
you Deak advice
IPle •• e chooee 1.t. 2nd, and
_ _ _ _ _,1. Tha

_______2. Deacon

official

______3.
_ _ _ _ _ 4.
who
_ _ _ _ _5. Relative

not

_ _ _ _ _,.
_ _ _ _ _7. ,gUy
_ _ _ _ _ ,1.

______
_________,10.

r would take CUD of it mysaU
Ipl •• se .pecify)

-

--_.-_._---_.__...
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37 II. SlIppae. YOIl and
hllDb.nd u911ed fnqllantly and
hllaband
hit YOIl
th.e.
YOII
unbappy and fe.l
..
iD hoadin9
Who vould you Illak advic.
IPI.a811 chao.. lat. 2nd. and
_ _ _ _ _". TIle

_ _ _ _ _,2. Deacon
_ _ _ _ _ 3.

other

offlcial

CllII.. ch

_ _ _ _ _ 4. Fdando who ue not Churc:h IIIImbe .. a

_ _ _ _ _ 5. hl.Uva
_ _ _ _ _ 1.

_ _ _ _ _ ,. Fully
_ _ _ _ _ 8. Prof.ulonal cOWl •• lor
_ _ _ _ _ ,. I wOllld t.ke can of lt 1Il/•• U
_ _ _ _ _ 10. Othu Ipl ••••• pacUy)

JSa.

Suppa8e your 1&
old Ion suddenly bec:ue very lnt..... tod
in
and wile spending mo ... time 1I0c:ializlng then .tudylng
c.ulln9 hil gred.. to IIllp. Who .would you 1I• •k advicII ' .. am7
l'l.aDe ChaDD. lat. 2nd and
_ _ _ _ _ 1. The Hln1atu
_ _ _ _ _ 2. Deacon

0 ..

_ _ _ _ _ 3. Otha ..

othu Chu.. c:h ofUc:ial
IIIIImba..

_ _ _ _ _4. F.. i.nd. who a .. e not Chu ..ch mamboca
_ _ _ _ _5. hlllttv.

_ _ _ _ _,1. Halghbo ..

_ _ _ _ _,. Family

_ _ _ _ _ 01. ' .. ofa.-10nal 1n you.. 80n' 8 achao!

_ _ _ _ _ t. I would tllk. cu. of it lIl/aalf
_ _ _ _ _ 10.

Ipl.a •• spacUy)
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31 II. Suppaae
han9in;
and you
CPlea.e

your 16 year old Don had dropped out of Dchaol, va_
out with a bad crowd, etealtn; thin;_ from the hou.e
IUDpect he ia on dru;D. Mho would you aeek advice from?
chaoae IDt, 2nd and lrd)

............................1. The Mini.ter
2. Deacon
other Church official
__........................_3. Other Church membera

__........................_4. FriendD who arD not Church member.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,5. Relative

_______6. Nei;hbor
_______7. Family doctor
__........................

'rofeD.ional 1n your lon'a Dchaol

9. I would take care of it myaelf
_______ 10. Other Ipleaa. Dpecify)

39a.

SuppaDe you wer. new on the job, feel in; unDure of your.elf and
unhappy becauae co-workere Deem to be unfriendly. Mho would you
aeek advice from? C.leaae chao.e lat, 2nd and lrd)
1. Th. Miniater
2. Deacon or other Church official

3. Other Church member a
4. Frienda who are not Church membera

5. Relative

6. NDi;hbor
7. FDlllily doctor

8. A fellow worker

__........................_,. 'rof.aaional couna.lor in that area
________ 10. r would take care of it my.elf
_ _ _ _ _ _ 11. Other Cple.ae epacify)
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, UD.

Suppose you had been on
job
ten
and bad to a.ek
in a
field b.cauB. of lack of
with
your
fia1d. Who would you .a.k advic.
CPl.... chooa. lit, 2nd and
1. Tbe Minht.Z'
ChuZ'ch ofUcial

2. D.acon
3.

who aZ'. not

4.

5. R.lativ.
5.
7. A f.llow

coun ••

8.

in that u.a

_ _ _ _ _ _ _". FBllily
_ _ _ _ _ _ _,10. I would take

of it aayHlf

_ _ _ _ _ _ _,11. Othu Cpl. . . . .p.cify)

40..

Suppo ••
child awoke on a Ichool day with a
no •• , up •• t stomach. B./sh. is too lick to 90 to achoe1.
You have a job to 90 to. Who would you a.k
h.lp
what
choic. would you maka? CP1.a.a choo •• 1at, 2nd and
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,1. 'l'h. MinhtaZ'
______________,2. D.acon

official

_________________,3. Oth.Z'
________________,4.
who ia not a
_________________,5. Re1.tivo

memb.Z'

••

7. FamUy

8. Tak. the day oU

,. Bav. Bo_on. come in

10.

a

to

••• iona1

11. Oth.r Cpl•••• op.cify)

blillyait
••
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40b.

You
and
chL1d waa Ln an accLdant, haa a
and has to have aODDone ata, homa wLth
You
and cannot ata, homo. Who would you aak
I.loaao choo.. lat, 2nd and
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1. Tho MinUtu
_________,2. D.ocon

I.,

two w.oka.

to

h.lp ,ou7

Chuch oULchl

_ _ _ _...._ ........_,3.

................................__ 4.
.'

who L. not a Chuch
•

...._ _ _ _ _ _ _,.

...._ ........_ ...._ ....__7. roaily
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 8. Tak. time oU froa :lob
_ ...._ _ _....____ 9. Rave ....on. to come Ln vbo i. not a nu"a.
_ _ _...._ _ _ _ 10. Hir. prof ••• ional
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11. Othu Ip1.... sp.cify)
41.

42.

u.

Would you

your minist.r aa on. with whoa ,ou would discu •••

1.

Only thin,8 involvin9 r.lL9ion
or the church

2.

Soa. thiD,S othor than chuch or

3.

Just about any thin,

What 1s

8,07

You place of hbth7
hi Stata

al CLty
atatu ••

U.
1.

2. MauL.d lind livLn, with apouao
3.

4. Sapos-stod

5. Widowad
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45.

.1••••

higheat level of

1. SOlDO

achool

2. Complatad oleIDDntary Dchool
l.

Soma high Ichool

4. Completed high
5. SOlDe call.,.

&. Completed
7. SOlDO graduato school
8. Compl.t.d graduate work

or profee.ional d.gree

41 ••

.1.... indicat. your curr.nt work .t.tu••
1.1 •••• ch.ck onel
1. •• id full-tiIDD employment
2. .aid part-tiIDD employment
l. Bou.evUe

4. aetired
5. ulDCllllployed

b.
47.

What ve. or i. your job t1 tl. 7
.l •• eo indicate your hOUD.hold income.
80ci.l aocurity, penlion, velfar., etc.1
1. Undo&' ",000
2. '4,001 - '6,000
l. ",DOl - '10,000
4. '10,001 - 15,000

s.

'15,001 - $25,000

6. 825,001 - '40,000
7. $40,001 - ,&0,000
8. '60,000 and ov.&,

Bov many peopla contribute to this 6IDDunt.
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48.

In wbat type of bou.1n9 50 you 11ve?
ICbeck
1. Rent a

1n •
"-

bome

2. Rent an apartBent 1n a pr1vate
bome
3. Rent an

1n an

4.

own

5.

a home
apartment with
otber falll.l.1y lIIGIIIbera

6.

49.

bgild1n9
own home

Iplease spacUyl

Who 11vea 1n your housa or apartment w1th you?
IPlease chack all that apply I
1. Family memberl.1
2. Friendlal
3. Boarder.
4. L1ve alone

so.

BOW many ch11dren do you have?
BOW many are 12 yeers old or younger?
BOW many are over 18
old?

----- ...

_-_.
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.,"THESE QUESTIONS AIlE ABOUT ORGANIZATIONS

51.

NID

CLUBS THillI'

yoa

NAY

BELORa TO.

Do you b.long to any ot the tollowing
CPl....
ch.ek tho onaCa' to which you balong, alao ch.ck tha on.Ce,
in which you ac. an ottlcec'
1. Lebec ocgani.etion
2. Educ.tional, PTA, alumni

aaaoclation

3. Tanant. council oc no1ghbochood

a •• oeiation. Block Club

4. PoUtical Club
5. Buain.aa oc pcot•• aional

a ••ociationa

••

Fcat.cnal oc b.nevol.nt
auoeiationa

7. Social, hobby or athl.tic

club.

8. Civil right. organi.ation.

••

lD.

aorvic•
or

11. Othac Cpl .... ap.city,

Thank you vacy much tor your tima,
.nd halp.
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